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ABSTRACT
Classical and quantum spin systems are widely used models in both experimental and
theoretical condensed matter physics. In many materials, the electronic interactions can
be difficult to model exactly. However, in some insulators (Mott insulators), the magnetic
(spin) interactions can be captured well with spin-only models. Several models are studied
in this thesis. First, I report the solution of a long-standing issue in a classical frustrated
spin model (i.e., where the quantum effects are neglected and the complexity is due to
competing interactions): the nature of the thermal phase transition to a stripe state in the
two dimensional (2D) J1-J2 model. Here J1 and J2 are nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor
couplings. Monte Carlo simulations with single-spin updates are used for the calculations,
and an extended-ensemble method, a generalization of the Wang-Landau algorithm, is also
developed and tested. I focus on the study of “weak universality” behavior (continuously
varying critical exponents, with one of the exponents staying fixed), for which I show a
correspondence with a known class of conformal field theories with charge c = 1. Next,
moving to quantum spins, to shed light on magnetic systems studied experimentally and
to investigate new types of quantum states of interest in developing theories of quantum
magnetism, I study the S = 12 Heisenberg model on the 2D square lattice with added six-spin
interactions (the so-called J-Q3 model) as well as a set of 3D quantum antiferromagnets on
dimerized lattices. Here I use the stochastic series expansion quantum Monte Carlo method.
In the study of the J-Q3 model, I report on a similar weak-universality behavior as in the
v
classical J1-J2 model, but with a mapping to a different known class of c = 1 conformal field
theories. The critical behavior of the system again shows continuously changing exponents,
in a way which corresponds to a gradual weakening of Z4 symmetry-breaking to an emergent
U(1) symmetry. In the study of dimerized antiferromagnets, I report on a universal behavior
of the Ne´el temperature TN , which can be related to ground state parameters independently
of the microscopic interaction details in several different models.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Classical and quantum spin systems are widely used models in both experimental and the-
oretical condensed matter physics. In many materials, the electron interactions are very
complicated and difficult to model exactly. However, in some insulators (Mott insulators)
with localized spins and gaped charge excitations, the magnetic (spin) interactions can be
captured by relatively simple pair interactions in spin-only models. Several spin models will
be studied in this thesis, to shed light on magnetic systems studied experimentally and to
investigate new types of quantum states of interest in developing theories of quantum mag-
netism. In addition, I also report on the solution of long-standing issues in a class of classical
frustrated spin systems, where the quantum effects are neglected and the complexity is due
to the presence of competing interactions.
1.1 Monte Carlo (MC) calculations
Although they are simplified models intended to describe only the magnetic properties of
insulators, quantum spin models are still very complex many-body problems, i.e., they
have prominent quantum effects and are difficult to solve. Numerical methods have been
developed for studying these systems, to complement approximate analytical approaches.
In particular quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods have been developed to deal with the
complexity of the systems on large lattices. This is the main method used in the research
1
2described in this thesis.
In a classical MC simulation, a statistically unbiased sample of system configurations is
generated according to the Boltzmann distribution. Expectation values of various quantities
of interest are computed based on this sample, giving unbiased statistical estimators of their
actual values. When the sample is big enough, the fluctuations of the expectation values
are small, and we can obtain reliable results.
For a quantum system, such direct sampling (simulation) of the configuration space is
usually not applicable, because it is normally impossible to find the complete eigenstate set
(which would be equivalent to solve the system). Instead, a transformation of the quantum
system into an effective classical statistical-mechanics problem is first carried out, based on
Feynman’s path-integral formulation [12] or other similar ideas. Among many such QMC
methods, the stochastic series expansion (SSE) technique [13, 14] is considered the most
effective approach to study many different quantum spin models. It is used in this thesis to
study various quantum states and quantum phase transitions, along with the classical MC
method to study classical phase transitions.
1.2 Systems studied
In this thesis, two classical and two quantum models are studied. First, the nature of
phase transition from a disordered paramagnet to a stripe-ordered (Z4 symmetry) phase
in a two-dimensional (2D) classical frustrated system with ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor
interaction and antiferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbor interaction (the J1-J2 model) is
discussed in Chapter 2. Its phase transition turned out to be related to that of another
classical spin model—the Ashkin-Teller (AT) model, which I also studied. Following this,
the finite-temperature phase transition from a 2D paramagnet to valence-bond solid (VBS)
in the so-called J-Q model [15] is studied in Chapter 3. The finite temperature phase
transitions in all the above models, despite their different classical or quantum microscopic
interactions, fall into a class of phase transitions which have continuously changing critical
exponents (weak universality [16]) as a function of the model parameters. The weak uni-
3versality behavior is possible in conformal field theory (CFT) when the conformal charge
c ≥ 1 [17, 18]. Because of Z4 symmetry breaking in these phase transitions, it is known that
c = 1 is possible. I here show that the phase transitions in both the J1-J2 and J-Q models
are mapped to known classes of phase transition with c = 1. In the case of the J1-J2 model
the mapping is to the AT model and in the case of the J-Q model it is to the XY model
with a four-fold anisotropy field.
In Chapter 4, universal aspects of Ne´el ordering for three different 3D dimerized quantum
Heisenberg models are presented. A remarkable universality is demonstrated between the
ordered magnetic moment at T = 0 and the ordering temperature TN when TN is normalized
properly. I argue that the quantum and thermal fluctuation destroy magnetic ordering in
a decoupled manner, based on a mean-field picture.
In the following sections of this Chapter I summarize the main results, before providing
details in the other chapters.
1.3 Stripe order in a classical frustrated system
Stripe order is widely present in many different systems in nature [19], and the phase
transition from a disordered phase to a stripe phase is therefore interesting and important.
I consider the perhaps simplest example of a system with such a phase transition, to resolve
a long-standing issue of the nature of this transition.
I start from the standard ferromagnetic Ising model, with nearest-neighbor interactions
J1 on the 2D square lattice. Its ground state has uniform ferromagnetic order. When
sufficiently strong frustrating (antiferromagnetic) second-neighbor couplings J2 are added,
the low-temperature ordered state instead exhibits stripes of alternating “up” and “down”
magnetization (which can be arranged in four different ways on the square lattice, thus,
this ordered state breaks Z4 symmetry), the interactions and ground states are illustrated
in Fig. 1.1. When J2/|J1| < 1/2, system has a ferromagnetic ground state. When J2/|J1| >
1/2, system has a stripe-ordered ground state (there are four such degenerate states). While
ferromagnetic ordering for J2/|J1| < 1/2 is well understood, the system for J2/|J1| > 1/2
4has a more interesting and still controversial type of phase transition into the stripe state
versus temperature. I focus on this case.
Breaking the Z4 symmetry at a thermal phase transition in a 2D system can lead to a
very special kind of critical behavior, where the critical exponents depend on microscopic
details of the system (couplings), in contrast to the universal exponents at normal tran-
sitions. Continuously varying exponents are possible in conformal field theory when the
conformal charge c ≥ 1 [17, 18]. A well-known microscopic model with a Z4-symmetric
order-parameter realizing this behavior with c = 1 is the Ashkin-Teller (AT) model [20–23].
This model consists of two square-lattice Ising models coupled by a four-spin interaction.
In the frustrated J1-J2 Ising model, the c = 1 AT criticality has also been suspected at the
stripe transition, but it has not previously been possible to demonstrate this convincingly for
a wide range of couplings (only at very strong second-neighbor coupling, where the system
reduces to two weakly coupled Ising models [24, 25]). It has even been difficult to determine
whether the transition is continuous or first-order [24–33]. A convincing demonstration of
robust c = 1 criticality with varying exponents will be reported in this thesis.
The J1-J2 model shown in Fig. 1.1 with coupling J1 < 0 (ferromagnetic) and J2 > 0
(antiferromagnetic) is defined by the Hamiltonian (energy)
H = J1
∑
〈ij〉
σiσj + J2
∑
〈〈ij〉〉
σiσj , (1.1)
where first neighbors and second neighbors (diagonal neighbors on the square lattice) are
denoted by 〈ij〉 and 〈〈ij〉〉, respectively, and σi = ±1. When J2 < |J1|/2 the ground state
has ferromagnetic order [Fig. 1.1(a)]. In contrast, for J2 > |J1|/2 it has collinear (stripe)
order [Fig. 1.1(b)]. Exactly at the transition point J2/|J1| = 1/2 there are 2L+1 degenerate
states with parallel stripes (of any width) for a system with L× L spins.
The AT Hamiltonian can be written as
H = −
∑
〈ij〉
(σiσj + τiτj +Kσiσjτiτj), (1.2)
where two Ising variables, σi, τi, reside on adjacent sites i in two different square-lattice
layers, which are coupled to each other through K. The ferromagnetic phase of the AT
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Figure 1: Ground states of the frustrated Ising model. The open circles stand
for up spins, and the solid black circles stand for down spins. The solid lines
indicate the J1 interactions and the dashed lines indicate the J2 interaction.
When J2/|J1| < 1/2, the ground state has ferromagnetic order, as in (a), while
forJ2/|J1| > 1/2 the ground state has stripe order, as in (b).
models [12, 13]). It has even been difficult to determine whether the transition
is continuous or first-order [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. A convincing
demonstration of robust c = 1 criticality with varying exponents will be reported
in this thesis.
The J1-J2 model shown in Fig. 1 with coupling J1 < 0 (ferromagnetic) and
J2 > 0 (antiferromagnetic) is defined by the Hamiltonian (energy)
H = J1
∑
〈ij〉
σiσj + J2
∑
〈〈ij〉〉
σiσj , (1)
where first neighbors and second neoghbors (diagonal neighbors on the square
lattice) are denoted by 〈ij〉 and 〈〈ij〉〉, respectively, and σi = ±1. When J2 <
|J1|/2 the ground state has ferromagnetic order [Fig. 1(a)]. In contrast, for
J2 > |J1|/2 it has collinear (stripe) order [Fig. 1(b)]. Exactly at the transition
point J2/|J1| = 1/2 there are 2L+1 degenerate states with parallel stripes (of
any width) for a system with L× L spins.
The AT Hamiltonian can be written as
H = −
∑
〈ij〉
(Jσiσj + Jτiτj +Kσiσjτiτj), (2)
where two Ising variables, σi, τi, reside on adjacent sites i in two different square-
lattice layers, which are coupled to each other through K. The ferromagnetic
phase of the AT model (〈στ〉 6= 0 and 〈σ〉 = ±〈τ〉) breaks a four-fold (Z4)
symmetry, like the stripe phase of the J1-J2 model.
Using classical Monte Carlo simulations, I analyzed the Binder cumulant,
the specific heat, the susceptibility, and the distribution of the energy and order
parameters of these two models. I observe that the usual indicators of a first-
order phase transition, such as a bimodal distribution of energy and the order
parameter, and a negative peak in the Binder cumulant close to the critical
point, are not always reliable. This conclusion is based on the fact that for the
well known continuous phase transition of the AT model (2) when 0 ≤ K ≤ 1,
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Figure 1.1: Ground states of the frustrated Ising model. The open circles stand for up spins
and the solid black circles stand for down spins. The solid lines indicate the J1 interactions
and the dashed lines indicate the J2 interactions. When J2/|J1| < 1/2, the ground state has
ferromagnetic order as in (a), while for J2/|J1| > 1/2 the ground state has stripe order as in
(b). There are four degenerate states, obtained by translating and rotating the configuration
shown here.
model (〈στ〉 6= 0 and 〈σ〉 = ±〈τ〉) breaks a four-fold (Z4) symmetry, like the stripe phase
of the J1-J2 model.
Using classical MC simulations, I analyzed the Binder cumulant, the specific heat, the
susceptibility, and the distribution of the energy and order-parameters of these two models.
I observed that the usual indicators of a first-order phase transition, such as a bimodal
distribution of energy and the order-parameter, and a negative peak in the Binder cumulant
close to the critical point, are not always reliable. This conclusion is based on the fact that
for the well known continuous phase transition of the AT model (1.2) when 0 ≤ K ≤ 1, I
observed a negative Binder cumulant as well as a bimodal distribution of the energy and
the order-parameter. This had not been investigated in previous studies of the AT model.
For the J1-J2 model, previous work based on these unreliable indicators [24, 25] over-
estimate the extent of first-order stripe phase transitions when J2/|J1| > 1/2. I my
research, I ompared the J1-J2 and AT mo els and located a special point, J2/|J1| ≈ 0.67,
6where the critical behavior is the same as that of the AT model at K = 1. This special
AT point is also equivalent to another well-studied model—the 4-state Potts model. Based
on this result and further comparisons between the J1-J2 and AT models, the whole region
J2/|J1| > 0.67 maps onto the continuous transitions of the AT model, and below this point
the transition is weakly first-order.1
1.4 VBS transition in J-Q models
The ground state of a quantum spin systems can be non-magnetic due to strong quantum
fluctuations. The VBS is one such non-magnetic state. A VBS state is associated with
spontaneously broken lattice symmetries (translational and some times rotational). I study
a system with columnar VBS order on the simple, square lattice, which breaks both the
translational and rotational lattice symmetries. Unlike other well studied systems where the
symmetries are broken “manually” (with a dimer pattern imposed already in the Hamilto-
nian, by forming dimers by stronger interactions between some spins) the VBS Hamiltonian
studied here obeys all symmetries of the lattice. The VBS is then formed due to spontaneous
symmetry breaking and the transition, where the Ne´el order also vanishes simultaneously,
is much different from the Ne´el–paramagnetic transition in previously studied manually
dimerized Heisenberg models.
Spontaneously formed VBS states were predicted theoretically more than two decades
ago [36]. The interest in VBS states and the Ne´el-VBS quantum phase transition was
recently revived after Senthil el al. [37] proposed that this phase transition should be con-
tinuous, instead of the first-order transition obtained between two unrelated ordered phases
according to the conventional “Landau rule” and is associated with exotic quantum phe-
nomena (such as deconfinement of spinons). This proposal involves some assumptions and
has been controversial. It is therefore important to consider unbiased numerical studies of
the Ne´el–VBS transition.
The traditional route to theoretically study the Ne´el-VBS transition is to add frustration
1These results are described in two papers [34, 35] and in Chapter 2.
7to the Heisenberg model, but this route is not applicable for large-scale numerical simu-
lations because of the “sign problems” affecting QMC methods for these systems. As an
alternative, Sandvik proposed the J-Q [15] model, which also has a Ne´el-VBS transition but
does not have the sign problem. In this model the Ne´el order is destroyed by a multi-spin
interaction (Q) which is not frustrated in the conventional sense but still competes with the
Heisenberg (J) interaction.
In order to understand the J-Q model, first we need to know that
Hij =
1
4
− Si · Sj (1.3)
is a singlet projector operator, i. e. Hij = |Sij〉〈Sij |, where |Sij〉 is a singlet on sites i and
j. The Heisenberg interaction is 14 −Hij . The original J-Q Hamiltonian [15] is defined as
H = −J
∑
〈ij〉
Hij −Q
∑
〈ijkl〉
HijHkl, (1.4)
where (k,l) is a site pair neighboring the pair (i,j), with both vertically and horizontally
oriented pairs included in the summation. The interactions are illustrated in Fig. 1.2.
Intuitively, if the Q interaction is strong enough, columns of singlets will be favored in
the system, i.e., a VBS state forms. This model, and extensions with Q terms containing
three or more singlet projectors, makes extensive QMC studies of the Ne´el-VBS transition
possible (also shown in Fig. 1.2).
There are many exciting aspects of the J-Q model at zero temperature, such as sponta-
neously emerging U(1) symmetry [38], and “deconfined” quantum criticality [39] associated
with fractional spin excitations (spinons). However, not many studies have been carried out
to shed light on the T > 0 properties, in particular the nature of the finite-temperature VBS
phase transition. Tsukamoto, Harada and Kawashima [40] did study this transition of the
original J-Q model (1.4), also called the J-Q2 model because of the two singlet projectors
in the Q term [2], and found an unusual critical exponent η (the exponent governing the
correlation function at the critical point) for J = 0; η ≈ 0.5. For the temperature driven
phase transition from a paramagnet to one with a Z4-symmetric order-parameter one would
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of products of singlet-projector operators
Pij in the J-Q model. (a) is the Heisenberg interaction (up to a constant 1/4),
(b) is a four-spin interaction, and (c) is a six-spin interaction. The Hamiltonian
of the system is the summation of these operators and their pi2 -rotated analogues
over all lattice sites.
where (k,l) is a site pair neighboring the pair (i,j), with both vertically and
horizontally oriented pairs. The interactions are illustrated in Fig. 3. Intuitively,
if the Q interaction is strong enough, columns of singlets will be favored in the
system, i.e., a VBS state forms. This model makes extensive studies of the
Ne´el-VBS transition possible.
There are many exciting aspects of the J-Q model at zero temperature, such
as spontaneously emerging U(1) symmetry [31], and “deconfined” quantum crit-
icality [32] associated with fractional spin excitations (spinons). However, not
many studies have been carried out to shed light on the T > 0 properties, in par-
ticular the nature of the finite-temperature VBS phase transition. Tsukamoto
and Kawashima [33] did study this transition of the original J-Q model (7), also
called the J-Q2 model because of the two singlet projectors in the Q term [27],
and found an unusual critical exponent η for J = 0; η ≈ 0.5. For the temperature
driven phase transition from a paramagnet to one with a Z4-symmetric order
parameter one would actually always expect η = 1/4 on theoretical grounds
(e.g., based on the behavior of the AT model, discussed in Sec. 2).
I suspect that the unusual behavior found previously may be caused by the
fact that it is difficult to get outside the neighborhood of the quantum critical
point in the J-Q2 model, i.e., even in the VBS state at J = 0 the system has
significant fluctuations because the critical ratio is very small; (J/Q)c ≈ 0.045.
I therefor study the J-Q3 model in this thesis, which is defined by
H = −J
∑
〈ij〉
Pij −Q
∑
〈ijklmn〉
PijPklPmn, (8)
where Pij , Pkl and Pmn are the singlet projectors for adjacent horizontal or
vertical columns, as shown in Fig. 3. In this model the VBS order is much
stronger for small J [31] and one can therefore easily get away from the quantum-
critical neighborhood.
Using SSE, I measure the specific heat (C), the VBS correlation length (ξ),
the uniform susceptibility, and the VBS susceptibility (χ). Based on standard
finite-size scaling theory, ξ/L is size independent at the critical temperature Tc,
where L is the system size. In practice, this means that two curves ξ/L versus
7
Figure 1.2: Graphical representation of products of singlet-projector operators Hij in the
J-Q model. (a) is the Heisenberg interaction J (up to a constant 1/4), (b) is a four-spin
Q2 interaction, and (c) is a six-spin Q3 interaction. The J-Q2 or J-Q3 Hamiltonian of the
syste is the summation of these operators and their pi2 -rotate analogues over all lattice
sites.
actually always expect η = 1/4 on theoretical grounds (e.g., based on the behavior of the
AT model, discussed in Sec. 1.3). There are no known scenarios with η 6= 1/4.
When starting my study, my hypothesis was that the unusual behavior found previously
may be caused by the fact that it is difficult to reach outside the neighborhood of the
quantum critical point in the J-Q2 model, i.e., even in the VBS state at J = 0 the system
has significant VBS fluctuations even at T = 0 because the critical coupling ratio is very
small—(J/Q)c ≈ 0.045. Therefore Tc is always low and the critical behavior at Tc may be
heavily influenced by the T = 0 quantum critical point. I therefore decided to study the
J-Q3 model, which is defined by
H = −J
∑
〈ij〉
Hij −Q3
∑
〈ijklmn〉
HijHklHmn, (1.5)
where Hij , Hkl and Hmn are three singlet projectors for adjacent horizontal or vertical
columns, as shown in Fig. 1.2 (c). In this model the VBS order is much stronger at T = 0 for
small J [38] and one can therefore easily get away from the quantum-critical neighborhood,
reaching far into a stable VBS phase and a igh Tc with not much influence from quantum
criticality.
9Using the SSE method, I calculated the specific heat (C), the VBS correlation length
(ξ), the uniform susceptibility, and the VBS susceptibility (χVBS) for different Q3/J ratios.
Based on standard finite-size scaling theory, ξ/L should be size independent at the critical
temperature Tc, where L is the system size. In practice, this means that two curves ξ/L
versus T for different system sizes L cross each other at a point which drifts (due to scaling
correction) toward Tc as L → ∞. After extraction of Tc by extrapolating such crossing
points, I studied the scaling property of χVBS at Tc. All my calculations show consistently
η = 1/4. From the scaling of the peak value of the specific heat, I obtained α = 0. In addi-
tion, the correlation exponent ν is extracted from finite-size data collapse of χVBS. I found
that ν ≈ 1 deep in the VBS state, and ν →∞ when Tc → 0+. Based on these observations,
it is concluded that the finite-temperature VBS transition has the same universality as the
classical XY model (where no quantum effects are present) with a fourfold anisotropic field
h4 cos(4θi). For h4 = 0, it is known that there is a Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) transition in
the classical XY model [41, 42] (ν →∞), while |h4| → ∞ gives the standard Ising universal-
ity [43] (ν = 1). Furthermore, in addition to calculate exponents an intuitive picture of the
continuously changing symmetry (cross-over as a function of system size) from Z4 to U(1)
symmetry of the VBS order-parameter is also shown as additional evidence supporting the
above conclusion.2
1.5 3D dimerized quantum Heisenberg models
Dimerized quantum spin systems (where dimers are imposed by construction in the Hamil-
tonian by a pattern of weak and strong Heisenberg couplings) have attracted significant
interest [2, 44–47], both theoretically and experimentally. They exhibit quantum phase
transitions between a ground state with long-range antiferromagnetic (Ne´el) order to a
paramagnet with no order. The Hamiltonian for such a dimerized system can be written as
H = J1
∑
〈i,j〉1
Si · Sj + J2
∑
〈i,j〉2
Si · Sj , (1.6)
2This work is further discussed in a submitted manuscript and in Chapter 3.
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where 〈i, j〉a denotes a pair of nearest-neighbor spins coupled at strength Ja, with a = 1 and
a = 2 corresponding to inter- and intra-dimer bonds, respectively. For J1 = 0 and J2 > 0
the system consists of independent dimers, and the ground state is then a product of singlets
on these dimers. If the lattice is 2D or 3D, the system has Ne´el order at T = 0 when J1 = J2
and for J2/J1 up to a critical value (J2/J1)c. For a 3D system with J2/J1 < (J2/J1)c the
Ne´el order appears at a phase transition at some critical temperature (the Ne´el temperature)
TN (while in 2D systems the order exists only exactly at T = 0, in accord with the Mermin-
Wagner theorem).
The best experimental realization so far of a dimerized system with this kind of quantum
phase transition is TlCuCl3 under pressure [6, 11, 48]. The spin dimers here form on pairs
of Cu atoms that can clearly be identified as the most strongly coupled neighbors. The
inter-dimer couplings are, however, more complicated than in the simple nearest-neighbor
Hamiltonian (1.6). There are several significant exchange constants but their exact values
are not known (although they have been estimated based on approximate calculations of
the magnon dispersion, which can be compared with experiments [6, 10]). The dimers
nevertheless form a 3D network, and one can expect the same ground-state phases and
phase transitions as with the simplified Hamiltonian (1.6). The fact that the microscopic
spin-spin couplings in TlCuCl3, and how they depend on pressure, are not known accurately
is a complication when comparing experimental results with calculations for a specific model
Hamiltonian. In this situation it is useful to make comparisons that do not require any
explicit knowledge of the couplings. This is the aim of my study of this model.
I use the SSE method [2] to study three different 3D dimer models, namely, simple
cubic lattices with columnar [Fig. 1.3(a)] and staggered [Fig. 1.3(b)] dimers, as well as a
“double cube” with dimers forming between the cubes [Fig. 1.3(c)]. I study the uniform and
staggered magnetization, the uniform susceptibility, the Binder ratio of the order-parameter,
as well as the spin stiffness constants ραs in all lattice directions (α = x, y, z). The stiffness
constants can be related to winding number fluctuations in the simulations [2].
I use standard finite-size scaling methods [2] to extract the Ne´el temperature TN . At TN ,
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Figure 2: Dimerized 3D lattices; (a) columnar dimers, (b) staggered dimers,
and (c) double cube. For a system of length L, the number of spins is N = L3
in (a) and (b), and N = 2L3 in (c). The two different coupling strengths J1 and
J2 are indicated by thin (dashed and solid) and thick lines, respectively.
this situation it is useful to make comparisons that do not require any explicit
knowledge of the couplings. This is the aim of my study of this model.
I use the SSE method [27] to study three different 3D dimer models, namely,
simple cubic lattices with columnar [Fig. 2(a)] and staggered [Fig. 2(b)] dimers,
as well as a “double cube” with dimers forming between the cubes [Fig. 2(c)]. I
study the uniform and staggered magnetization, the uniform susceptibility, the
Binder ratio of the order parameter,
R2 =
〈m4sz〉
〈m2sz〉2
, (4)
as well as the spin stiffness constants ραs in all lattice directions (α = x, y, z)
defined according to
ραs =
d2F (θα)
dθ2α
, (5)
where F is the free energy per spin and θα an uniform twist angle imposed
between spins in planes perpendicular to the α axis of the lattice. The stiffness
constants can be related to winding number fluctuations in the simulations [27].
I use standard finite-size scaling [27] to extract the Ne´el temperature TN . At
TN , the stiffness constants scale with the system length as ρ
α
s ∝ L2−d, where the
dimensionality d = 3. Thus, ραsL should be size-independent at TN , while this
quantity vanishes (diverges) for T > TN (T < TN ). In practice, this means that
curves versus T (at fixed J2/J1) for two different system sizes L cross each other
at a point which drifts (due to scaling corrections) toward TN with increasing
L. The dimensionless Binder ratio also has this kind of behavior and provides
a different TN estimate to check for consistency.
To extract the T = 0 sublattice magnetization, I carry out simulations at
temperature T = J1/L. Note that, in a Ne´el phase with TN > 0, any T (L)
such that T (L→∞)→ 0 can be used for extrapolations to the thermodynamic
limit at T = 0. My choice is a natural way to to scale the temperature, since
the lowest spin waves have energy ∝ 1/L. I also did some calculations with
T = (1/2)L and obtained consistent extrapolated results.
The main goal of this work is to investigate how the Ne´el temperature is
related to the staggered magnetization ms at T = 0. I have discovered that
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Figure 1.3: Dimerized 3D lattices; (a) columnar dimers, (b) staggered dimers, and (c)
double cube. For a system of length L, the number of spins is N = L3 in (a) and (b),
and N = 2L3 in (c). The two different coupling strengths J1 and J2 are indicated by thin
(dashed and solid) and thick lines, respectively.
the stiffness constants scale with the system length as ραs ∝ L2−d, where the dimensionality
d = 3. Thus, ραsL should be size-independent at TN , while this quantity vanishes (diverges)
for T > TN (T < TN ). In practice, this means that curves versus T (at fixed J2/J1) for two
different system sizes L cross each other at a point which drifts (due to scaling corrections)
toward TN with increasing L. The d ensionless Binder ratio also has this kind of b havior
and pr vides different TN stimate to check for consistency.
To extract the T = 0 sub-lattice magnetization, I carried out simulations at temperature
T = J1/L. Note that, in a Ne´el phase with TN > 0, any T (L) such that T (L → ∞) → 0
can be used for extrapolations to the thermodynamic limit at T = 0. My choice is a natural
way to to scale the temperature, since the lowest spin waves have energy ∝ 1/L. I also did
some calculations with T = (1/2)L and obtained consistent extrapolated results.
The main goal of this work is to investigate how the Ne´el temperature is related to the
staggered magnetization ms at T = 0. I have discovered that the curve TN (ms) exhibits
a remarkable universality when properly normalized, not just close to the quantum-critical
point but extending to strongly ordered system. An important point emerging from a mean-
field argument, tested self-consistently by the SSE calculations, is that this universality is
not a critical scaling effect, but is due to a mean-field behavior of the order-para eter.
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The behavior points to quantum and thermal fluctuations being decoupled at the phase
transition, which could also be anticipated on general grounds for thermal transitions in
quantum systems. The numerical simulation results give a parameter-free scaling function
that can in principle be compared with experiments.3
In addition to the universality found above with the proposed normalization of TN , a
similar linear relation between Ne´el temperature and staggered magnetization was proposed
in Ref. [50] (work done independently at the same time as my study) with a different
normalization based on spin-wave velocities. Here I also report additional studies to test
this proposal. Though my simulation data verifies the linear behavior suggested in Ref. [50],
the coefficients of the linear form for different models are non-universal. The non-universal
coefficients may be due to unknown, model-dependent factors appearing in the calculations
in Ref [50]. Further work will be needed to shed light on the microscopic origins of the
remarkable universality found with my normalization of TN.
1.6 2D flat-histogram MC method
In addition to the model studies and results discussed above, I have also developed and
tested a new version of the so-called Wang-Landau algorithm for classical frustrated spins.
It operates in 2D space corresponding to two different couplings. Specifically, I have tested
it on the classical J1-J2 model. This work is discussed in an appendix of the thesis.
4
3The results of this work have been published in [49] and is further discussed in Chapter 3.
4Manuscript in preparation to be submitted to Phys. Rev. E.
Chapter 2
Phase transitions in the frustrated Ising
model on the square lattice
2.1 Introduction
The Ising model with nearest-neighbor interactions on the square lattice presents a rare
instance where the partition function can be computed exactly at any temperature T [51].
This allows for the calculation of the critical exponents characterizing the continuous phase
transition between the magnetically ordered ferromagnet and the disordered state. Adding
competing (frustrated) interactions provides a route for the appearance of new phases and,
thus, new phase transitions outside the Ising universality class. A next-nearest-neighbor
antiferromagnetic interaction represents the simplest way to incorporate frustration in the
standard Ising model. The two-dimensional (2D) frustrated Ising model is defined by the
Hamiltonian 1.1. When the ratio g = J2/|J1| < 1/2, there is an Ising transition versus T
to a ferromagnetic state [26–30]. The competing interactions in the model stabilize a new
striped phase (see Fig 2.1) when g > 1/2. Since these stripes can be oriented in either the x
or the y lattice direction, the ordering breaks a four-fold Z4 symmetry on the square lattice.
Increasing the temperature from T = 0 at a fixed g > 1/2, a transition to a disordered state
occurs with no other intermediate broken symmetry phase in between.
Unlike the Ising transition to a (Z2 ordered) ferromagnetic state, the nature of the phase
transition between a Z4 ordered state and a disordered state in 2D cannot be determined
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Phase transitions in the frustrated Ising model on the square lattice
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We consider the thermal phase transition from a paramagnetic to stripe-antiferromagnetic phase
in the frustrated two-dimensional square-lattice Ising model with competing interactions J1 < 0
(nearest neighbor, ferromagnetic) and J2 > 0 (second neighbor, antiferromagnetic). The striped
phase breaks a Z4 symmetry and is stabilized at low temperatures for g = J2/|J1| > 1/2. Despite the
simplicity of the model, it has proved difficult to precisely determine the order and the universality
class of the phase transitions. This was done convincingly only recently by Jin et al. [PRL 108,
045702 (2012)]. Here, we further elucidate the nature of these transitions and their anomalies by
employing a combination of cluster mean-field theory, Monte Carlo simulations, and transfer-matrix
calculations. The J1-J2 model has a line of very weak first-order phase transitions in the whole
region 1/2 < g < g∗, where g∗ = 0.67 ± 0.01. Thereafter, the transitions from g = g∗ to g → ∞
are continuous and can be fully mapped, using universality arguments, to the critical line of the
well known Ashkin-Teller model from its 4-state Potts point to the decoupled Ising limit. We also
comment on the pseudo-first-order behavior at the Potts point and its neighborhood in the Ashkin-
Teller model on finite lattices, which in turn leads to the appearance of similar effects in the vicinity
of the multicritical point g∗ in the J1-J2 model. The continuous transitions near g∗ can therefore
be mistaken to be first-order transitions, and this realization was the key to understanding the
paramagnetic-striped transition for the full range of g > 1/2. Most of our results are based on
Monte Carlo calculations, while the cluster mean-field and transfer-matrix results provide useful
methodological bench-marks for weakly first-order behaviors and Ashkin-Teller criticality.
PACS numbers: 64.60.De, 05.70.Ln, 64.60.F-, 75.10.Hk
I. INTRODUCTION
The Ising model with nearest-neighbor interactions
on the two-dimensional (2D) square lattice presents a
rare instance where the partition function can be com-
puted exactly at any temperature T .1 This allows for
the calculation of the critical exponents characterizing
the continuous phase transition between the magneti-
cally ordered ferromagnet and the disordered paramag-
netic state. Adding competing (frustrated) interactions
provides a route for the appearance of new phases and,
in some cases, new types of phase transitions outside the
Ising universality class. A next-nearest-neighbor anti-
ferromagnetic interaction represents the simplest way to
incorporate frustration in the standard Ising model. This
model, the J1-J2 Ising model, is defined by the Hamilto-
nian
H = J1
∑
〈ij〉
σiσj + J2
∑
〈〈ij〉〉
σiσj , (1)
where first and second (diagonal) neighbors on the square
lattice are denoted by 〈ij〉 and 〈〈ij〉〉, respectively, and
σi = ±1. When the ratio g = J2/|J1| < 1/2, there is
an Ising transition versus T to a ferromagnetic state.2–6
The competing interactions in the model stabilize a new
striped phase (see Fig. 1) when g > 1/2. Since these
stripes can be oriented in either the x or the y lattice
direction, the ordering breaks a four-fold (Z4) symmetry
on the square lattice. Increasing the temperature from
T = 0 at a fixed g > 1/2, a transition to a disordered
FIG. 1. (Color online) The four symmetry related striped
ground states of the J1-J2 model when g > 1/2. The striped
phase breaks a Z4 symmetry. Solid and open circles represent
the spin states σi = ±1.
state occurs with no other intermediate broken symme-
try phase in between. In this paper we study the phase
transition into the striped state.
Unlike the Ising transition to a (Z2 ordered) ferromag-
netic state, the nature of the phase transition between
a Z4 ordered state and a disordered state in 2D cannot
be determined simply from the symmetry of the order
parameter. This is an example of weak universality, a
concept first introduced by Suzuki,7 where the dimen-
sionality of the system and the symmetry properties of
the order parameter are not enough to fix the universal-
ity and hence, the critical exponents of the phase tran-
Figure 2.1: The four symmetry related striped ground states that are obtained in the J1-
J2 model when g > 1/2. The striped phase breaks a Z4 symmetry. Open (filled) circles
represent σi = +1(−1).
simply from the symmetry of the order-parameter. This is an example of weak universality,
a concept first introduced by Suzuki [16], where the dimensionality of the system and the
symmetry properties of the order-parameter are not enough to fix the universality and,
hence, the critical exponents of the phase transition. The exponents may vary with some
tuning parameter in the system even though the symmetry of the order-parameter does
not change. Only certain ratios of the critical exponents remain fixed and these define [16]
the weaker form of universality. Some exotic models in two dimensions, where the critical
exponents can be analytically calculated as a function of a coupling parameter, indeed show
this behavior, e.g., the eight-vertex model [52] and the Ashkin-Teller (AT) model [23, 53, 54].
Even though the frustrated J1-J2 model defined b Eq. (1.1) represents one of the
si pl s generalized Ising models in 2D, its stri e transition rem ined highly controversial
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until recently despite several past studies [24–33]. Early numerical and analytic approaches
supported the idea that the transition is always continuous for g > 1/2, but with critical
exponents that vary with g, thus providing another example of weak universality. However,
some variational studies [32, 33] and recent Monte-Carlo (MC) studies [24, 25] have found
a line of first-order transitions for 1/2 < g . 1. One recent MC study by Kaltz et al. [25]
used the existence of a double-peak structure in energy histograms to conclude that the
transition is first-order up to g = g∗, with g∗ ≈ 0.9. For higher g, in the same work a
continuum field theory was derived perturbatively in 1/g resulting in an AT-like model.
For intermediate values of g, where the (perturbative) field theory cannot be expected to
be reliable, and the MC results were ambiguous, it was not possible to definitely conclude
that the AT scenario holds all the way down to g∗. In particular, deviations from η = 1/4
were seen for g in the range 1− 5.
I show here that the stripe transition is first-order in a much smaller range of couplings
than previously believed for 1/2 < g < g∗, with g∗ ≈ 0.67. For g > g∗ it is continuous
and in the AT universality class. The exponents change continuously with g as in the AT
model [23], with g∗ corresponding to the universality of the 4-state Potts model [1, 55] (which
is equivalent to the AT model at one end-point of a critical line) and g → ∞ to standard
Ising universality. While AT criticality had been suspected at the stripe transition earlier,
it had not been possible to demonstrate this convincingly for a wide range of couplings
before. The key to solving this problem was the realization that the Potts model harbors
pseudo-first-order behavior and (previously known [1]) logarithmic corrections, and that
these match very well the properties of the J1-J2 model at g ≈ 0.67. Thus, the full critical
curve bridging the Ising and 4-state Potts point of the symmetric version of the AT model
(which will be defined in detail further below) can be completely realized in the J1-J2 model,
which is a natural starting point for describing stripe states in many systems [19].
The pseudo-first-order behavior implies that indicators (necessary but not sufficient
conditions) of first-order transitions, e.g., multiple peaks in energy and order-parameter
distributions, lead to over-estimation of the region of discontinuous transitions in this model.
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Mere observation of multi-peak structures is not sufficient for concluding that a transition is
first-order, but careful finite-size scaling studies are required to extrapolate, e.g., the latent
heat to infinite size. The 4-state Potts model and neighboring transitions in the AT model
exhibit clear pseudo-first-order behavior [34] for finite sizes, though these transitions are
known to be continuous [23]. It is then necessary to look at certain universal properties in
the J1-J2 model to determine whether the transition is continuous and belongs to the AT
universality class.
In this chapter, I present solid evidence to support this picture [34, 56] of the transitions
from the striped phase in the J1-J2 model. In Sec. 2.2 I briefly summarize the known
scenarios for continuous phase transitions from a Z4 ordered to a disordered phase in 2D.
I then investigate the phase transitions of the J1-J2 model in detail using MC simulations
(Sec. 2.3). I also present some further results for the AT model in Sec. 2.3 and its pseudo-
first-order behavior near the 4-state Potts point. I also establish the equivalence between
the continuous phase transitions in the AT and J1-J2 model, including quantitative results
for how the parameters of the two models correspond to each other in terms of the varying
critical exponents.
2.2 Expectations from universality
In two dimensions, the critical exponents can have various possible values when the ordered
phase breaks a Z4 symmetry. In the J1-J2 model, only the g → ∞ limit and g = 1/2
transitions are exactly known. At g → ∞, the system consists of two decoupled Ising
systems and there is a continuous thermal phase transition in the Ising universality class.
At g = 1/2, it has been shown [24] that there is a first-order T = 0 transition between a
ferromagnetic and a stripe ordered state. The first-order point is unusual in that there is
a co-existence of a large number of states [24] made up entirely of horizontal (or, vertical)
stripes where the orientation (σ = +1 or −1) of each stripe can be chosen independently.
However, the nature of the g > 1/2 transitions is not a priori clear. Two microscopic
scenarios are discussed here, which cover the known theoretical possibilities for continuous
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transitions out of a Z4 broken symmetry state in 2D.
Let us first consider the XY model in a four-fold anisotropic field h4:
H = −
∑
〈ij〉
cos(θi − θj)− h4
∑
i
cos(4θi) (2.1)
where the sites reside on a square lattice and θ defines the two-dimensional XY vector. At
h4 = 0, there is a KT transition [41, 42] while |h4| → ∞ gives the standard Ising universality.
A non-zero h4 leads to a four-fold broken symmetry phase at low T . The critical exponents
change as a function of h4, e.g., the thermal exponent ν equals 1 in the Ising limit and
ν →∞ at the KT transition. However, the important thing for the purpose of the analysis
to be done here is that the specific heat exponent α/ν equals 0 in the Ising limit (the
specific heat diverges logarithmically with system size here) and develops a cusp at finite
h4 indicating a negative α. This cannot possibly explain the behavior of the specific heat
in the J1-J2 model [34] where the divergence with system size seems quite strong at finite
g indicating α/ν > 0 if the transition is assumed to be continuous.
Next, I consider the AT model on the square lattice [23, 53] which is defined in Hamilto-
nian (1.1). The ferromagnetic phase of the AT model breaks a Z4 symmetry and is defined
by 〈στ〉 6= 0 and 〈σ〉 = ±〈τ〉. The transition from this Z4 ordered state to the fully disor-
dered state (〈στ〉 = 0 and 〈σ〉 = 〈τ〉 = 0) has continuously changing exponents which are
exactly known as a function of K [23, 54] using the following relations:
yt = 2− 2/gR, yh = 15/8, yp = 2− 1/(2gR) (2.2)
with
gR =
8
pi
arcsin
(
1
2
coth(2/Tc)
)
(2.3)
being a coupling appearing in a Coulomb-gas formulation for studying this class of 2D phase
transitions (see Ref [54] for an excellent review of the CG formulation for studying a class
of 2D phase transitions). The critical temperature Tc is exactly given by the self-dual line
in this effective model:
sinh(2/Tc) = exp (−2K/Tc). (2.4)
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In Eq. (2.2), yt = 1/ν is the thermal exponent, yh = 2 − η/2 is the magnetic exponent
(yh = 2 − η/2), which is fixed in the region; yp is an exponent of the polarization field
acting on one Ising variable only of the form P
∑
i τi, which breaks the Z2 symmetry of the
Hamiltonian [54].
In the AT model, K = 0 corresponds to the decoupled Ising limit and K = 1 corresponds
to 4-state Potts model universality. Note that K can also be extended to negative values
and then the thermal exponent ν increases and the specific heat develops a cusp. In the
AT model, the critical line is defined down to the point K = −1 where ν = 2. However the
transitions from K = 0 to K = −1 can also be viewed as a subset of the critical points in
an anisotropic XY model. Since the exponent α/ν ≥ 0 when K ∈ [0, 1], this suggests that
if there are continuous phase transitions in the J1-J2 model, then these belong in the same
universality class as critical points in the AT model in the range K ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover, the
specific heat exponent α/ν seems to decrease smoothly as g is increased [34] and its behavior
with g indicates that the frustrated Ising model may have all the critical points of the AT
model from K = 0 till K = 1 (4-state Potts model), which will then be the multi-critical
point in the frustrated Ising model and is the end point of the line of continuous transitions
between Z4 ordered and disordered phases in the AT model.
As I will discuss later in Section 2.3, the continuous transitions in the J1-J2 model
for g ∈ [g∗,∞) indeed get mapped to the transitions in the AT model when K ∈ [1, 0).
The stripe transition for g < g∗ is assumed to be first-order instead of some unlikely and
alternative exotic behavior outside the known scenarios for Z4 symmetry breaking. Some
results are present near g = 1/2 in Section 2.3 which suggest that the first-order transitions
are likely very weak and large system sizes may be needed to see the expected first-order
scalings.
2.3 Monte-Carlo simulations
I have simulated the J1-J2 Ising model using a standard single-spin Metropolis algorithm [57].
Due to the presence of frustration, cluster Monte Carlo methods cannot be used for this
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Peak value of the specific heat and
stripe susceptibility vs L for the J1-J2 and 4-state Potts mod-
els. Factors corresponding the asymptotic Potts scaling have
been divided out. In (a) the curves through the g = 0.68 and
Potts data are fits to the Potts form C = aL ln(L/b)−3/2. A
log-correction should also be present in (b) but the expected
Potts form χ = aL7/4 ln(L/b)−1/8 [17] is not seen for L ≤ 256.
AT model exhibit pseudo first-order behavior, though
these transitions are known to be continuous [4]. The
Potts point had not been identified in previous works,
and the pseudo first-order behavior was interpreted as
actual first-order transitions.
Stripe transition.—The striped phase is characterized
by a two-component order parameter (mx,my) with
mx =
1
N
N∑
i=1
σi(−1)xi , my = 1
N
N∑
i=1
σi(−1)yi, (2)
where (xi, yi) are the coordinates of site i on an L × L
periodic lattice and N = L2. We define m2 = m2x +m
2
y
and the stripe susceptibility χ = N(〈m2〉 − 〈|m|〉2)/T .
We employ the standard single-spin Metropolis MC al-
gorithm and use |J1| = 1 as the unit of T .
We analyze the peak value Cmax(L) of the specific heat
and χmax(L) of the stripe susceptibility. By standard
finite-size scaling arguments [18], Cmax(L) ∼ Lα/ν and
χmax(L) ∼ Lγ/ν. For first-order 2D transitions these
quantities should instead diverge as L2. Examples of the
scaling behavior are shown in Fig 1. For the L ≤ 256
systems studied, the exponent α/ν, estimated from the
slope on the log-log scale, decreases with increasing g (it
is close to 2 for g = 0.51), while γ/ν remains close to 7/4
for the g-values displayed here (also approaching 2 closer
to g = 1/2). These behaviors can be affected by scaling
corrections, and the slopes for moderate sizes may not
reflect the true exponents. Fig. 1 also shows results for
the 4-state Potts model, for which it is rigorously known
that α/ν = 1 and γ/ν = 7/4, but there are multiplicative
logarithmic scaling corrections that affect the behavior
strongly for lattices accessible in MC simulations [17].
For g in the range 0.66 − 0.70, the J1-J2 scaling agrees
well (up to factors) with that of the Potts model.
According to CFT [1, 2], the exponents can change
continuously when the ordered phase breaks Z4 symme-
try. There are two known microscopic scenarios, exempli-
fied by: (i) The XY model in a four-fold anisotropy field
h4. For h4 = 0 there is a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition
[19, 20], while |h4| → ∞ gives standard Ising universal-
ity. The exponents change monotonically with h4 [21].
(ii) The line of fixed points connecting the Ising and 4-
state Potts points in the square-lattice AT model [3, 4].
Assuming that one of these scenarios applies to the con-
tinuous transitions in the J1-J2 model, γ/ν = 7/4 is
fixed because this holds always for both (i) and (ii). This
explains why χ/L7/4 is almost constant for all cases in
Fig. 1(b). However, the observed variation of α/ν with g
in Fig. 1(a) (and at larger g) rules out scenario (i), since
α = 0 for all the fixed points there. Then the natural
scenario left to consider is that there is a line of fixed
points corresponding the AT model.
The AT Hamiltonian can be written as
H = −
∑
〈ij〉
(σiσj + τiτj +Kσiσjτiτj), (3)
where two Ising variables, σi, τi, reside on each site i and
are coupled to each other through K. The ferromagnetic
phase of the AT model (〈στ〉 6= 0 and 〈σ〉 = ±〈τ〉) breaks
Z4 symmetry and the order parameter can again be ex-
pressed as a vector (mσ,mτ ) with
mσ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
σi, mτ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
τi. (4)
The relevant Z4 transitions take place when K ∈ [0, 1],
where K = 0 corresponds to two decoupled Ising models
and K = 1 can be mapped to the 4-state Potts model.
The T > 0 transitions for K ∈ [0, 1] are all continuous,
with the exponents depending on K [4].
Binder cumulant.—To further understand the nature
of the phase transitions, we probe the Binder cumulant
of the stripe order parameter. For a 2-component vector
order-parameter, the cumulant is defined as
U = 2
(
1− 1
2
〈m4〉
〈m2〉2
)
, (5)
where the factors are chosen to make U → 0 in the dis-
ordered phase and U → 1 in the ordered phase in the
thermodynamic limit. We define U for the AT model in
the same way, by using m2 = m2σ +m
2
τ .
For continuous transitions, the cumulant typically
grows monotonically upon lowering T and stays bounded
within [0, 1]. It approaches a step function at Tc as
L → ∞ [22]. For a first-order transition, it instead
shows a non-monotonic behavior with T for large sys-
tems [23], developing a negative peak which approaches
Tc and grows narrower and diverges as L
2 (in two dimen-
sions) when L→∞. The nonmonotonic behavior can be
traced to the emergence of multiple peaks in the order-
parameter distribution (reflecting phase coexistence), as
discussed in the context of the J1-J2 model in [24].
Figure 2.2: Peak value of the specific heat and stripe susceptibility vs L for the J1-J2
and 4-state Potts models. Factors corresponding the asymptotic Potts scaling have been
divided out. In (a) the curves through the g = 0.68 and Potts data are fits to the Potts
form C = aL ln(L/b)−3/2. A log-correction should also be present in (b) but the expected
Potts form χ = aL7/4 ln(L/b)−1/8 [1] is not seen for L ≤ 256.
model unless J1 or J2 = 0. I found that single-spin Metropolis algorithm is sufficient to
study the thermal phase transitions accurately if g is not very close to 1/2 (I have gone up
to g = 0.52 using single spin-flip MC moves). I also developed an extension of the Wang-
Landau method (discussed in Appendix A) to reach closer to g = 1/2, but it turned out to
still be difficult to study large systems in this regime. Thermal transitions closer to g = 1/2
have also been simulated using a combination of parallel tempering and certain non-local
spin flips [24] which have a high acceptance probability very close to g = 1/2. To settle the
issues discussed above, it was sufficient to use the single-spin algorithm with g = 0.52.
I have also simulated the AT model on the square lattice, and for that I again use a local
Metropolis algorithm except at K = 1, where I use a cluster algorithm [58]. Temperature is
measured in units of J1 for the frustrated Ising model and in units of K for the AT model.
MC simulations combined with finite-size scaling and universality arguments provides the
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Binder cumulant vs temperature for
(a,b) the J1-J2 model at g = 0.55 and 0.70, and (c,d) the AT
model at K = 1 (the 4-state Potts point) and K = 0.95.
As is clear from Figs. 2(a,b), U(T ) of the J1-J2 model
indeed develops a negative peak that grows with increas-
ing L for g = 0.55 and g = 0.70. As g increases, the
system sizes needed to observe a peak also increase, indi-
cating a weakening discontinuity of m. The dependence
of the peak value Umin on L is shown in Fig. 3 for sev-
eral values of g (where Umin > 0 corresponds to a local
minimum). Interpolating these data, we can extract a
length L0(g) where Umin crosses zero for given g. L0(g)
grows with increasing g and diverges when g ≈ 0.82 (i.e.,
for larger g there is no negative peak). The vanishing
of the negative peak might be taken as an estimate of
the location g∗ of the multicritical point. One could
also examine the L(g) at which a minimum in U(T ) first
forms (but is not yet negative). This gives a still higher
value of g∗. However, such procedures, or ones based on
multiple peaks in the order-parameter or energy distri-
bution, over-estimate g∗ because these features can ap-
pear also for continuous transitions. Indeed, as shown in
Figs 2(c,d) and 3, we observe negative cumulant peaks
also in the Potts and AT models, in spite of these models
being rigorously known to have continuous transitions.
The most natural scenario suggested by these data is
again that the J1-J2 model at a point g = g
∗ corresponds
to the 4-state Potts model. It therefore exhibits pseudo
first-order behavior for some range of g-values above g∗,
just like the AT model does for K at and slightly be-
low the Potts point K = 1. The very similar behavior
of Cmax(L) for g = 0.68 and the 4-state Potts model
in Fig. 1(a) already suggests g∗ ≈ 0.68. Below we will
present further evidence of g∗ = 0.67± 0.01 indeed being
a 4-state Potts-universal point.
We presume that the stripe transition is first-order for
g < g∗, instead of some alternative (and unlikely) ex-
otic behavior outside known scenarios for Z4 symmetry-
breaking. The discontinuities are always very weak, how-
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Peak value of the Binder cumulant vs L
for the J1-J2 model at different g values and the 4-state Potts
model. For the latter (1) in the legend refers to the original
data and (2) has rescaled size, L→ aL, with a ≈ 2.36.
ever, so that the asymptotic first-order scaling behavior
cannot be observed in practice. For instance, the nega-
tive U(T ) peak for g < g∗ and the specific heat appear
to diverge much slower than the expected L2 form. Sim-
ilar behavior can also be observed for the 5-state Potts
model, which is a well-known prototypical example of
a weak first-order transition [16] with anomalously large
correlation length ξ [25]. To observe clear first-order scal-
ing, one has to use lattices with L" ξ.
Histograms—We next examine in some more detail the
pseudo first-order signals in the AT and J1-J2 models,
using the probability distribution of the order parame-
ter and the energy. Some aspects of the full distribu-
tion P (mx,my) were discussed in [24]. Here we consider
P (m2). It is well known that phase coexistence at a
first-order transition leads to a double-peak distribution
in a narrow window (of size ∼ 1/L2 in two dimensions)
around Tc. For L→∞, the distribution approaches two
delta-functions (at m = 0 and the value m¯ of the order-
parameter just below Tc), with weight shifting between
the two across the narrow Tc window. A double peak in
the energy distribution corresponds to latent heat.
As would be expected based on the negative Binder cu-
mulants, the pseudo first-order behavior also gives rise to
double peaks in the order-parameter and energy distribu-
tions close to the transition. This is shown in Figs. 4(a,b)
for the 4-state Potts model. Similar behavior can be
seen in the J1-J2 model, for which results are shown in
Figs. 4(c,d) at g = 0.55 (where the transition should be
weakly first-order) [26]. In Ref. [6] a double-peaked en-
ergy histogram was seen all the way up to g = 0.9 on
large lattices. This was taken as a first-order transition,
while our results show that this is merely pseudo first-
order behavior. Combining the results, we conclude that
there is pseudo first-order behavior in the J1-J2 model
from the Potts point g∗ ≈ 0.67 up to at least g = 0.9.
Potts point.—If the continuous transitions indeed be-
long to the AT class for g ∈ [g∗,∞], then a way to es-
timate the Potts point g∗ more precisely is to use the
Figure 2.3: Binder cumulant vs temperature for (a,b) the J1-J2 model at g = 0.55 and 0.70,
and (c,d) the AT model at K = 1 (the 4-state Potts point) and K = 0.95.
most unbiased method to understand the nature of the transitions in the J1-J2 model.
2.3.1 Physical observables
Before proceeding further, I define the observables that I measure in th MC imulations
for the J1-J2 and the AT models respectively. Let us first define the order-parameters that
characterize the broken Z4 phase in both the models. The striped phase of the 2D frustrated
Ising model is characterized by a two-component order-parameter (mx,my) with
mx =
1
N
N∑
i=1
σi(−1)xi ,
my =
1
N
N∑
i=1
σi(−1)yi , (2.5)
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where (xi, yi) are the coordinates of site i on a L × L periodic square lattice and N = L2.
I define m2 = m2x + m
2
y and the stripe susceptibility as χ = N(〈m2〉 − 〈|m|〉2)/T . Finally,
I also calculate the specific heat Cv = N(〈E2〉 − 〈E〉2)/T 2, where E is the energy per site.
For the AT model, the order-parameter can again be expressed as a 2D vector (mσ,mτ )
where
mσ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
σi,
mτ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
τi, (2.6)
and m2 = m2σ + m
2
τ . The order-parameter susceptibility χ and specific heat Cv are then
defined as before. I also measure the Binder cumulant of the order-parameter in both
models, which I define as :
U = 2
(
1− 1
2
〈m4〉
〈m2〉2
)
, (2.7)
where the constants are chose suitable for a 2D vector order-parameter, so that U → 0 in
the disordered phase and U → 1 in the ordered phase in the thermodynamic limit. Lastly, I
accumulate histograms of the squared order-parameter m2 and the energy E near the phase
transition for both the models.
2.3.2 4-state Potts point
Specific heat and stripe susceptibility
I here first analyze the peak value Cmax(L) of the specific heat and χmax(L) of the stripe sus-
ceptibility. By standard finite-size scaling arguments [59], Cmax(L) ∼ Lα/ν and χmax(L) ∼
Lγ/ν . For first-order 2D transitions these quantities should instead diverge as L2. Examples
of the scaling behavior are shown in Fig 2.2. For the L ≤ 256 systems studied, the exponent
α/ν, estimated from the slope on the log-log scale, decreases with increasing g (it is close
to 2 for g = 0.51), while γ/ν remains close to 7/4 for the g-values displayed here (also
approaching 2 closer to g = 1/2). This behavior can be affected by scaling corrections, and
the slopes for moderate sizes may not reflect the true exponents. Fig. 2.2 also shows results
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Binder cumulant vs temperature for
(a,b) the J1-J2 model at g = 0.55 and 0.70, and (c,d) the AT
model at K = 1 (the 4-state Potts point) and K = 0.95.
As is clear from Figs. 2(a,b), U(T ) of the J1-J2 model
indeed develops a negative peak that grows with increas-
ing L for g = 0.55 and g = 0.70. As g increases, the
system sizes needed to observe a peak also increase, indi-
cating a weakening discontinuity of m. The dependence
of the peak value Umin on L is shown in Fig. 3 for sev-
eral values of g (where Umin > 0 corresponds to a local
minimum). Interpolating these data, we can extract a
length L0(g) where Umin crosses zero for given g. L0(g)
grows with increasing g and diverges when g ≈ 0.82 (i.e.,
for larger g there is no negative peak). The vanishing
of the negative peak might be taken as an estimate of
the location g∗ of the multicritical point. One could
also examine the L(g) at which a minimum in U(T ) first
forms (but is not yet negative). This gives a still higher
value of g∗. However, such procedures, or ones based on
multiple peaks in the order-parameter or energy distri-
bution, over-estimate g∗ because these features can ap-
pear also for continuous transitions. Indeed, as shown in
Figs 2(c,d) and 3, we observe negative cumulant peaks
also in the Potts and AT models, in spite of these models
being rigorously known to have continuous transitions.
The most natural scenario suggested by these data is
again that the J1-J2 model at a point g = g
∗ corresponds
to the 4-state Potts model. It therefore exhibits pseudo
first-order behavior for some range of g-values above g∗,
just like the AT model does for K at and slightly be-
low the Potts point K = 1. The very similar behavior
of Cmax(L) for g = 0.68 and the 4-state Potts model
in Fig. 1(a) already suggests g∗ ≈ 0.68. Below we will
present further evidence of g∗ = 0.67± 0.01 indeed being
a 4-state Potts-universal point.
We presume that the stripe transition is first-order for
g < g∗, instead of some alternative (and unlikely) ex-
otic behavior outside known scenarios for Z4 symmetry-
breaking. The discontinuities are always very weak, how-
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Peak value of the Binder cumulant vs L
for the J1-J2 model at different g values and the 4-state Potts
model. For the latter (1) in the legend refers to the original
data and (2) has rescaled size, L→ aL, with a ≈ 2.36.
ever, so that the asymptotic first-order scaling behavior
cannot be observed in practice. For instance, the nega-
tive U(T ) peak for g < g∗ and the specific heat appear
to diverge much slower than the expected L2 form. Sim-
ilar behavior can also be observed for the 5-state Potts
model, which is a well-known prototypical example of
a weak first-order transition [16] with anomalously large
correlation length ξ [25]. To observe clear first-order scal-
ing, one has to use lattices with L" ξ.
Histograms—We next examine in some more detail the
pseudo first-order signals in the AT and J1-J2 models,
using the probability distribution of the order parame-
ter and the energy. Some aspects of the full distribu-
tion P (mx,my) were discussed in [24]. Here we consider
P (m2). It is well known that phase coexistence at a
first-order transition leads to a double-peak distribution
in a narrow window (of size ∼ 1/L2 in two dimensions)
around Tc. For L→∞, the distribution approaches two
delta-functions (at m = 0 and the value m¯ of the order-
parameter just below Tc), with weight shifting between
the two across the narrow Tc window. A double peak in
the energy distribution corresponds to latent heat.
As would be expected based on the negative Binder cu-
mulants, the pseudo first-order behavior also gives rise to
double peaks in the order-parameter and energy distribu-
tions close to the transition. This is shown in Figs. 4(a,b)
for the 4-state Potts model. Similar behavior can be
seen in the J1-J2 model, for which results are shown in
Figs. 4(c,d) at g = 0.55 (where the transition should be
weakly first-order) [26]. In Ref. [6] a double-peaked en-
ergy histogram was seen all the way up to g = 0.9 on
large lattices. This was taken as a first-order transition,
while our results show that this is merely pseudo first-
order behavior. Combining the results, we conclude that
there is pseudo first-order behavior in the J1-J2 model
from the Potts point g∗ ≈ 0.67 up to at least g = 0.9.
Potts point.—If the continuous transitions indeed be-
long to the AT class for g ∈ [g∗,∞], then a way to es-
timate the Potts point g∗ more precisely is to use the
Figure 2.4: Peak value of the Binder cumulant vs L for the J1-J2 model at different g values
and the 4-state Potts model. For the latter (1) in the legend refers to the original data and
(2) has rescaled size, L→ aL, with a ≈ 2.36.
for the 4-state Potts model, for which it is rigorously known that α/ν = 1 and γ/ν = 7/4,
but there are multiplicative logarithmic scaling corrections that affect the behavior strongly
for lattices accessible in MC simulations [1]. For g in the range 0.66−0.70, the J1-J2 scaling
agrees well (up to factors) with that of the Potts model.
Binder cumulant
To further understand the nature of t e phase transitions, I probe the Binder cumulant of
the stripe order-parameter. For continuous transitions, the cumulant typically grows mono-
tonically upon lowering T and stays bounded within [0, 1]. It approaches a step function at
Tc as L → ∞ [60]. For a first-order transition, it instead shows a non-monotonic behavior
with T for large systems [61], developing a negative peak which approaches Tc and grows
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narrower and diverges as L2 (in two dimensions) when L→∞. The non-monotonic behav-
ior can be traced to the emergence of multiple peaks in the order-parameter distribution
(reflecting phase coexistence), as discussed in the context of the J1-J2 model in [2].
As is clear from Figs. 2.3(a,b), U(T ) of the J1-J2 model indeed develops a negative peak
that grows with increasing L for g = 0.55 and g = 0.70. As g increases, the system sizes
needed to observe a peak also increase, indicating a weakening discontinuity of m. The
dependence of the peak value Umin on L is shown in Fig. 2.4 for several values of g (where
Umin > 0 corresponds to a local minimum). Interpolating these data, I can extract a length
L0(g) where Umin crosses zero for given g. L0(g) grows with increasing g and diverges when
g ≈ 0.82 (i.e., for larger g there is no negative peak). The vanishing of the negative peak
might be taken as an estimate of the location g∗ of the multi-critical point. One could also
examine the L(g) at which a minimum in U(T ) first forms (but is not yet negative). This
gives a still higher value of g∗. However, such procedures, or ones based on multiple peaks
in the order-parameter or energy distribution, over-estimate g∗ because these features can
appear also for continuous transitions. Indeed, as shown in Figs 2.3(c,d) and 2.4, I observe
negative cumulant peaks also in the Potts and AT models, in spite of these models being
rigorously known to have continuous transitions.
The most natural scenario suggested by these data is again that the J1-J2 model at a
point g = g∗ corresponds to the 4-state Potts model. It therefore exhibits pseudo first-order
behavior for some range of g-values above g∗, just like the AT model does for K at and
slightly below the Potts point K = 1. The very similar behavior of Cmax(L) for g = 0.68
and the 4-state Potts model in Fig. 2.2(a) already suggests g∗ ≈ 0.68. Below I will present
further evidence of g∗ = 0.67± 0.01 indeed being a 4-state Potts-universal point.
I presume that the stripe transition is first-order for g < g∗, instead of some alternative
(and unlikely) exotic behavior outside known scenarios for Z4 symmetry-breaking. The
discontinuities are always very weak, however, so that the asymptotic first-order scaling
behavior cannot be observed in practice. For instance, the negative U(T ) peak for g < g∗
and the specific heat appear to diverge much slower than the expected L2 form. Similar
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behavior can also be observed for the 5-state Potts model, which is a well-known prototypical
example of a weak first-order transition [55] with anomalously large correlation length ξ [62].
To observe clear first-order scaling, one has to use lattices with L ξ.
As a further test, I use a method inspired by the flowgram technique [63]: Since the
order-parameter distribution should be universal (up to scale factors) at Tc for a continuous
transition, and the negative peak in U(T ) represents one aspect of this distribution (U∗
being another one) the value Umin(L) should either approach a universal value (as U
∗ does)
or diverge in a universal manner as L→∞. Then, Umin(L) for the 4-state Potts model and
the J1-J2 model at g
∗ should, if the models are controlled by the same fixed point, collapse
onto the same curve for large systems, once a rescaling L→ aL is introduced for one of the
models. This is indeed the case if, and only if, g is close to the g∗ point estimated above.
Scaled Potts data match best the g = 0.66 curve in Fig. 2.4. It is not clear whether Umin
here diverges very slowly or converges to a finite value.
Potts point
If the continuous transitions indeed belong to the AT class for g ∈ [g∗,∞], then a way to
estimate the Potts point g∗ more precisely is to use the universal Binder crossing value U∗
(see Fig. 2.3) of curves U(T ) for different L at fixed g. For the 4-state Potts model (the
K = 1 AT model), I estimate U∗ = 0.792(4) by extracting crossing points between data for
pairs (L, 2L) and extrapolating to L = ∞. Examples of the finite-size scaling of crossing
points are shown in Fig 2.10(a). In the J1-J2 model, U
∗(g) increases monotonically with
g, as shown in Fig 2.10(b). I can now estimate g∗ by equating U∗(g) to the 4-state Potts
value. This gives g∗ = 0.67 ± 0.01, in good agreement with the Potts-like behavior of the
specific heat shown in Fig. 2.2(a).
Scaling collapse
To further strengthen the case for g∗ = 0.67± 0.01 to be in the 4-state Potts universality, I
now show the scaling collapse of the specific heat and the susceptibility data at the coupling
g = 0.68 and for the 4-state Potts model on the square lattice (K = 1 in AT model). The
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critical exponents of the 4-state Potts model are [1] ν = 23 ,
α
ν = 1,
γ
ν =
7
4 . There are
however important multiplicative logarithmic scaling corrections [1] at this critical point
that strongly affect finite-size scaling;
ξ ∼ |t|−2/3(− log |t|)1/2,
Cv ∼ ξ
(log ξ)3/2
,
χ ∼ ξ
7/4
(log ξ)1/8
, (2.8)
where t is the reduced temperature (T − Tc)/Tc and ξ is the correlation length. Then,
using finite-size scaling arguments, CvL
−1(log(L/L0))−3/2 and χL−7/4(log(L/L0))1/8 versus
t(− log |t|)−3/4L3/2 should give a good scaling collapse where L0, (which can be different for
different quantities) a non-universal scale factor, is chosen appropriately.
Fig. 2.9(a) shows the data collapse of Cv for the 4-state Potts model with moderate
to large system sizes L = 60, 64, 80, 120, 128, 160 being included in the data collapse.
The reduced χ2 (chi-square per degree of freedom) is χ2 = 1.304, and the parameter L0 =
0.20 ± 0.01. Fig. 2.9(b) shows the same collapse for the J1-J2 model at g = 0.68. The
system sizes included are L = 80, 96 and 128, and I get χ2 = 1.634 with L0 = 0.144±0.006.
The data collapse of Cv in both the cases using the same exponents and multiplicative
logarithmic corrections is another strong indication that g = 0.68 is in close neighborhood
of the 4-state Potts end point of the J1-J2 model.
Surprisingly, the logarithmic scaling correction for susceptibility in Eq. 2.8 does not
yield a good data collapse for either g = 0.68 or the 4-state Potts model. So instead
of using χL−7/4(logL/L0)1/8 on the y-axis, I set the power of the logarithmic function
as another fitting variable r in addition to L0. After carrying out a multi-variable data
collapse, I get r close to −1/8. Figs. 2.9(c), (d) show the data collapse with r = −1/8
instead of the 1/8 proposed in Ref. [1]. Fig. 2.9(c) shows the data collapse of χ for the
4-state Potts model with system sizes L = 48, 64, 96, 128, 192, 256. I then get a small
χ2/dof = 1.16 with L0 = 8.6± 0.2. Fig. 2.9(d) shows data collapse of χ for the J1-J2 model
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Data collapse with leading logarith-
mic correction of specific heat C and susceptibility χ for the
4-state Potts model and J1-J2 model at g = 0.68. The system
sizes included in (a) are L = 60, 64, 80, 120, 128, 160; system
sizes included in (b) are L = 48, 64, 96, 128, 192, 256. Solid
black curves are common lines fit to all data points shown
in each figure. The corresponding reduced chi-squares (chi-
square per degree of freedom) for fitting curves in (a), (b), (c)
and (d) are χ2 = 1.304, 1.634, 1.16, 1.75.
cal point that strongly affect finite-size scaling;
ξ ∼ |t|−2/3(− log |t|)1/2
Cv ∼ ξ
(log ξ)3/2
, χ ∼ ξ
7/4
(log ξ)1/8
(28)
where t is the reduced temperature (T − Tc)/Tc and
ξ is the correlation length. Then, using finite-
size scaling arguments, CvL
−1(log(L/L0))−3/2 and
χL−7/4(log(L/L0))1/8 versus t(− log |t|)−3/4L3/2 should
give a good scaling collapse where L0, (which can be dif-
ferent for different quantities) a non-universal scale fac-
tor, is chosen appropriately.
Fig. 10(a) shows the data collapse of Cv for the 4-state
Potts model with moderate to large system sizes L = 60,
64, 80, 120, 128, 160 being included in the data collapse.
The reduced chi-square (chi-square per degree of free-
dom) is χ2 = 1.304, and the parameter L0 = 0.20± 0.01.
Fig. 10(b) shows the same collapse for the J1-J2 model
at g = 0.68. The system sizes included are L = 80, 96
and 128, and we get χ2 = 1.634 with L0 = 0.144± 0.006.
The data collapse of Cv in both the cases using the same
exponents and multiplicative logarithmic corrections is
another strong indication that g = 0.68 is in close neigh-
borhood of the 4-state Potts end point of the J1-J2 model.
However the logarithmic scaling correction for suscep-
tibility (Eq 28) does not yield a good data collapse for
either g = 0.68 or the 4-state Potts model. So instead
of using χL−7/4(logL/L0)1/8 on the y-coordinate, we set
the power of the logarithmic function as another variable
r in addition to L0. After carrying out a multi-variable
data collapse, we get r close to −1/8. Figs. 10(c), (d)
show the data collapse with r = −1/8 instead of the 1/8
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Histograms of the squared order pa-
rameter m2 and the energy E for (a),(b) the 4-state Potts
model (the K = 1 AT model) and (c),(d) for the J1-J2 model
at g = 0.67. Here T is very close to Tc, chosen such that the
two peaks in the energy histograms are of the same height;
for the Potts model T/K = 3.64231 for L = 128 and 3.64460
for L = 256, while for the J1-J2 model T/J1 = 1.2014 for
L = 128 and 1.2004 for L = 256.
proposed in Ref. 19. Fig. 10(c) shows the data collapse of
χ for the 4-state Potts model with system sizes L = 48,
64, 96, 128, 192, 256. We then get a small χ2 = 1.16
with L0 = 8.6 ± 0.2. Fig. 10(d) shows data collapse of
χ for the J1-J2 model at g = 0.68 with the same form
as Figs. 10(d). System sizes L = 64, 80, 96 and 128 are
included in the data collapse, and we get χ2 = 1.75 with
L0 = 0.87 ± 0.3. From the data collapse of susceptibil-
ity, we believe the leading logarithmic scaling correction
should be close to χ ∼ ξ7/4(log ξ)1/8 instead of the form
in Eq 28.
D. Pseudo-first-order behavior in the AT model
Even though the transitions in the AT model are all
continuous, there are interesting pseudo-first-order signa-
tures at finite system sizes at the 4-state Potts point and
its neighborhood. This was explicitly shown in Ref 17
using various observables. Here, we have shown the his-
tograms of the squared order parameter m2 and energy
per site E for the 4-state Potts model in the top panels of
Fig 11. At each system size, the temperature is very close
to Tc and is chosen to ensure that the two peaks in the en-
ergy histograms are of the same height. There is clearly
a double-peak structure present even for very large sys-
tem sizes of L = 512. However, the distance between
the peaks decreases slowly as the system size increases
and the dip between the peaks also does not increase ap-
preciably. This can in principle happen for a weak first
order transitions as well, if system sizes used are L# ξ,
where ξ is the large but finite correlation length at the
Figure 2.5: Histograms of the squared order-para eter m2 and the energy E for (a),(b) the
4-state Potts model (the K = 1 AT model) and (c),(d) for the J1-J2 model at g = 0.67.
Here T is very close to Tc, chosen such that the two peaks in the energy histograms are of
the same height; for the Potts model T/K = 3.64231 for L = 128 and 3.64460 for L = 256,
while for the J1-J2 model T/J1 = 1.2014 for L = 128 and 1.2004 for L = 256.
at g = 0.68 with the same form as Figs. 2.9(d). System sizes L = 64, 80, 96 and 128 are
included in the data collapse, and I get χ2 = 1.75 with L0 = 0.87± 0.3. Based on the data
collapse of susceptibility, I believe the leading logarithmic scaling correction should be close
to χ ∼ ξ7/4(log ξ)1/8 instead of the form in Eq( 2.8). There may be a sign mistake in the
previously published form [1].
2.3.3 Pseudo-first-order behavior
Even though the transitions in the AT model are all continuou , there are interesting pseudo-
first-order signatures for finite system sizes at the 4-state Potts point and its neighborhood.
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I have shed some light on this in Sec. 2.3.2. Here, I show the histograms of the squared
order-parameter m2 and energy per site E for the 4-state Potts model in the top panels
of Fig 2.5. For each system size, the temperature is very close to Tc and is chosen to
ensure that the two peaks in the energy histograms are of the same height. There is clearly
a double-peak structure present even for very large system sizes of L = 512. However,
the distance between the peaks decreases slowly as the system size increases and the dip
between the peaks also does not increase appreciably. This can in principle happen for a
weak first-order transitions as well, if system sizes used are L  ξ, where ξ is the large
but finite correlation length at the transition. For a continuous transition, there cannot be
an order-parameter jump or latent heat in the thermodynamic limit. Thus, the distance
between the double peaks will eventually shrink to zero when L→∞. This type of double
peak structure was previously also observed in the energy distribution of the Baxter-Wu
model on the triangular lattice [64], which is in the same universality class as the 4-state
Potts model. The corresponding histograms of the J1-J2 model at g = 0.67 (which equals
g∗ within error bars) also show a very similar behavior as can be seen from figures in the
bottom panel of Fig 2.5.
In Sec. 2.3.2, it was also shown that the order-parameter Binder cumulant shows a
non-monotonic behavior with T developing a negative peak at K = 1.0 and its vicinity
(e.g. , at K = 0.95) in the AT model. A negative Binder peak is often taken as evidence of
first-order transition but here the transitions are clearly continuous. However, the negative
peak increases very weakly with system size L, with the increase being much slower than
the expected L2 divergence. [61] Also, the dip is more pronounced at K = 1 compared to
K = 0.95 which indicates that there should be a K∗ below which these pseudo-first-order
signatures vanish. These pseudo first order signatures in turn lead to an over-estimation
of the region of first-order transitions when the appearance of double-peak structures in
energy histograms etc. are taken to be indicative of discontinuous transitions in the J1-J2
model. Note that a two-peak structure was found in the energy histogram at very large
system sizes for g = 0.9 in Ref [25] which indicates that the pseudo-first-order region in the
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transition. For a continuous transition, there cannot be
an order parameter jump or a latent heat in the thermo-
dynamic limit. Thus, the distance between the double
peaks will eventually shrink to zero when L → ∞. This
type of double peak structure was previously also ob-
served in the energy distribution of the Baxter-Wu model
on the triangular lattice,28 which is in the same universal-
ity class as the 4-state Potts model. The corresponding
histograms of the J1-J2 model at g = 0.67 (which equals
g∗ within error bars) also show a very similar behavior as
can be seen from figures in the bottom panel of Fig 11.
In Ref 17, it was also shown that the order param-
eter Binder cumulant shows a non-monotonic behavior
with T developing a negative peak at K = 1.0 and its
vicinity (e.g., at K = 0.95) in the AT model. A nega-
tive Binder peak is often taken as evidence of first-order
transition but here the transitions are clearly continuous.
However, the negative peak increases very weakly with
system size L, with the increase being much slower than
the expected L2 divergence.29 Also, the dip is more pro-
nounced atK = 1 compared to K = 0.95 which indicates
that there may be a K∗ below which these pseudo-first-
order signatures vanish. These pseudo first order sig-
natures in turn lead to an over-estimation of the region
of first-order transitions when the appearance of double-
peak structures in energy histograms etc are taken to be
indicative of discontinuous transitions in the J1-J2 model
(see Ref 17 for more discussion on this point). Note that
a two-peak structure was found in the energy histogram
at very large system sizes for g = 0.9 in Ref 16 which
indicates that the pseudo-first-order region in the J1-J2
model extends to g . 1. Furthermore, Ref. 20 considered
the energy histograms at g = 0.80 for bigger system sizes.
A double-peak structure appears for large system sizes of
L = 1000, 1200 but these peaks eventually disappear for
even bigger system sizes (L = 2000), again confirming
the pseudo-first-order behavior in the J1-J2 model.
E. Weak first-order transitions
Since g∗ is in the 4-state Potts universality, the transi-
tions for 1/2 < g < g∗ have to be first-order transitions
unless we conjecture some exotic continuous transitions
beyond the framework of known Z4 transitions (see Sec-
tion II) . Interestingly, all the transitions in this range are
very weak first-order transitions. Weakening of discontin-
uous transitions is expected when approaching a multi-
critical point since it is a continuous transition. However,
here the transitions in the close neighborhood of the ob-
vious first order point g = 1/2 are also weakly first order.
Ref 15 suggested this based on the appearance of double
peak structure in the energy histograms. However, as
we saw, such double-peak structure also appears at the
Potts point and its neighborhood (where they disappear
in the thermodynamic limit). Here we show the evolu-
tion of the pseudo critical exponents with system size L
on the first-order side close to the g = 1/2 point.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Scaling exponents α/ν and γ/ν of
Cmax(L) and χmax(L). The scaling exponent α/ν is calculated
from the local slope of Cmax(L) between L and L/2; γ/ν is
calculated similarly from χmax(L). The system sizes L ≤ 128
in (a) and (c); and L ≤ 256 in (b) and (d).
We analyze the peak value Cmax(L) of the specific heat
and χmax(L) of the stripe susceptibility. By finite-size
scaling arguments for first-order transitions, these quan-
tities should diverge as L2 in 2D.29 Examples of the scal-
ing behavior are shown in Fig. 12. Two coupling ratios
g = 0.52 with system size L ≤ 128 and g = 0.55 with
system size L ≤ 256 are presented here. The peak value
of Cmax(L) and χmax(L) are shown as the inset in each
graph on a log-log scale. In this scale, peak value of
Cmax(L) and χmax(L) seem to follow a linear scaling be-
havior, especially in the insets of Figs. 12(b), (c), (d). A
more systematic analysis involves extracting the running
exponents αν (L) and
γ
ν (L) from the local slope of Cmax(L)
and χmax(L) between L and L/2. These should approach
2 as L → ∞ for a first-order transition. The first-order
exponent 2 is not obtained in these figures for the sys-
tem sizes studied. The scaling exponents αν (L) and
γ
ν (L)
[Figs. 12(a), (c)] increase as the system size increases for
g = 0.52, but do not converge at the system size L = 128.
This suggests that it may require large system sizes to
obtain the L2 scaling behavior. The scaling exponent
α
ν (L) for g = 0.55 [Fig. 12(b)] is further away from 2 at
the same system size L = 128, while it shows the same
tendency to increase as g = 0.52. The scaling exponent
γ
ν (L) for g = 0.55 seems to have in fact converged to
1.827 at comparably smaller system size L = 80. This is
again indicative of the large correlation length involved at
these weak first-order transitions. All this is reminiscent
of extremely weak first-order transitions like the 5-state
Potts model30 on the square lattice. Note that in both
the cases (g = 0.52, 0.55), αν (L) is already much larger
than 1, which is the maximum specific heat divergence
expected if the critical point is continuous and in the AT
universality class. It is an interesting open question to
understand the mechanism which makes the transitions
near g = 1/2 so weakly first-order.
Figure 2.6: Scaling exponents α/ν and γ/ν extracted from Cmax(L) and χmax(L). The
scaling exponent α/ν is calculated from the local slope of Cmax(L) between L and L/2
and γ/ν is calculated similarly from χmax(L). The system sizes are L ≤ 128 in (a, c) and
L ≤ 256 in (b, d).
J1-J2 model extends to g . 1.
2.3.4 Weak first-order transitions
Since the J1-J2 model at g
∗ is in the 4-state Potts universality class, the transitio s for
1/2 < g < g∗ have to be first-order transitio s unless we conjecture some exotic continuous
transitions beyond the framework of known Z4 transitions (see Section 2.2). Interestingly,
all the transitions in this range appear to be very weak first-order transitions. Weakening
of discontinuous transitions is expected when approaching a multi-critical point since, it
corresponds to a continuous transition. However, here the transitions in the close neighbor-
29
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Figure 2.7: (a) Binder cumulant universal crossing value U∗ vs K for the AT model and
vs 1/(1 + g − g∗), g∗ = 0.67, for the frustrated J1-J2 Ising model. The AT data points are
fitted with one polynomial function for the whole K range. The J1-J2 model data points
are fitted with several polynomial functions in segments. The corresponding K values with
the same U∗ as g = 1.0 and g = 2.0 are marked in the graph. The map between these
two models is as follows: g = 1.0, 1/(1 + g − g∗) = 0.7519 to K = 0.35 with U∗ = 0.8805;
g = 2.0, 1/(1 + g − g∗) = 0.4292 to K = 0.081 with U∗ = 0.9086. (b) Map between the AT
model (K) and the J1-J2 model (g
−1) using the universality of U∗. The curve is based on
interpolation of data in (a).
hood of the obvious first-order point g = 1/2 are also weakly first-order. Ref [24] suggested
this based on the appearance of double peak structure in the energy histograms. However,
as I saw, such double-peak structure also appears at the Potts point and its neighborhood
(where they disappear in the thermodynamic limit). Here I show the evolution of the pseudo
critical exponents with system size L on the first-order side close to the g = 1/2 point.
I analyze the peak value Cmax(L) of the specific heat and χmax(L) of the stripe suscep-
tibility. By finite-size scaling arguments for first-order transitions, these quantities should
diverge as L2 in 2D [61]. Examples of the scaling behavior are shown in Fig. 2.6. Two
coupling ratios g = 0.52 with system size L ≤ 128 and g = 0.55 with system size L ≤ 256
are presented here. The peak value of Cmax(L) and χmax(L) are shown as the inset in
each graph on a log-log scale. In this scale, peak value of Cmax(L) and χmax(L) seem to
30
follow a linear scaling behavior, especially in the insets of Figs. 2.6(b), (c), (d). A more
systematic analysis involves extracting the running exponents αν (L) and
γ
ν (L) from the local
slope of Cmax(L) and χmax(L) between L and L/2. These should approach 2 as L → ∞
for a first-order transition. The first-order exponent 2 is not obtained in these figures for
the system sizes studied. The scaling exponents αν (L) and
γ
ν (L) [Figs. 2.6(a, c)] increase
as the system size increases for g = 0.52, but do not converge at the system size L = 128.
This suggests that it may require large system sizes to obtain the L2 scaling behavior. The
scaling exponent αν (L) for g = 0.55 [Fig. 2.6(b)] is further away from 2 at the same system
size L = 128, while it shows the same tendency to increase as g = 0.52. The scaling ex-
ponent γν (L) for g = 0.55 seems to have in fact converged to 1.827 at comparably smaller
system size L = 80. This is again indicative of the large correlation length involved at these
weak first-order transitions (or potentially a different kind of critical behavior). All this is
reminiscent of extremely weak first-order transitions like the 5-state Potts model [62] on
the square lattice. Note that in both the cases (g = 0.52, 0.55), αν (L) is already much larger
than 1, which is the maximum specific heat divergence expected if the critical point is con-
tinuous and in the AT universality class. It is an interesting open question to understand
the mechanism which makes the transitions near g = 1/2 so weakly first-order.
2.3.5 Mapping between AT and J1-J2 critical points
The Binder cumulant (Eq 2.7) turns out to be especially useful in establishing the univer-
sality class of the continuous transitions in the J1-J2 model. It is well known [59] that
for continuous phase transitions, the Binder cumulant for different system sizes cross at the
critical point (when the system size is large enough). The value of the crossing U∗ is univer-
sal as well and characterizes the universality class of the phase transition. U∗ may depend
on some details of the model beyond the universality class, like the boundary conditions
and shape of the lattice and the anisotropy of the interactions [65]. However, in the cases
considered here, both the J1-J2 model and the AT model live on periodic square lattices
and the interactions respect the full symmetry of the lattice, so a comparison of U∗ between
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and the stripe susceptibility as χ = N(〈m2〉− 〈|m|〉2)/T .
We also measure the specific heat Cv = N(〈E2〉 −
〈E〉2)/T 2, where E is the energy per site. For the AT
model, the order parameter can again be expressed as a
2D vector (mσ,mτ ) where
mσ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
σi
mτ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
τi (26)
and m2 = m2σ +m
2
τ . The order parameter susceptibility
χ and specific heat Cv are then defined as before. We also
measure the Binder cumulant of the order parameter in
both models, which we define as :
U = 2
(
1− 1
2
〈m4〉
〈m2〉2
)
(27)
as is suitable for a 2D vector order parameter.25 The
factors are chosen to make U → 0 in the disordered phase
and U → 1 in the ordered phase in the thermodynamic
limit. Lastly, we measure the histograms of the squared
order parameterm2 and the energy E near the transition
for both the models.
B. Map between AT and J1-J2 critical points
The Binder cumulant (Eq 27) turns out to be especially
useful in establishing the universality class of the contin-
uous transitions in the J1-J2 model. It is well known
26
that for continuous phase transitions, the Binder cumu-
lant for different system sizes cross at the critical point
(when the system size is large enough). The value of the
crossing U∗ is universal as well and characterizes the uni-
versality class of the phase transition. U∗ may depend on
some details of the model beyond the universality class,
like the boundary conditions and shape of the lattice and
the anisotropy of the interactions.27 However, in our case,
both the J1-J2 model and the AT model live on periodic
square lattices and the interactions respect the full sym-
metry of the lattice, so a comparison of U∗ between the
two models seems to be justified. We have established
this directly from our MC data by using the equality of
U∗ to map phase transitions in one model to the other
and then directly looking at critical exponents to check
if the universality class is indeed the same.
We estimate U∗ from our MC simulations by extract-
ing the crossing point of U between data for pairs (L, 2L)
and then extrapolating to L → ∞.17 In Fig 8, we show
U∗ as a function of the coupling K and g for the AT
model and the J1-J2 model respectively. This immedi-
ately establishes a numerical map between the continu-
ous transitions of both the models. From Fig 8, we see
that g ≈ 0.67 corresponds to the 4-state Potts model uni-
versality in the AT model (K = 1). This was already re-
ported in Ref 17 and other consistency checks were used
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Peak value of the specific heat and
stripe susceptibility vs L for the J1-J2 and AT models. Fac-
tors corresponding the asymptotic AT scaling for susceptibil-
ity have been divided out.
there to show that the multicritical point is located at
g∗ = 0.67± 0.01. Since then, the location of g∗ has been
computed in Ref. 20 and agrees with the earlier result.
As a further illustration of the correctness of the pro-
cedure, we use the data given in Fig 8 to note that the
phase transition at g = 1 should map to K ≈ 0.35 and
g = 2 to K ≈ 0.081, and this is indeed the case as the
numerical data at these couplings show (see Fig 9). In
Fig 9, we plot the peak value of the specific heat Cmax(L)
and the order parameter susceptibility χmax(L) versus L
for g = 1,K = 0.35 and g = 2,K = 0.081. By stan-
dard finite-size scaling arguments, Cmax ∼ Lα/ν and
χmax(L) ∼ Lγ/ν . For the system sizes studied here
(L ≤ 256), the exponent α/ν for the two models, es-
timated from the slope of Cmax(L) on a log-log scale
(Fig 9, left panel), converges to the same value in a very
similar way for the g and the corresponding K values.
This is also the case for the exponent γ/ν (Fig 9, right
panel) which converges to the value 7/4, as is expected
for AT universality. Thus, we have numerically estab-
lished the map (Fig 8) between the AT model and the
frustrated J1-J2 Ising model here. Note that this map
does not show the microscopic equivalence of the two
models, which happens only in the weakly coupled Ising
limit where 1/g is small, but that the phase transitions
fall in the same universality class.
C. 4-state Potts scaling at g∗
To further strengthen the case for g∗ = 0.67 ± 0.01
to be in the 4-state Potts universality, we now show the
scaling collapse of the specific heat and the susceptibil-
ity data at the coupling g = 0.68 and for the 4-state
Potts model on the square lattice (K = 1 in AT model).
The critical exponents of the 4-state Potts model are19
ν = 23 ,
α
ν = 1,
γ
ν =
7
4 . There are however important mul-
tiplicative logarithmic scaling corrections19 at this criti-
Figure 2.8: Peak value of the specific heat and stripe susceptibility vs L for the J1-J2 and
AT models. Factors corresponding the asymptotic AT scaling for susceptibility have been
divided out.
the two models seems to be justified. I have established this directly from the MC data
by using the equality of U∗ to map phase transitions in one model to the other and then
directly looking at critical exponents to check if the universality class is indeed the same.
I estimate U∗ from the MC simulations by extracting the crossing point of U between
data for pairs (L, 2L) and then extrapolating to L → ∞ [34]. In Fig. 2.7, I show U∗ as a
function of the coupling K and g for the AT model and the J1-J2 model respectively. This
immediately establishes a numerical map between the continuous transitions of both the
models. From Fig 2.7, I see that g ≈ 0.67 corresponds to the 4-state Potts model universality
in the AT model (K = 1). This was already discussed in Sec. 2.1 and other consistency
checks were used there to show that the multi-critical point is located at g∗ = 0.67± 0.01.
As a further illustration of the correctness of the procedure, I use the data given in
Fig 2.7 to n te that the phase transition at g = 1 should map to K ≈ 0.35 and g = 2
to K ≈ 0.081, and this is indeed the case as the numerical data at these couplings show
(see Fig 2.8). In Fig 2.8, I plot the peak value of the specific he t Cmax(L) and the order-
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Data collapse with leading logarith-
mic correction of specific heat C and susceptibility χ for the
4-state Potts model and J1-J2 model at g = 0.68. The system
sizes included in (a) are L = 60, 64, 80, 120, 128, 160; system
sizes included in (b) are L = 48, 64, 96, 128, 192, 256. Solid
black curves are common lines fit to all data points shown
in each figure. The corresponding reduced chi-squares (chi-
square per degree of freedom) for fitting curves in (a), (b), (c)
and (d) are χ2 = 1.304, 1.634, 1.16, 1.75.
cal point that strongly affect finite-size scaling;
ξ ∼ |t|−2/3(− log |t|)1/2
Cv ∼ ξ
(log ξ)3/2
, χ ∼ ξ
7/4
(log ξ)1/8
(28)
where t is the reduced temperature (T − Tc)/Tc and
ξ is the correlation length. Then, using finite-
size scaling arguments, CvL
−1(log(L/L0))−3/2 and
χL−7/4(log(L/L0))1/8 versus t(− log |t|)−3/4L3/2 should
give a good scaling collapse where L0, (which can be dif-
ferent for different quantities) a non-universal scale fac-
tor, is chosen appropriately.
Fig. 10(a) shows the data collapse of Cv for the 4-state
Potts model with moderate to large system sizes L = 60,
64, 80, 120, 128, 160 being included in the data collapse.
The reduced chi-square (chi-square per degree of free-
dom) is χ2 = 1.304, and the parameter L0 = 0.20± 0.01.
Fig. 10(b) shows the same collapse for the J1-J2 model
at g = 0.68. The system sizes included are L = 80, 96
and 128, and we get χ2 = 1.634 with L0 = 0.144± 0.006.
The data collapse of Cv in both the cases using the same
exponents and multiplicative logarithmic corrections is
another strong indication that g = 0.68 is in close neigh-
borhood of the 4-state Potts end point of the J1-J2 model.
However the logarithmic scaling correction for suscep-
tibility (Eq 28) does not yield a good data collapse for
either g = 0.68 or the 4-state Potts model. So instead
of using χL−7/4(logL/L0)1/8 on the y-coordinate, we set
the power of the logarithmic function as another variable
r in addition to L0. After carrying out a multi-variable
data collapse, we get r close to −1/8. Figs. 10(c), (d)
show the data collapse with r = −1/8 instead of the 1/8
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Histograms of the squared order pa-
rameter m2 and the energy E for (a),(b) the 4-state Potts
model (the K = 1 AT model) and (c),(d) for the J1-J2 model
at g = 0.67. Here T is very close to Tc, chosen such that the
two peaks in the energy histograms are of the same height;
for the Potts model T/K = 3.64231 for L = 128 and 3.64460
for L = 256, while for the J1-J2 model T/J1 = 1.2014 for
L = 128 and 1.2004 for L = 256.
proposed in Ref. 19. Fig. 10(c) shows the data collapse of
χ for the 4-state Potts model with system sizes L = 48,
64, 96, 128, 192, 256. We then get a small χ2 = 1.16
with L0 = 8.6 ± 0.2. Fig. 10(d) shows data collapse of
χ for the J1-J2 model at g = 0.68 with the same form
as Figs. 10(d). System sizes L = 64, 80, 96 and 128 are
included in the data collapse, and we get χ2 = 1.75 with
L0 = 0.87 ± 0.3. From the data collapse of susceptibil-
ity, we believe the leading logarithmic scaling correction
should be close to χ ∼ ξ7/4(log ξ)1/8 instead of the form
in Eq 28.
D. Pseudo-first-order behavior in the AT model
Even though the transitions in the AT model are all
continuous, there are interesting pseudo-first-order signa-
tures at finite system sizes at the 4-state Potts point and
its neighborhood. This was explicitly shown in Ref 17
using various observables. Here, we have shown the his-
tograms of the squared order parameter m2 and energy
per site E for the 4-state Potts model in the top panels of
Fig 11. At each system size, the temperature is very close
to Tc and is chosen to ensure that the two peaks in the en-
ergy histograms are of the same height. There is clearly
a double-peak structure present even for very large sys-
tem sizes of L = 512. However, the distance between
the peaks decreases slowly as the system size increases
and the dip between the peaks also does not increase ap-
preciably. This can in principle happen for a weak first
order transitions as well, if system sizes used are L# ξ,
where ξ is the large but finite correlation length at the
Figure 2.9: Data collapse with leading logarithmic correction of specific heat C and sus-
ceptibility χ for the 4-state Potts model and J1-J2 model at g = 0.68. The system sizes
included in (a) are L = 60, 64, 80, 120, 128, 160; system sizes included in (b) are L = 48,
64, 96, 128, 192, 256. Solid black curves are common lines fit to all data points shown in
each figure. The corresponding reduced chi-squares (chi-square per degree of freedom) for
fitting curves in (a), (b), (c) and (d) are χ2 = 1.304, 1.634, 1.16, 1.75.
parameter susceptibility χmax(L) versus L for g = 1,K = 0.35 and g = 2,K = 0.081. By
standard finite-size scaling arguments, Cmax ∼ Lα/ν and χmax(L) ∼ Lγ/ν . For the system
sizes studied here (L ≤ 256), the exponent α/ν for the two models, estimated from the
slope of Cmax(L) on a log-log scale (Fig 2.8, left panel), converges to the same value in a
very similar way for the g and the corresponding K values. This is also the case for the
exponent γ/ν (Fig 2.8, right panel) which converges to the value 7/4, as is expected for
AT universality class, i.e. they can be described by the same continuum low-energy field
theory. Thus, I have numerically established the map (Fig 2.7) between the AT model and
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state for Potts model and (c,d) the J1-J2 model at g = 0.55.
Results are shown for two system sizes in either case.
universal Binder crossing value U∗ (see Fig. 2) of curves
U(T ) for different L at fixed g. For the 4-state Potts
model (the K = 1 AT model), we estimate U∗ = 0.792(4)
by extracting crossing points between data for pairs
(L, 2L) and extrapolating to L = ∞. Examples of the
finite-size scaling of crossing points are shown in Fig 5(a).
In the J1-J2 model, U
∗(g) increases monotonically with
g, as shown in Fig 5(b). We can now estimate g∗ by
equating U∗(g) to the 4-state Potts value. This gives
g∗ = 0.67± 0.01, in good agreement with the Potts-like
behavior of the specific heat shown in Fig. 1(a).
As a further test, we use a method inspired by the flow-
gram technique [27]: Since the order-parameter distribu-
tion should be universal (up to scale factors) at Tc for
a continuous transition, and the negative peak in U(T )
represents one aspect of this distribution (U∗ being an-
other one) the value Umin(L) should either approach a
universal value (as U∗ does) or diverge in a universal
manner as L → ∞. Then, Umin(L) for the 4-state Potts
model and the J1-J2 model at g
∗ should, if the models
are controlled by the same fixed point, collapse onto the
same curve for large systems, once a rescaling L → aL
is introduced for one of the models. This is indeed the
case if, and only if, g is close to the g∗ point estimated
above. Scaled Potts data match best the g = 0.66 curve
in Fig. 3. It is not clear whether Umin here diverges very
slowly or converges to a finite value.
Conclusions.—By combining many mutually consis-
tent signals, we have demonstrated a point g = g∗ =
0.67 ± 0.01 at which the J1-J2 model is controlled by
the 4-state Potts fixed point. The scenario of the criti-
cal curve for g ∈ [g∗,∞) being in one-to-one correspon-
dence with that of the AT model for K ∈ [1, 0) is the
only possibility consistent with known CFT scenarios and
MC results. The pseudo first-order behavior uncovered
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FIG. 5: (Color online ) (a) Binder cumulant crossing points
for (L, 2L) system pairs. The approach to U∗(L = ∞) is
expected to be governed by a nonuniversal scaling correction.
The curves show fits of the form U = a + b/Lc. (b) L → ∞
extrapolated U∗ of the J1-J2 model compared with the Potts
result (the lines indicate the estimate with error bar).
here, along with the very weak first-order transitions for
g ∈ (1/2, g∗), is what made it so difficult to correctly
characterize the nature of the transitions until now.
With the nature of the transition now understood, it
will be interesting to study other aspect of the model,
i.e., the kinetics [28, 29] at the weakly first-order and
pseudo first-order transitions. We also note that many
interesting quantum problems involve the same kind of
order-parameter symmetry in two dimensions, e.g., stripe
states in models of high-Tc superconductors [30, 31] and
valence-bond-solid states in quantum antiferromagnets
[32]. The T > 0 transitions in these systems, as well,
may be impacted by the issues we have pointed out here.
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the frustrated J1-J2 Ising model here. Note that this map does not show the microscopic
equivalence of the two models, which is realized only in the weakly coupled Ising limit where
1/g is small, but that asymptotically for large systems phase transitions fall in the same
universality class (have the same critical exponents).
2.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, I have shown that the thermal transitions from the striped ordered phase
in the J1-J2 model for the range g ∈ [g∗,∞) can b fully mapped to the continuous phase
transitions of the well-known AT model, where g∗ ≈ 0.67 belongs t he 4-state Potts u i-
versality and g →∞ belongs to the Ising univer al ty class. I have provided a map between
the critical points of the two odels using universal properties here. Interestingly, the 4-
st te Potts model and the neighboring transitions in the AT model show a pseudo-first-order
behavior on finite lattices, though these transitions are rigorously known to be conti uous
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phase transitions. Energy and order-parameter histograms show a double-peak structure
near Tc for finite sizes and the distance between the peaks decrease slowly as the system
size is increased. This feature of the Potts point and its neighborhood consequently leads
to similar effects in the J1-J2 model in the vicinity of g
∗. This feature was misinterpreted
as indicative of first-order transitions in some previous studies. The frustrated Ising model
exhibits such pseudo-first-order behavior for g∗ ≤ g . 1. I further show that the MC data
of the J1-J2 model at g
∗ can be scale-collapsed by using the critical exponents of the 4-state
Potts model along with the correct logarithmic scaling corrections. The pseudo first-order
behavior uncovered here, along with the very weak first-order transitions for g ∈ (1/2, g∗),
is what made it so difficult to correctly characterize the nature of the transitions until now.
After the publication of the first paper discussing the findings discussed here [34], Kaltz
et al. [56] presented a new study where the pseudo-critical behavior in the J1-J2 model was
also verified. The double-peak structure in the energy histogram was shown to disappear
for very large system sizes (L ∼ 2000 for a periodic L × L system) for g = 0.80 (while
in Ref. [34] the order-parameter histograms were analyzed). The location of g∗ was also
computed in Ref. [56] and which agrees with my earlier result in Ref. [34].
Chapter 3
Thermal VBS transition of quantum spins
in two dimensions
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 VBS state
Unlike classical systems, quantum systems have intrinsic entanglement, which leads to quan-
tum fluctuations. Considering a two spin Heisenberg system, H = Si · Sj , the ground state
is a singlet,
|φij〉 = | ↑i↓j〉 − | ↓i↑j〉√
2
, (3.1)
which has energy E = −3J/4. Although these two spins are anti-correlated (entangled), the
individual spin orientations are always fluctuating uniformly, which gives 〈Si〉 = 〈Sj〉 = 0.
The tendency to form pairs of singlets also exists in many-spin system. A system of size N
can be represented by superposition of eigenstates consisting of N/2 static pairs of singlets.
Each such spin pairing serves as a basis state, which can be viewed as a product state of
N/2 singlet pairs, or valence bonds state. When arbitrary lengths of the bonds are allowed,
the valence bonds basis is over-complete, which makes the superposition of a wave function
coefficients non-unique. For some systems, the valance bonds basis is more intuitive and
practical than the standard spin ↑ and ↓ basis, e.g., non-magnetic states dominated by short
bonds (probability of a bond of length r decreasing exponentially with r). Various types
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Q2 Q3 Q3 staggered
FIG. 3. Q2 and Q3 interactions on the square lattice. The
bars indicate the locations of singlet projectors Cij on site
pairs ij. The Q2 and Q3 arrangements in the left and center
panels lead to columnar VBS states, while the right Q3 ar-
rangement leads to a staggered VBS. The Hamiltonian con-
tains all unique translations and 900 rotations (and in the
staggered case also reflections) of the operator patterns.
projectors in the product and denote byQp an interaction
with p projectors. Fig. 3 illustrates Q2 and Q3 terms
leading to columnar VBS ground states. In addition to
the number of projectors in the product, they way they
are arranged relative to each other on the lattice is also
crucial, with different patterns leading to different VBS
ground states of the “pure Q” models (19). VBS to Ne´el
transitions can be studied in J-Q models, H = HJ+HQ,
as a function of the ratio J/Q of the standard Heisenberg
exchange and the multi-spin interaction.
A staggered Q3 term (illustrated in Fig. 3) on the
square lattice was investigated in Ref. [129]. This leads to
a strongly first-order transition. In contrast, the colum-
nar Q2 and Q3 arrangements in Fig. 3 lead to continuous
transitions (or, in principle, the transition could be very
weakly first-order). Various types of Q terms have also
been investigated in the honeycomb lattice [130], with
similar results. In analogy with quantum dimer mod-
els [131, 132], first-order transitions correspond to VBS
states that do not support any local dimer fluctuations,
while the continuous transitions are into VBSs where
such fluctuations exist. Alternatively, one can relate the
different behaviors to different types of topological de-
fects in the VBS [130, 133].
1. T = 0 Critical behavior
The critical behavior of both the J-Q2 and J-Q3 mod-
els (with the columnar dimer arrangements in Fig. 3) on
the simple 2D square lattice has been analyzed in detail
in several different ways [76, 102, 134–137]. One useful
quantity for studying the destruction of the Ne´el state is
the spin stiffness ρs. It should scale at a critical point
as ρs ∼ L2−d−z, where z is the dynamic exponent. The
DQC theory is Lorenz-invariant, i.e., z = 1. One can test
this prediction by graphing Lρs(L) versus the coupling
ratio J/Q for different L×L lattices (in the ground state
or with the inverse temperature β ∝ Lz). Such curves
should cross at the critical point. In practice, crossing
points often exhibit some drift with L [136], reflecting
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J/Q
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ρ s
L/l
n(L
/L
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 L = 256
 L = 48, 64, 96, 128, 192
 L = 32
FIG. 4. Finite-size scaling of the spin stiffness of the J-
Q2 model in the vicinity of its quantum-critical point; from
Ref. [76]. The calculations were done at inverse temperature
β = L. The standard critical scaling form Lρs ∼ constant
has been modified by a log-correction (with L0 = 0.9) in or-
der to compensate for a weak drift of the crossing points.
The red curves, which cross at a single point, the critical
point qc = (J/Q)c = 0.0447(2), represent a common scaling
function for L ≥ 48 (approximated by a common polynomial
fitted to all the data points), f [(q − qc)L1/ν ], with ν = 0.59.
scaling corrections [76]. Results for the J-Q2 model are
graphed in Fig. 4 and discussed next.
In the J-Q models the Lρs-crossing drift is anoma-
lously large, which in one study [134] had been inter-
preted as a weakly first-order transition (for which Lρs
should eventually diverge as L, due to coexistence of a
stiff and a non-stiff phase). Another possibility is that
the model has unusually large scaling corrections, that
could be intimately associated with the nature of the
DQC point. For example, in the DQC theory the per-
turbation to the critical point leading to VBS order (a
quadrupled monopole operator) is dangerously irrelevant.
It could potentially lead to large, but ultimately conven-
tional scaling corrections. Another possibility is that the
corrections are logarithmic (multiplicative) [76, 138], sim-
ilar to those known in the critical Heisenberg chain [139].
Such corrections do not appear in the large-N calcula-
tions of the CPN−1 theory, but potentially they could
appear for small N , as has recently also been argued for
based on a modified version of the DQC theory [140]. Nu-
merical data for the J-Q2 model [76], on L × L lattices
with L up to 256, can be well accounted for by a log-
correction, as shown in Fig. 4, but the deviations from
pure scaling can also be fitted with a conventional mul-
tiplicative correction of the form (1 + aL−ω) with large
a and small ω.
2. T > 0 critical scaling
The quantum-critical “fan” in the (J/Q, T ) plane has
also been investigated. Initial calculations confirmed that
Figure 3.1: Columnar VBS ground states for J-Q2 and J-Q3 models. The singlet projector
Hij is represented by the bar between site i and j. This figure is from Ref. [2].
of crystalline bond orders are dominated by short bonds and have periodic modulations
in observables such as 〈Si · Sj〉 (i, j being nearest-neighbor sites). Such lattice symmetry-
breaking ordered states are called valance-bond solids (VBSs) or valance-bond crystals [2].
3.1.2 J-Q model
The S = 1/2 Heisenberg model on the two-dimensional (2D) square lattice can host a
quantum phase transition between the standard Ne´el antiferromagnet (AFM) and VBS
ground state when other interactions are added [36]. In the J-Q model [39], the Heisenberg
exchange J is supplemented by a product of two or more singlet-projectors on adjacent
links of the lattice, with strength Q.
The J-Q2 model Hamiltonian, which has two singlet projectors (1.3) in the Q term, is
defined as in (1.4). Considering translated and rotated configuration states along bond-
direction, the columnar VBS state has Z4 symmetry. While most previous work on this
model was focused on the unusual (“non-Landau”) deconfined quantum critical (DQC) point
between states with different broken symmetries, it is also interesting to study the nature
of the finite-temperature phase transition into a VBS with a varying Q/J . In Fig. 3.2,
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the widely accepted T -Q/J phase diagram is shown schematically. The system forms Ne´el
order when the J term dominates at T = 0. As the J term gets weaker and the Q term
gets stronger, the ground state becomes a VBS through the DQC point. The DQC point
is approximately Q/J ≈ 26 for J-Q2 model. While the Ne´el state exists only at T = 0,
the VBS state can extend into finite temperature. The area below dashed line in Fig. 3.2
indicates cross-over behavior into the so-called quantum critical fan, where quantum critical
behavior extends to finite temperatures.
The robustness of the columnar VBS state for the J-Q2 model can be adjusted by
varying Q2/J . But due to the small number of singlet projectors in Q2 term, even the
strongest columnar VBS state at J = 0 is still very close to the DQC point. The robustness
of the VBS can be increased by adding more singlet projectors in the Q term. In order to
study the finite-temperature phase transition of the VBS state in a wider range (further
away from the DQC point), I here focus on the J-Q3 model (1.5), which has three columnar
singlet projectors as in Fig. 1.2 (c).
3.1.3 DQC theory
A quantum phase transition at zero temperature as a function of a parameter (external
magnetic field, pressure, etc.) can normally be described by an effective classical theory
with additional “imaginary time” dimension. The Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW) frame-
work of phase transitions should be applicable to such d-dimensional systems with effective
dimensionality d+ z, where z is the dynamic exponent. In this framework, phase transition
between two different symmetry-breaking states is normally first-order, except at fine-tuned
multi-critical points. In Ref. [37], Senthil et al. proposed a direct continuous phase transi-
tion between Ne´el and VBS states (DQC theory), which contradicts the LGW “rules”. In
DQC theory, certain fractional particles are confined on either side of the transition, and
become essentially deconfined apart from weak coupling of an emergent gauge field exactly
at the QCP.
Large-scale QMC studies of such DQC points were hampered due to the infamous sign
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Figure 3.2: Schematic phase diagram of the J-Q2 model in 2D on square lattice. Ne´el order
only exist at T = 0 for Q/J > (Q/J)c, (Q/J)c ≈ 26, while VBS state can extend to finite
temperature.
problem in geometrically frustrated systems, on which searches for VBS states and the
AFM–VBS transition were focused for a long time [66–69]. The J-Q model is amenable to
large-scale QMC simulations [70], because interactions in the J-Q model are non-frustrated
and isotropic, thus do not have the sign problem. Its AFM–VBS transition as a function
of Q/J has been studied extensively [40, 71–76]. Many results [74–76] indicate that this
transition realizes the unusual DQC point, but other less exotic scenario (giving a weakly
first-order transition) have been put forward [77, 78].
3.2 Finite-temperature phase transition of the J-Q model
The square-lattice columnar VBS obtained with the J-Q model breaks Z4 symmetry and,
thus, it should also exist at finite temperature (T > 0). As discussed in Chapter 2, thermal
Z4-breaking 2D transitions normally do not have fixed critical exponents, but often belong
to a class of conformal field theories (CFTs) with charge c = 1 that exhibit continuously
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varying exponents (as a function of model parameters). Realizations of these transitions
include the standard XY model with a field h cos(4θi) for all spins i (angles θi), the Ashkin-
Teller model [23, 53], and the Ising model with nearest- and next-nearest interactions (J1-J2
model). The first of these models has a critical line connecting Ising and Kosterlitz-Thouless
(KT) fixed points [41–43], while the critical line of the second and third cases connect Ising
and 4-state Potts points [79]. It is then interesting to ask if any of these scenarios is
realized in the T > 0 paramagnet–VBS transitions of the J-Q model. I here present with
strong evidence that the universality corresponds to the Ising–KT critical line, with the KT
transition obtained in the limit when Q/J approaches its quantum-critical (T = 0) value
and the critical temperature Tc → 0. This is in agreement with the DQC theory, according
to which the T = 0 critical system is described by an U(1) gauge-field theory (the non-
compact CP1 model), and the VBS state at T = 0 is stabilized because of the presence of
a dangerously irrelevant operator. Thus, the VBS fluctuations should develop an emergent
U(1) symmetry as the DQC point is approached. I show explicitly that this emergent U(1)
symmetry also applies to the VBS order at the T > 0 critical line when Tc → 0.
The significance of establishing the nature of the T > 0 critical line is that it puts the
phase diagram of the J-Q model firmly within an established CFT. In the limit T → 0+,
the effective (2 + 1)-dimensional system, obtained in a quantum–classical mapping through
the path integral, can still be considered finite in the “time” dimensions, and, thus, the KT
scenario can apply. Exactly at T = 0 the system is fully 3D and a different criticality must
apply (the one referred to as DQC). One can think of these two cases as two different orders
of taking limits as a function of system size L: in the first case L → ∞ before the inverse
temperature β →∞, while in the second case the order is reverses. This non-commutability
of the limits is a key aspect of the DQC theory and it is demonstrated here with the J-Q3
model.
The T > 0 VBS transition was previously studied by Tsukamoto, Harada and Kawashima
[80], who carried out QMC simulations of the J-Q2 version of the J-Q model, where the
Q2-term interaction is made up of products of two singlet projectors. The results were
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Extraction of Tc for system at Q3/J =
5. Shown in (a), counting down from top left are ξ1/L versus
T for system sizes L = 96, 48, 24, 12. The crossing points
Tc(L) of ξ/L are shown in (b). Both curves are fit with the
form Tc(L) = Tc(∞)+a/Lw in the range 1/L ∈ (0 : 0.08) and
(0 : 0.06). Fit to the ξ1 data yields Tc = 0.249 ± 0.003 with
χ2 = 0.46. The fit to ξ2 data is carried out by demanding
Tc = 0.249, and yields χ
2 = 0.55.
extract the exponents close to the DQC point, and we
believe that this behavior affected the previous study.
We next discuss the QMC calculations and data anal-
ysis on which we base the conclusions discussed above.
The J-Q3 Hamiltonian this model is defined as
H = J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj −Q3
∑
〈ijklmn〉
HijHklHmn, (1)
where Hij is a bond-singlet projector;
Hij =
1
4 − Si · Sj , (2)
According to previous work the quantum-critical point
separating AFM and VBS states is at qc = (Q3/J)c =
1.500± 0.002, We here using the stochastic series expan-
sion (SSE) QMC method with efficient loop update [26–
28] to compute several quantities useful for extracting the
critical temperature and exponents for q > qc.
There are various ways to define the VBS correlation
length. We here use definition based on the J-term
(bond) susceptibility,
χb1,b2 =
∫ β
0
dτ〈Ĥb2(τ)Ĥb1(0)〉, (3)
where b1, b2 are bond indices, Ĥbi = JSa · Sb, with Sa
and Sb being nearest-neighbor spin operators. These sus-
ceptibilities can be computed very easily with the SSE
method since the bond operators are part of the Hamil-
tonian and, thus, appear in the sampled operator se-
quences. With n(b) denoting the number of J-operators
on bond b, the susceptibility is computed as
χb1,b2 = 〈n(b1)n(b2)− δb1,b2n(b1)〉/β. (4)
This estimator works well as long as Q3/J is not too
large, in which case the measurements become noisy due
to the low density of bond operators. To measure colum-
nar VBS order, we consider the bonds b1 and b2 ori-
ented in the same (x or y) lattice direction and denote
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The scaling behavior of VBS suscepti-
bility χVBS at Tc for system at Q3/J = 5 is shown in (a). The
data points are fitted with power law, and the slope equals
1.75± 0.001. χVBS/L
7
4 versus T is shown in (b).
by χα(r), α = x, y, the susceptibility. The VBS suscep-
tibility χxVBS is the q = (pi, 0) Fourier transform of χ
x(r)
and analogously for y. Because the columnar VBS breaks
the lattice rotational symmetry, we can define two cor-
relation lengths. Using the x susceptibility and defining
q0 = (pi, 0), q1 = (pi +
2pi
L , 0) and q2 = (pi,
2pi
L ) we have
the correlation lengths parallel and perpendicular to the
x-oriented bonds for an L× L lattice;
ξx1 =
L
2pi
√
χxVBS(q0)
χxVBS(q1)
− 1, ξx2 =
L
2pi
√
χxVBS(q0)
χxVBS(q2)
− 1,
(5)
and analogously for y. Because of the Z4 symmetry of
VBS state, average values of x, y quantities are present
in the following context without superscript α.
Shown in Fig. 1(a) is ξ1/L versus T at Q3/J = 5 for
part of system sizes simulated. According to finite size
scaling theory [31], ξ1/L from differet system sizes should
cross at critical temperature Tc, where phase transition
between VBS and quantum critical region happens. We
use the crossing point to extract Tc. But due to finite
size effect, the crossing point Tc(L) between system size
L and 2L drifts, which converges as the system size in-
creases. We show in Fig. 1(b) two curves of Tc(L) from
ξ1/L and ξ2/L crossing points. Both curves can be fitted
with the form Tc(L) = Tc(∞) + a/Lw. Since these two
curves appoach Tc from different direction, Tc is nicely
bracketed by them. This bracket is used to judge the
robustness of our fitting. In Fig. 1(b), we can see ξ1
data has detectable correction only at very small system
sizes, while ξ2 data has much larger correction to much
larger system sizes. To get more robust and consistent
result, fitting to ξ2 data is done with fixed Tc(∞) value
extrapolated from ξ1 data. By fitting to the system sizes
without detectable correction, we get Tc = 0.249±0.003.
Tc values for other Q3/J are extracted in the same way
with close accuracy. One thing to note, the correction
for ξ2/L curve will become too profound to extract the
Tc when Q3/J is close to qc, thus only ξ1/L curve is used
there. Larger system sizes are needed to converge Tc(L)
when Q3/J is close to qc, because Tc → 0+ as Q3/J → qc
and L' β = 1/T is required to reduce finite size effect.
Figure 3.3: Extraction of Tc for system at Q3/J = 5. Shown in (a), counting down from top
left, are results for ξ1/L versus T for system sizes L = 96, 48, 24, and 12. Crossing points
Tc(L) of ξ/L based on pairs of system sizes L and 2L are shown in (b). The data were fit
to the form Tc(L) = Tc(∞) + a/Lw in the range 1/L ∈ {0 : 0.08} (ξ1) and {0 : 0.06} (ξ2),
yielding Tc = 0.249(3) in the case of χ1. For the ξ2 fit, Tc(∞) = 0.249 was fixed.
puzzling, with observed significant deviations from the weak-universality scenario applying
to the transitions discussed above (where the critical correlation-function exponent η = 1/4
is constant while other exponents depend on system details). Here I instead consider the
J-Q3 model, wher the Q3 t rm is based on three-bond singlet projectors (forming columns
of thre adjacent bonds). This model has much more robust VBS for large Q3, while the
VBS state of he J-Q2 model is near-critical even for Q2/J → ∞. With the J-Q3 model,
one can systematically study the T > 0 transition both far away from the DQC point and
close to it. I found that the cross-over behaviors related to the emergent KT behavior for
Tc → 0 and the DQC criticality at T = 0 makes it difficult to reliably extract the exponents
close to the DQC point, which may have affected the previous study and the claim that
η ≈ 0.5.
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3.3 QMC calculation
In this section, QMC calculations and data analysis supporting the conclusions mentioned
above are discussed. The SSE QMC method with efficient loop updates [2, 81, 82] was used
to carry out the simulation. The SSE is a widely used efficient QMC method to calcu-
late finite-temperature and T → 0 properties quantum spin systems. Various quantities
characterizing thermal phase transition of quantum system can be calculated in SSE and
the critical temperature and exponents based on these quantities can be extracted. In this
chapter, I focus on the finite-temperature phase transition into the VBS state. Several
important quantities are defined and analyzed to obtain reliable results and cross-checks.
3.3.1 Extraction of Tc
There are various ways to define the VBS correlation length. The definition used here is
based on the J-term (bond) susceptibility,
χb1,b2 =
∫ β
0
dτ〈Ĥb2(τ)Ĥb1(0)〉, (3.2)
where b1, b2 are bond indices, Ĥbi = JSa · Sb, with Sa and Sb being nearest-neighbor spin
operators. These susceptibilities can be computed very easily with the SSE method since
the bond operators are part of the Hamiltonian and, thus, appear in the sampled operator
sequences. With n(b) denoting the number of J-operators on bond b, the susceptibility is
computed as
χb1,b2 = 〈n(b1)n(b2)− δb1,b2n(b1)〉/β. (3.3)
This estimator works well as long as Q3/J is not too large, in which case the measurements
become noisy due to the low density of bond operators. To measure columnar VBS order,
the bonds b1 and b2 oriented in the same (x or y) lattice direction and denoted by χ
α(r),
α = x, y, are considered the susceptibility. The VBS susceptibility χxVBS is the q = (pi, 0)
Fourier transform of χx(r) and analogously for y. Because the columnar VBS breaks the
lattice rotational symmetry, two correlation lengths are defined. Using the x susceptibility
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Extraction of Tc for system at Q3/J =
5. Shown in (a), counting down from top left are ξ1/L versus
T for system sizes L = 96, 48, 24, 12. The crossing points
Tc(L) of ξ/L are shown in (b). Both curves are fit with the
form Tc(L) = Tc(∞)+a/Lw in the range 1/L ∈ (0 : 0.08) and
(0 : 0.06). Fit to the ξ1 data yields Tc = 0.249 ± 0.003 with
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Tc = 0.249, and yields χ
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extract the exponents close to the DQC point, and we
believe that this behavior affected the previous study.
We next discuss the QMC calculations and data anal-
ysis on which we base the conclusions discussed above.
The J-Q3 Hamiltonian this model is defined as
H = J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj −Q3
∑
〈ijklmn〉
HijHklHmn, (1)
where Hij is a bond-singlet projector;
Hij =
1
4 − Si · Sj , (2)
According to previous work the quantum-critical point
separating AFM and VBS states is at qc = (Q3/J)c =
1.500± 0.002, We here using the stochastic series expan-
sion (SSE) QMC method with efficient loop update [26–
28] to compute several quantities useful for extracting the
critical temperature and exponents for q > qc.
There are various ways to define the VBS correlation
length. We here use definition based on the J-term
(bond) susceptibility,
χb1,b2 =
∫ β
0
dτ〈Ĥb2(τ)Ĥb1(0)〉, (3)
where b1, b2 are bond indices, Ĥbi = JSa · Sb, with Sa
and Sb being nearest-neighbor spin operators. These sus-
ceptibilities can be computed very easily with the SSE
method since the bond operators are part of the Hamil-
tonian and, thus, appear in the sampled operator se-
quences. With n(b) denoting the number of J-operators
on bond b, the susceptibility is computed as
χb1,b2 = 〈n(b1)n(b2)− δb1,b2n(b1)〉/β. (4)
This estimator works well as long as Q3/J is not too
large, in which case the measurements become noisy due
to the low density of bond operators. To measure colum-
nar VBS order, we consider the bonds b1 and b2 ori-
ented in the same (x or y) lattice direction and denote
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by χα(r), α = x, y, the susceptibility. The VBS suscep-
tibility χxVBS is the q = (pi, 0) Fourier transform of χ
x(r)
and analogously for y. Because the columnar VBS breaks
the lattice rotational symmetry, we can define two cor-
relation lengths. Using the x susceptibility and defining
q0 = (pi, 0), q1 = (pi +
2pi
L , 0) and q2 = (pi,
2pi
L ) we have
the correlation lengths parallel and perpendicular to the
x-oriented bonds for an L× L lattice;
ξx1 =
L
2pi
√
χxVBS(q0)
χxVBS(q1)
− 1, ξx2 =
L
2pi
√
χxVBS(q0)
χxVBS(q2)
− 1,
(5)
and analogously for y. Because of the Z4 symmetry of
VBS state, average values of x, y quantities are present
in the following context without superscript α.
Shown in Fig. 1(a) is ξ1/L versus T at Q3/J = 5 for
part of system sizes simulated. According to finite size
scaling theory [31], ξ1/L from differet system sizes should
cross at critical temperature Tc, where phase transition
between VBS and quantum critical region happens. We
use the crossing point to extract Tc. But due to finite
size effect, the crossing point Tc(L) between system size
L and 2L drifts, which converges as the system size in-
creases. We show in Fig. 1(b) two curves of Tc(L) from
ξ1/L and ξ2/L crossing points. Both curves can be fitted
with the form Tc(L) = Tc(∞) + a/Lw. Since these two
curves appoach Tc from different direction, Tc is nicely
bracketed by them. This bracket is used to judge the
robustness of our fitting. In Fig. 1(b), we can see ξ1
data has detectable correction only at very small system
sizes, while ξ2 data has much larger correction to much
larger system sizes. To get more robust and consistent
result, fitting to ξ2 data is done with fixed Tc(∞) value
extrapolated from ξ1 data. By fitting to the system sizes
without detectable correction, we get Tc = 0.249±0.003.
Tc values for other Q3/J are extracted in the same way
with close accuracy. One thing to note, the correction
for ξ2/L curve will become too profound to extract the
Tc when Q3/J is close to qc, thus only ξ1/L curve is used
there. Larger system sizes are needed to converge Tc(L)
when Q3/J is close to qc, because Tc → 0+ as Q3/J → qc
and L' β = 1/T is required to reduce finite size effect.
Figure 3.4: (a) Scaling behavior of the critical VBS susceptibility for systems at Q3/J = 5.
Here T was adjusted to give the best linear scaling on the log-log plot, giving γ/ν = 1.750(1).
(b) The size-scaled susceptibility under the assumption η = 1/4 versus T for several system
sizes. The crossing point is consistent with Tc extracted from the correlation length.
and defining q0 = (pi, 0), q1 = (pi +
2pi
L , 0) and q2 = (pi,
2pi
L ), the correlation lengths parallel
and perpendicular to the x-oriented bonds for an L× L lattice are defined as
ξx1 =
L
2pi
√
χxVBS(q0)
χxVBS(q1)
− 1, ξx2 =
L
2pi
√
χxVBS(q0)
χxVBS(q2)
− 1, (3.4)
and analogously for y. Average values of x, y quantities are denoted in the following without
superscript.
Shown in Fig. 3.3(a) is ξ1/L versus T at Q3/J = 5 for some of the system sizes simulated.
According to finite-size scaling theory [83], ξ1/L for different system sizes should cross at the
critical temperature Tc, where the phase transition between the VBS and the paramagnet
takes place. The crossing points are used to extract Tc. Due to finite-size effect, the crossing
point Tc(L) between system size L and 2L drifts, but converges as the system size increases.
In Fig. 3.3(b), two curves of Tc(L) from ξ1/L and ξ2/L crossing points are shown. Both
curves can be fitted with the form Tc(L) = Tc(∞) +a/Lw. Since these two curves approach
Tc from different directions, Tc is nicely bracketed by them. This bracket is used to judge
the robustness of the fitting procedure. In Fig. 3.3(b), the ξ1 data have detectable correction
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only at very small system sizes, while the ξ2 data have much larger correction extending to
much larger system sizes. To get more robust and consistent result, fitting to ξ2 data is done
with fixed Tc(∞) value extrapolated from ξ1 data. By fitting to the system sizes without
detectable correction, we get Tc = 0.249 ± 0.003. Tc values for other Q3/J are extracted
in the same way with good accuracy. One thing to note, the correction for ξ2/L curve will
become too big to extract the Tc when Q3/J is close to qc, thus only ξ1/L curve is used
there. Larger system sizes are needed to converge Tc(L) when Q3/J is close to qc, because
Tc → 0+ as Q3/J → qc and L  β = 1/T is required to reduce finite-size effect. The
largest system simulated is L = 192 for system at Q3/J =
5
3 . Based on the high accuracy
Tc obtained, extraction of critical exponents are shown below.
3.3.2 Extraction of η, ν and α
To support the conclusion of Ising–KT universality, I show the scaling behavior of VBS
susceptibility at Tc for system at Q3/J = 5 in Fig. 3.4(a), which follows
χVBS(Tc) ∼ Lγ/ν , (3.5)
where γ/ν = 2 − η. Data points are fitted to a power law on the log-log scale, and yield
γ/ν = 1.75 ± 0.001, equally η = 0.25 ± 0.001. The deviation from power law behavior is
barely detectable. Here Tc is chosen as 0.253, which is around one error bar away from the
extracted central value. In the following context, T0 is used to represent the temperature
where the scaling exponent γ/ν of χVBS/L
7
4 equals 74 , instead of Tc. I will show T0 agrees
with Tc within error bar for all Q3/J . The same η value is observed across all Q3/J ratios
simulated, which is in agree with the known η for Z4 symmetry-breaking phase transition.
This observation rules out the new universality proposed in Ref. [80].
Fig. 3.4(b) provides additional evidence to support η = 14 . In this figure, χVBS/L
7
4
versus T is presented for different system sizes L. All curves cross at the same point, which
confirms the scaling power in (3.5) γ/ν = 74 , equally η =
1
4 . The absence of drift effect
in χVBS/L
7
4 makes it perfect candidate to carry out finite-size data collapse to extract
correlation length exponent ν.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Data collapse of staggered suscepti-
bility χVBS for system at Q/J =
10
3
. Many different systems
sizes are shown in this figure, but the actual collapse only uses
L = 80, 96, 112 in the range tL1/ν ∈ [−0.5, 3.3]. This collapse
yields ν = 1.70± 0.05.
The largest system simulated is L = 192 for system at
Q3/J =
5
3 .
To support the conclusion of Ising-KT universality,
here we show the scaling behavior of VBS susceptibil-
ity at Tc for system at Q3/J = 5 in Fig. 2(a) , which
follows
χVBS(Tc) ∼ Lγ/ν , (6)
where γ/ν = 2 − η. Datas are fit with power law, and
yield γ/ν = 1.75 ± 0.001, equally η = 0.25 ± 0.001. The
deviation from power law behavior are barely detectable.
Here Tc is chosen as 0.253, which is around one error
bar away from the extracted central value. In the fol-
lowing context, T0 is used to represent the temperature
where the scaling exponent γ/ν of χVBS/L
7
4 equals 74 ,
instead of Tc. It will be shown T0 agrees with Tc within
error bar for all Q3/J . The same η value is observed
across all Q3/J ratios simulated, which is in agree with
the known η for Z4 symmetry breaking phase transition.
This observation rules out the new universality proposed
in Ref. [30].
Fig. 2(b) provides us additional evidence to support
η = 14 . In this figure, χVBS/L
7
4 versus T is present for
different system sizes L. All curves cross at the same
point, which confirms the scaling power in (6) γ/ν = 74 ,
equally η = 14 . The absence of drift effect in χVBS/L
7
4
makes it perfect candidate to carry out finite size data
collapse to extract correlation length exponent ν.
To provide direct mapping to the Ising-KT univer-
sality, where ν changes from 1 at Ising fixed point to
∞ at KT fixed point, ν for all Q3/J simulated are ex-
tracted from finite size data collapse of χVBS. Shown in
Fig. 3 is the data collapse of for system sizes L = 48
to 112 at Q3/J =
10
3 , T0 = 0.217. The reduced tem-
perature t = (T − T0)/T0. The data collapse is car-
ried out using system sizes L = 80, 96, 112, in the range
tL1/ν ∈ [−0.5, 3.3], which is shown in the inset. The data
collapse in this region is very robust as all data points fall
onto the common line. The common line is described by
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The critical temperature Tc is shown
in (a), it is bounded by its upper and lower error bar. The
solid dots in (a) represent T0, where staggered susceptibility
exhibits a scaling exponent 1.75. The correlation length expo-
nent ν is shown in (b) for different Q3/J ratios. The vertical
dashed lines in (a) and (b) mark the qc location.
high order polynomial function, and the reduced χ2 is
around one for the chi-square test of this fitting. We get
ν = 1.70 ± 0.05 from this data collapse. When Q3/J is
tuned towards qc, larger system sizes are required to get
robust collapse due to finite size effect. At Q3/J =
5
3 ,
we use system sizes L = 112, 128, 160, 192 for the data
collapse.
Shown in Fig. 4 (a), (b) are critical temperature and ν
versus Q3/J . Tc is bounded by the upper and lower er-
ror bar, and T0 is represented by the solid dot. It’s clear
T0 agrees with Tc within error bar for all Q3/J ratios.
The vertical dashed line indicates where is qc = 1.5. The
Tc value approaches zero when Q3/J is tuned towards
qc. The consistency between Tc and T0 solidate the con-
clusion that η = 14 for all Q3/J simulated. Shown in
Fig. 4(b) is the correlation length exponent ν extracted
from the data collapse of χVBS. As the Q3/J is tuned
from 10 towards qc, ν changes from 1.065 ± 0.005 at
Q3/J = 10 to 2.73 ± 0.1 at Q3/J = 53 . It has a clear
tendency to diverge as Q3/J approaches qc.
In addition, we don’t observe divergent peak in the
specific heat, which means α = 0. Based on the values of
η, ν and α, we have show with solid evidence that the fi-
nite temperature transition of JQ3 model has continuous
changing universality from Ising to KT fixed point.
To show the changing universality more intuitively, we
present distribution of columnar VBS operator in the
following context. The columnar VBS operator for x-
direction bonds are defined as:
Dx =
1
N
∑
r
(−1)xSr · Sr+x̂, (7)
and Dy is defined analogously. Based on our conclusion,
the distribution of P (Dx, Dy) at Tc should have a con-
tinous changing symmetry from Z4 deep in the VBS to
U(1) when Tc → 0+. Shown in Fig. 5 are P (Dx, Dy) for
threeQ3/J ratios 10,
10
3 and
5
3 at system sizes L = 32 and
64. Only central part of the distribution Dx ∈ [− 12 , 12 ],
Dy ∈ [− 12 , 12 ] is shown in the figure. From Fig. 5, we can
tell Z4 symmetry distribution at Q3/J = 10 is sharp,
which becomes shallow with increasing weight between
Figure 3.5: Data collapse of the VBS susceptibility for systems at Q3/J = 10/3. The inset
shows data for L = 80, 96, 112 in the range tL1/ν ∈ [−0.5, 3] for which the fitting procedure
was carried out. The main part shows data in a larger window and includes also smaller
systems. The fit yields ν = 1.70(5).
To provide a direct mapping to the Ising-KT universality, where ν changes from 1 at Ising
fixed point to∞ at the KT fixed point, ν for all Q3/J simulated are extracted from finite-size
data collapse of χVBS. Shown in Fig. 3.5 is the data collapse of χVBS for system sizes L = 48
to 112 at Q3/J =
10
3 , T0 = 0.217. The reduced temperature t = (T − T0)/T0. The data
collapse is carried out using system sizes L = 80, 96, 112, in the range tL1/ν ∈ [−0.5, 3.3],
which is shown in the inset. The data collapse in this region is very robust as all data
points fall onto the common line. The common line is described by high order polynomial
function, and the reduced χ2 is around one for the chi-square test of this fitting. We get
ν = 1.70 ± 0.05 from this data collapse. When Q3/J is tuned towards qc, larger system
sizes are required to get robust collapse due to finite-size effect. At Q3/J =
5
3 , system sizes
L = 112, 128, 160, 192 are used for the data collapse.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Data collapse of staggered suscepti-
bility χVBS for system at Q/J =
10
3
. Many different systems
sizes are shown in this figure, but the actual collapse only uses
L = 80, 96, 112 in the range tL1/ν ∈ [−0.5, 3.3]. This collapse
yields ν = 1.70± 0.05.
The largest system simulated is L = 192 for system at
Q3/J =
5
3 .
To support the conclusion of Ising-KT universality,
here we show the scaling behavior of VBS susceptibil-
ity at Tc for system at Q3/J = 5 in Fig. 2(a) , which
follows
χVBS(Tc) ∼ Lγ/ν , (6)
where γ/ν = 2 − η. Datas are fit with power law, and
yield γ/ν = 1.75 ± 0.001, equally η = 0.25 ± 0.001. The
deviation from power law behavior are barely detectable.
Here Tc is chosen as 0.253, which is around one error
bar away from the extracted central value. In the fol-
lowing context, T0 is used to represent the temperature
where the scaling exponent γ/ν of χVBS/L
7
4 equals 74 ,
instead of Tc. It will be shown T0 agrees with Tc within
error bar for all Q3/J . The same η value is observed
across all Q3/J ratios simulated, which is in agree with
the known η for Z4 symmetry breaking phase transition.
This observation rules out the new universality proposed
in Ref. [30].
Fig. 2(b) provides us additional evidence to support
η = 14 . In this figure, χVBS/L
7
4 versus T is present for
different system sizes L. All curves cross at the same
point, which confirms the scaling power in (6) γ/ν = 74 ,
equally η = 14 . The absence of drift effect in χVBS/L
7
4
makes it perfect candidate to carry out finite size data
collapse to extract correlation length exponent ν.
To provide direct mapping to the Ising-KT univer-
sality, where ν changes from 1 at Ising fixed point to
∞ at KT fixed point, ν for all Q3/J simulated are ex-
tracted from finite size data collapse of χVBS. Shown in
Fig. 3 is the data collapse of for system sizes L = 48
to 112 at Q3/J =
10
3 , T0 = 0.217. The reduced tem-
perature t = (T − T0)/T0. The data collapse is car-
ried out using system sizes L = 80, 96, 112, in the range
tL1/ν ∈ [−0.5, 3.3], which is shown in the inset. The data
collapse in this region is very robust as all data points fall
onto the common line. The common line is described by
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The critical temperature Tc is shown
in (a), it is bounded by its upper and lower error bar. The
solid dots in (a) represent T0, where staggered susceptibility
exhibits a scaling exponent 1.75. The correlation length expo-
nent ν is shown in (b) for different Q3/J ratios. The vertical
dashed lines in (a) and (b) mark the qc location.
high order polynomial function, and the reduced χ2 is
around one for the chi-square test of this fitting. We get
ν = 1.70 ± 0.05 from this data collapse. When Q3/J is
tuned towards qc, larger system sizes are required to get
robust collapse due to finite size effect. At Q3/J =
5
3 ,
we use system sizes L = 112, 128, 160, 192 for the data
collapse.
Shown in Fig. 4 (a), (b) are critical temperature and ν
versus Q3/J . Tc is bounded by the upper and lower er-
ror bar, and T0 is represented by the solid dot. It’s clear
T0 agrees with Tc within error bar for all Q3/J ratios.
The vertical dashed line indicates where is qc = 1.5. The
Tc value approaches zero when Q3/J is tuned towards
qc. The consistency between Tc and T0 solidate the con-
clusion that η = 14 for all Q3/J simulated. Shown in
Fig. 4(b) is the correlation length exponent ν extracted
from the data collapse of χVBS. As the Q3/J is tuned
from 10 towards qc, ν changes from 1.065 ± 0.005 at
Q3/J = 10 to 2.73 ± 0.1 at Q3/J = 53 . It has a clear
tendency to diverge as Q3/J approaches qc.
In addition, we don’t observe divergent peak in the
specific heat, which means α = 0. Based on the values of
η, ν and α, we have show with solid evidence that the fi-
nite temperature transition of JQ3 model has continuous
changing universality from Ising to KT fixed point.
To show the changing universality more intuitively, we
present distribution of columnar VBS operator in the
following context. The columnar VBS operator for x-
direction bonds are defined as:
Dx =
1
N
∑
r
(−1)xSr · Sr+x̂, (7)
and Dy is defined analogously. Based on our conclusion,
the distribution of P (Dx, Dy) at Tc should have a con-
tinous changing symmetry from Z4 deep in the VBS to
U(1) when Tc → 0+. Shown in Fig. 5 are P (Dx, Dy) for
threeQ3/J ratios 10,
10
3 and
5
3 at system sizes L = 32 and
64. Only central part of the distribution Dx ∈ [− 12 , 12 ],
Dy ∈ [− 12 , 12 ] is shown in the figure. From Fig. 5, we can
tell Z4 symmetry distribution at Q3/J = 10 is sharp,
which becomes shallow with increasing weight between
Figure 3.6: (a) Tc is the critical temperature extracted from the scaling-analysis of ξ1/T
and T0 is the temperature where staggered susceptibility exhibits the best scaling behavior
when the exponent γ = 7/4 is fixed. (b) The exponent ν versus q. The vertical dashed lines
in both panels mark the quantum-critical ratio qc.
Shown in Fig. 3.6 (a), (b) are Tc and ν extracted above versus Q3/J . Tc is bounded
by the upper and lower error bar, and T0 is represented by the solid dot in Fig. 3.6 (a).
It Is clea T0 agrees with Tc within error bar for all Q3/J ratios. The vertical dashed line
indicates where is qc = 1.5. The Tc value approaches zero when Q3/J is tuned towards
qc. The consistency between Tc and T0 confirms the conclusion that η =
1
4 for all Q3/J
simulated. Shown in Fig. 3.6(b) is the correlation length exponent ν extracted from the data
collapse of χVBS. As the Q3/J is tuned from 10 towards qc, ν changes from 1.065 ± 0.005
at Q3/J = 10 to 2.73 ± 0.1 at Q3/J = 53 . It has a clear tendency to diverge as Q3/J
approaches qc.
In addition, no divergent peak is observed in the specific heat, which means α = 0.
Based on the values of η, ν and α, it is shown with solid evidence that the finite-temperature
transition of J-Q3 model has continuous changing universality from Ising universality deep
in the VBS to KT universality at Q3/J → q+c .
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3.3.3 Intuitive picture of changing universality
To show the changing universality more intuitively, the distribution of the columnar VBS
operator is shown in this section. The columnar VBS operator for x-direction bonds is
defined as:
Dx =
1
N
∑
r
(−1)xSr · Sr+x̂, (3.6)
and Dy is defined analogously. Based on the above conclusion, the distribution of P (Dx, Dy)
at Tc should have a continuous changing symmetry from Z4 deep in the VBS to U(1) when
Tc → 0+. Shown in Fig. 3.7 are P (Dx, Dy) for three Q3/J ratios 10, 103 and 53 at system
sizes L = 32 and 64. Only the central part of the distribution Dx ∈ [−12 , 12 ], Dy ∈ [−12 , 12 ] is
shown in the figure. From Fig. 3.7, it is clear that Z4 symmetry distribution at Q3/J = 10
is sharp, which becomes shallow with increasing weight between peaks at Q3/J =
10
3 , and
eventually becomes U(1) symmetry distribution at Q3/J =
5
3 . The continuously changing
P (Dx, Dy) symmetry in Fig. 3.7 provides a vivid picture of the changing universality.
3.4 Summary
To summarize, using QMC (SSE) simulation, quantities characterizing the nature of finite-
temperature VBS phase transition of the J-Q3 model were calculated. This transition had
only been considered in one previous paper with puzzling results. Based on the robust
results of the simulation, I show clearly that the finite-temperature VBS transition falls
into the same category as the classical XY model with a fourfold anisotropy field, which
has a critical line connecting Ising and KT fixed points. For this category of Z4 symmetry-
breaking phase transitions, the critical exponent η = 14 , and ν changes from 1 to ∞ when
the universality changes from the Ising to the KT fixed point. This finding broadens our
knowledge about known Z4 symmetry-breaking phase transition by including the recently
developed J-Q3 quantum spin model. The results also are in accord with the DQC scenario
for the T = 0 Ne´el–VBS transition, which demands emergent U(1) symmetry. This was
shown to exist in the VBS order when Tc → 0.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Dimer order distribution P (Dx, Dy) for
system size L = 32 (left panel) and L = 64 (right panel) in the
neighborhood of critical temperature. Different Q3/J ratios
are shown: Q3/J = 10 at T = 0.29 [(a), (b)]; Q3/J =
10
3
at
T = 0.218 [(c), (d)]; Q3/J =
5
3
at T = 0.08 [(e), (f)].
peaks at Q3/J =
10
3 , and eventually becomes U(1) sym-
metry distribution at Q3/J =
5
3 . The continuously
changing P (Dx, Dy) symmetry in Fig. 5 provides us a
vivid picture of the changing universality.
To summarize, using quantum Monte Carlo simula-
tion (SSE), we have calculated quantities characteriz-
ing the nature of finite temperature phase transition of
JQ3 model, which has been barely studied. Based on
the robust results of our simulation, we have make it
clear that this finite temperature transition falls into the
same category as the classical XY model with fourfold
anisotropy field, which has a critical line connecting Ising
and Kosterlitz-Thouless fixed point. For this category of
Z4 symmetry breaking phase transition, critical exponent
η = 14 , and ν changes from 1 to ∞ when the universal-
ity changes from Ising to Kosterlitz-Thouless fixed point.
This finding broaden our knowledge base about known
Z4 symmetry breaking phase transition. It includes the
recently developed quantum model (JQ3) into the known
Z4 symmetry breaking phase transition category. It also
prove that the universility depends on symmetry and di-
mentionality, the quantum fluctuation at ground state
doesn’t play a big role here.
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Figure 3.7: Dimer-order distribution P (Dx, Dy) for system size L = 32 (left panels) and L =
64 (right panels) in the vicinity of the critical temperature. The coupling (temperatures)
ratios are Q3/J = 10 (T = 0.29) in (a),(b), Q3/J = 10/3 (T = 0.218) in (c),(d), Q3/J = 5/3
(T = 0.08) in (e),(f). In some cases the distributions are affected by unequal sampling (due
to long auto-correlation times) in different angular sectors.
Chapter 4
Universal Ne´el temperature in 3D
quantum antiferromagnets
Quantum fluctuations can drive continuous phase transitions between different kinds of
ground states of many-body systems. While transitions taking place at temperature T > 0
are controlled by thermal fluctuations, quantum fluctuations also play a role here. Quantum-
critical scaling can often be observed throughout a wide region (the quantum-critical “fan”)
extending out from the quantum-critical point (gc, T = 0) into the plane (g, T > 0) [84–87],
where g is the parameter tuning the strength of the quantum fluctuations. In addition,
the quantum fluctuations of course also strongly affect the critical temperature Tc, because
Tc → 0 as g → gc. One can regard the quantum fluctuations as reducing the order at low
temperature (T  Tc), with the thermal fluctuations eventually destroying it as T → Tc,
but precisely how the two kinds of fluctuations act in conjunction with each other to govern
Tc is not known in general.
In this chapter, manifestations of the interplay of quantum and thermal fluctuations
for 0 < T < Tc in 3D S = 1/2 quantum antiferromagnets with Heisenberg interactions are
discussed. In these systems one can vary the Ne´el-ordering temperature, TN , and ultimately
achieve a quantum phase transition (TN → 0), by considering dimerized couplings, such that
each spin belongs exactly to one dimer and the intra- and inter-dimer couplings are different.
A universal aspect of the ordering temperature, from systems close to the quantum-
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Thallium copper chloride is a quantum spin liquid of S!1/2 Cu2" dimers. Interdimer superexchange
interactions give a three-dimensional magnon dispersion and a spin gap significantly smaller than the dimer
coupling. This gap is closed by an applied hydrostatic pressure of approximately 2 kbar or by a magnetic field
of 5.6 T, offering a unique opportunity to explore both types of quantum phase transition and their associated
critical phenomena. We use a bond-operator formulation to obtain a continuous description of all disordered
and ordered phases, and thus of the transitions separating these. Both pressure- and field-induced transitions
may be considered as the Bose–Einstein condensation of triplet magnon excitations, and the respective phases
of staggered magnetic order as linear combinations of dimer-singlet and dimer-triplet modes. We focus on the
evolution with applied pressure and field of the magnetic excitations in each phase, and in particular on the
gapless !Goldstone" modes in the ordered regimes which correspond to phase fluctuations of the ordered
moment. The bond-operator description yields a good account of the magnetization curves and of magnon
dispersion relations observed by inelastic neutron scattering under applied fields, and a variety of experimental
predictions for pressure-dependent measurements.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.054423 PACS number!s": 75.10.Jm, 75.40.Cx, 75.40.Gb
I. INTRODUCTION
Thallium copper chloride1–3 presents an insulating, quan-
tum magnetic system of dimerized S!1/2 Cu2" ions. Inelas-
tic neutron scattering !INS" measurements of the elementary
magnon excitations4,5 reveal a strong dispersion in all three
spatial dimensions indicative of significant interdimer inter-
actions. The dispersion minimum gives a spin gap #0
!0.7 meV, which is significantly smaller than the antiferro-
magnetic !AF" dimer superexchange parameter J$5 meV.
The corresponding critical field, Hc!5.6 T, makes TlCuCl3
one of the few known inorganic systems in which the gap
may be closed by application of laboratory magnetic fields.2
Neutron-diffraction measurements at fields H#Hc revealed
that a field-induced AF order in the plane normal to the ap-
plied field appears simultaneously with the uniform
moment.6 Recent INS measurements of the magnon spectra
in finite fields,7 including those exceeding Hc ,8 have pro-
vided dynamical information concerning the elementary ex-
citations, in particular the linear Goldstone mode,9 in the
phase of field-induced magnetic order.
TlCuCl3 !Fig. 1" is one member of a group of related
compounds. The potassium analog KCuCl3 !Refs. 1,2,10–
13,7" is similarly dimerized, but has significantly weaker in-
terdimer couplings,14 resulting in a large spin gap of 2.6
meV. A further material in the same class, NH4CuCl3, has no
spin gap and exhibits magnetic order with a very small mo-
ment, but also shows a complicated low-temperature struc-
ture which gives rise to magnetization plateaus only at 1/4
and 3/4 of the saturation value.15 While the apparent increase
of interdimer couplings with anion size may suggest a con-
tribution of the anion to superexchange processes, it should
be noted that the physical origin of the properties of
NH4CuCl3 may be rather different from the other
members.16 Turning from chemical to physical pressure,
Tanaka et al.17 found by magnetization measurements under
hydrostatic pressure that TlCuCl3 has a pressure-induced
magnetically ordered phase, with a very small critical pres-
sure for the onset of magnetic order, Pc%2 kbar. Oosawa
et al.18 have shown very recently by elastic neutron-
scattering measurements under a pressure of 1.48 GPa that
the pressure-induced ordered phase has a strong staggered
moment !60% of the saturation value", again reflecting the
low value of Pc . The magnetic Bragg reflections are found
at reciprocal-lattice points Q!(0,0,2&) !following the nota-
tion of Ref. 4", as in the field-induced ordered phase of
TlCuCl3. The aim of the present work is to compare and
contrast the field- and pressure-induced ordered phases of the
system, and to provide a complete description of the static
magnetization and dynamical excitations at all fields and
pressures.
FIG. 1. Structure of TlCuCl3: small circles represent Cl$ ions,
medium-sized circles Cu2" ions, and large circles Tl" ions.
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Figure 4.1: Crystal structure of TlCuCl3: small circles represent Cl
− ions, medium-sized
circles Cu2+ ions, and la ge circles Tl+ i s. Dimers are formed between S = 12 Cu
2+ pairs,
with super-exchange via Cl− [3–9]. This graph is from Ref. [10].
critical point to deep inside the Ne´el phase, is uncovered here based on unbiased QMC
calculations. A scaling procedure of direct relevance to experiments is developed. The
results also provide new insights into the relevant energy scales present in the 3D Ne´el state
and demonstrate an effective decoupling of thermal and quantum fluctuations.
4.1 TlCuCl3 and dimer spin models
The strong inter-dimer interaction of TlCuCl3 is revealed by elementary magnon excitation
with neutron scattering experiment [6, 88]. Quantum phase transitions can be realized in
TlCuCl3 by applying an external magnetic field or hydrostatic pressure. Shown in Fig. 4.1
is the crystal structure of TlCuCl3, which belongs to the class of monoclinic space group
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P21/c [89, 90]. There are double edge-sharing CuCl6 octahedra forming chains along a-axis.
Cu2+ can be considered the center of octahedra with dx2−y2 orbitals lying in the basal
plane. The dominant super-exchange J is between Cu2+ ions in the double edge-sharing
octahedra via Cl−. The Hund’s rule dictates that such coupling is antiferromagnetic, thus
each pair of Cu2+ has tendency to form singlet (dimer). Further super-exchange term (J2)
in the chain should involve pathway through d3z2−r2 , thus weaker than J . The inter-chain
coupling (J3) with the form Cu-Cl-(Tl)-Cl-Cu should also be small. Thus TlCuCl3 can
be described by 3D dimer network with strong intra-dimer coupling and weak inter-dimer
couplings. In reference [91], the magnetic anisotropy is concluded to be negligible in this
compound, and, thus, it can be described by the S = 12 Heisenberg model. There are crystal
field in principle, but they should not change the universal behavior of this compound.
Under ambient pressure, TlCuCl3 has an S = 0 quantum–disordered ground state with
a S = 1 triplon (magnon) excited state. This situation can indeed be well described by a
dimerized antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin systems. It has been estimated that the spin
gap ∆/kB ≈ 7.5 [92]. This gap can be closed by applying sufficient pressure or a magnetic
field (generically some parameter g), and the ground state then changes to Ne´el-ordered.
Here inter- and intra- dimer couplings are changed due to external parameters, and thereby
the ground state is also changed. Due to quantum fluctuation, the Ne´el order in a quantum
spin system is generically reduced compared with the classical case (where no quantum
effects are present), and depends on g; in TlCuCl3 there is strong experimental evidence of
a continuous phase transition at T = 0, i.e., a quantum phase transition.
4.1.1 Heisenberg model
A 3D quantum antiferromagnet with S = 12 Heisenberg interactions can describe well the
behavior of TlCuCl3 under an external pressure, which affects the couplings Ji discussed
above. In these model systems one can vary the Ne´el-ordering temperature, TN , and ulti-
mately achieve a quantum phase transition (TN → 0), by considering dimerized couplings,
such that each spin belongs exactly to one dimer and the intra- and inter-dimer couplings are
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Figure 4.2: Schematic phase diagram for TlCuCl3.
different. I here consider such models as generic models for the pressure-driven quantum-
paramagnetic to Ne´el transition in TlCuCl3, i.e., I do not strive for a quantitative modeling
of all the couplings (which are not even know very accurately, especially not their depen-
dence on the pressure) but a minimal model to accurately describe the generic (universal)
aspects of the phase transition.
The Hamiltonian describing a generic dimerized Heisenberg model can be generically
written as
H = J1
∑
〈i,j〉1
Si · Sj + J2
∑
〈i,j〉2
Si · Sj , (4.1)
where 〈i, j〉a denotes a pair of spins coupled at strength Ja, with a = 1 and a = 2 corre-
sponding to inter- and intra-dimer bonds, respectively. Three examples of such dimerized
3D lattices are shown in Fig. 1.3. In (a) and (b) the spins form simple cubic lattices, and
each nearest-neighbor site pair is coupled either by J1 or J2. In (c) two different cubes each
have all J1 couplings, and pairs of spins in different cubes form the J2-coupled dimers. The
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Quantum Magnets under Pressure: Controlling Elementary Excitations in TlCuCl3
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We follow the evolution of the elementary excitations of the quantum antiferromagnet TlCuCl3 through
the pressure-induced quantum critical point, which separates a dimer-based quantum disordered phase
from a phase of long-ranged magnetic order. We demonstrate by neutron spectroscopy the continuous
emergence in the weakly ordered state of a low-lying but massive excitation corresponding to longitudinal
fluctuations of the magnetic moment. This mode is not present in a classical description of ordered
magnets, but is a direct consequence of the quantum critical point.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.205701 PACS numbers: 64.70.Tg, 75.10.Jm, 75.40.Gb, 78.70.Nx
Although quantum fluctuations of both spin and charge
degrees of freedom are the key to the essential physics of
many challenging problems in condensed matter systems,
the microscopic control of zero-point fluctuations has to
date remained largely a theoretical abstraction. However,
full control over the interaction parameters can now be
effected in cold atomic condensates through the standing-
wave amplitudes of the optical lattice. Similarly, in quan-
tum magnets the exchange interactions can be controlled
by the application of pressure, altering the effect of spin
fluctuations. We follow this approach to investigate the
physics of a quantum system whose fluctuations are
‘‘tuned’’ in a continuous way.
The most dramatic manifestation of such control is the
driving of a quantum phase transition [QPT, Fig. 1(a)]
between two different ground states [1]. Structurally di-
merized S ! 1=2 spin systems offer a particularly clean
realization both of the magnetic field-induced QPT, which
has been studied extensively in a number of materials [2],
and of the qualitatively different magnetic QPT driven by
hydrostatic pressure [3]. The Hamiltonian
 H !X
i
J"p#Si;l$Si;r %
X
ij;m;m0!l;r
Jij"p#Si;m$Sj;m0 (1)
contains pressure-dependent Heisenberg intradimer inter-
actions J"p# and interdimer bonds Jij"p# between spins (l,
r) on dimers i and j. Schematically, stabilization of the
quantum disordered (QD) phase is driven by spin-singlet
formation on the dimer units, while a weakening of this
tendency leaves a renormalized classical (RC) phase,
whose conventional properties are partially suppressed by
dimer fluctuations [4]. Because of its extremely low critical
pressure, pc ! 1:07 kbar [5], the pressure-induced QPT in
TlCuCl3 [6] offers a unique opportunity to study static and
dynamic properties throughout the quantum critical re-
gime. Here we determine by high-resolution inelastic neu-
tron scattering (INS) the spin excitation energies, spectral
weights, lifetimes, and polarizations.
The QD ground state is a spin singlet with three triplet
excitation branches, which are fully gapped and, for a
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Generic phase diagram for a QPT
occurring as a function of the parameter g"p# / PjJij"p#=J"p#.
For a magnetic QPT, the characteristic energy scales in the QD
and RC phases are, respectively, the spin gap ! and Ne´el
temperature TN , both of which vanish at the QPT. The nature
of the lowest-lying excitations is as given. (b)–(d) Pressure and
temperature dependence of the magnetic Bragg peak intensity at
Q ! "0 0 1# in TlCuCl3, which is proportional to the square of
the order parameter ms.
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Figure 4.3: Neutron scattering measurement of TlCuCl3. The Bragg peak intensity at
Q = (0 0 1) versus pressure and temperature is shown. This graph is from Ref. [11].
ratio g = J2/J1 is defined as the tuning parameter. When g ≈ 1 the system is Ne´el-ordered
at T = 0 and when g → ∞ it decouples to form a set of independent dimers, with the
ground state becoming a trivial quantum paramagnet with a singlet-product ground state.
The system for any J1 > 0 and J2 > 0 is accessible to unbiased numerical studies with
efficient QMC methods with loop updates [2, 81, 82].
Analogous dimerized Heisenberg models have been studied extensively with QMC in two
dimensions, where there is order only at T = 0 (for g < gc) and the nature of the quantum-
critical point and its associated scaling fan has been the main focus of interest [2, 44]. Some
simulations have also been previously carried out for 3D dimerized models [45–47]. Here, I
focus on manifestations of the interplay of quantum and thermal fluctuations for 0 < T < Tc
in these models. A semi-classical region a little up above TN is found based on this study.
Shown in Fig. 4.2is the schematic phase diagram of the 3D quantum antiferromagnets in
the T -g plane. While finite-temperature behavior of the quantum disorder ground state
is described by the gaped magnon excitation theory, the Ne´el ordering persists at finite
temperature. The quantum-critical scaling is observed through a wide region extending out
from the QCP. The semi-classical region is located between Ne´el state and the quantum
critical region close to QCP.
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4.1.2 Experimental issues
The spin dimers in TlCuCl3 form on pairs of Cu atoms that can clearly be identified as
the most strongly coupled neighbors. The inter-dimer couplings are, however, more compli-
cated than in the simple nearest-neighbor Hamiltonian (4.1). There are several significant
exchange constants but their exact values are not known (although they have been estimated
based on approximate calculations of the magnon dispersion, which can be compared with
experiments [6, 10]). The dimers nevertheless form a 3D network, and one can expect the
same ground state phases and phase transitions as with the simplified Hamiltonian (4.1).
The best experimental realization so far of QPT in TlCuCl3 is under pressure [6, 11, 48].
Under ambient pressure, TlCuCl3 exhibits no magnetic order, but beyond a critical pressure
antiferromagnetic order emerges continuously. Shown in Fig. 4.3 are experimental measure-
ments of static properties of TlCuCl3 with neutron scattering. The Bragg peak intensity
at Q = (0 0 1), which is proportional to the square of the order parameter, versus pressure
and temperature is shown. TN can be extracted from Fig. 4.3 (d) for different pressures.
In Fig. 4.3 (c), an emerging antiferromagnetic order is observed while varying the pressure.
The interpretation of this is that one or several of the inter-dimer couplings become strong
enough for Ne´el order to form. The observed longitudinal and transversal excitation energies
agree well with predictions based on O(3) symmetry breaking and Goldstone modes [10, 93].
But the fact that the microscopic spin-spin couplings in TlCuCl3, and how they depend
on the pressure, are not known accurately is a complication when comparing experimental
results with calculations for a specific model Hamiltonian. In this situation it is useful to
make comparisons that do not require any explicit knowledge of the couplings. Here I in-
vestigate how the Ne´el temperature is related to the staggered magnetization ms at T = 0.
Based on unbiased QMC calculations for the three different dimerized models defined in
Eq. (4.1) and Fig. 1.3, It’s shown that the curve TN (ms) exhibits a remarkable universality
when properly normalized, not just close to the quantum-critical point but extending to
strongly ordered systems. These results give a parameter-free scaling function that can be
compared with experiments.
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Figure 4.4: Procedures used to extract the critical temperature TN . (a) and (b) show ρ
x
sL
and R2, respectively, for the columnar dimer model at coupling ratio g = 3.444. The error
bars are smaller than the symbols. Using polynomial fits to data for two lattice sizes, L and
L+2, crossing points between the curves are extracted. Results are shown in (c), along with
fits of the form TN (L) = TN (∞) + a/Lw (to the large-L data for which this form obtains).
Extrapolations of the three quantities give TN = 0.7996(3), 0.7996(6), and 0.7999(5) for
L→∞, all consistent within errors bars.
4.2 QMC calculations
I used the SSE QMC method with very efficient loop updates [2, 81, 82] to calculate the
squares 〈m2z〉 and 〈m2sz〉 of the z-components of the uniform and staggered magnetizations,
mz =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Szi , msz =
1
N
N∑
i=1
φiS
z
i , (4.2)
where the phases φi = ±1 correspond to the sub-lattices of the bipartite systems in
Fig. 1.3. The uniform susceptibility is χ = 〈m2z〉/(TN). I also study the Binder ratio,
R2 = 〈m4sz〉/〈m2sz〉2, and the spin stiffness constants ραs in all lattice directions (α = x, y, z),
ραs = d
2E(θα)/dθ
2
α, where E is the internal energy per spin and θα a uniform twist angle
imposed between spins in planes perpendicular to the α axis. The stiffness constants can
be related to winding number fluctuations in the simulations [2].
I use standard finite-size scaling [2] to extract TN . At TN , the stiffness constants scale
with the system length as ραs ∝ L2−d, where the dimensionality d = 3. Thus, ραsL should be
size-independent at TN , while this quantity vanishes (diverges) for T > TN (T < TN ). In
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Figure 4.5: Extrapolation of the sub-lattice magnetization obtained in simulations with
T = J1/L of the double-cube Heisenberg model at different coupling ratios g. The error
bars are much smaller than the symbols. The fitting function used for L→∞ extrapolations
is a+ b/L2 + c/L3 (where I exclude the linear term because it comes out very close to zero
in fits including it).
practice, this means that curves versus T (at fixed g) for two different system sizes L cross
each other at a point which drifts (due to scaling corrections) toward TN with increasing
L. The dimensionless Binder ratio also has this kind of behavior and provides us with
a different TN estimate to check for consistency. Figs. 4.4(a,b) show examples of these
crossing behaviors for ρxsL and R2. The crossing points drift in different directions and
bracket TN . Fig. 4.4(c) shows the L dependence of crossing points extracted from data for
(L,L+ 2) system pairs, for R2 and two different stiffness constants. Power-law fits are used
to extrapolate to infinite size. The mutual consistency of the TN value so obtained using
different quantities gives us confidence in the accuracy of this procedure.
To extract the T = 0 sub-lattice magnetization, I carry out simulations at temperature
T = J1/L. Note that, in a Ne´el phase with TN > 0, any T (L) such that T (L→∞)→ 0 can
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Figure 4.6: The Ne´el temperature TN versus the sub-lattice magnetization for the three
different dimerized models and with TN normalized in three different ways. TN is measured
in units of (a) the inter-dimer coupling J1, (b) the total coupling Js per spin, (c) the peak
temperature T ∗ of the susceptibility. A linear dependence obtains in all cases for small to
moderate ms, as indicate by fitted lines. Note that ms ≤ 1/2 for S = 1/2.
be used for extrapolations to the thermodynamic limit and T = 0. Our choice is a natural
way to to scale the temperature since the lowest spin waves have energy ∝ 1/L. I also did
some calculations with T = 1/2L and obtained consistent extrapolated results. Examples
of the L dependence are shown in Fig. 4.5 for the double-cube model at several different
coupling ratios. Taking into account rotational averaging in spin space, the final result for
the sub-lattice magnetization is given by the L→∞ extrapolated 〈m2sz〉 (for which I use a
polynomial fit, as shown in Fig. 4.5); ms =
√
3〈m2sz〉.
4.2.1 Universality of TN versus ms.
Following the above procedures, I calculated TN and ms accurately for all three dimer
models at several coupling ratios g, from close to gc to deep inside the Ne´el phase. I
show TN versus ms in Fig. 4.6. TN is scaled by three different energy units; the inter-
dimer coupling J1 in (a), the sum of couplings Js connected to each spin in (b), and the
temperature T ∗ at which the susceptibility exhibits a peak in (c). Before discussing these
normalizations of TN in detail, let us examine the reason for the linear behavior, TN ∝ ms,
seen in the QMC results for small [and in (b),(c) even quite large] ms.
A semi-classical mean-field argument (inspired by the “renormalized classical” picture
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developed in two dimensions [84]) leading to TN ∝ ms is the following: To compute TN
in a classical system of spins of length S, one replaces the coupling of a spin S0 to the
total spin of its neighbors δ, J
∑
δ Sδ, by the thermal average J
∑
δ〈Sδ〉. In the presence
of quantum fluctuations, this mean field seen by S0 is reduced, which is taken into account
by a renormalization; 〈Sδ〉 → (ms/S)〈Sδ〉. The thermal fluctuations are, thus, added on
top of the quantum fluctuations at T = 0, under the assumption that the quantum effects
will not change appreciably for T > 0 (i.e., the thermal fluctuations are assumed to be
solely responsible for further reducing the order). Note that S0 should not be renormalized
here, but is computed as a thermal expectation value and should satisfy the self-consistency
condition 〈Sδ〉 = 〈S0〉. The final magnetization curve is given by (ms/S)〈S0〉. In this
procedure of decoupling the classical and quantum fluctuations, one clearly effectively has
J → (ms/S)J and, thus, TN ∝ ms.
The assumption that the quantum renormalization factor ms/S is T -independent up
to TN can be valid only if TN is small. The energy scale in which to measure TN when
stating this condition should be dictated by the spin-wave velocity, which stays non-zero
at the quantum-critical point [94] [i.e., not by the long-distance energy scale ρs(T = 0),
which vanishes as g → gc and is unrelated to the density of thermally excited spin waves].
A linear dependence is seen in Fig. 4.6 up to rather large values of ms (where TN ∼ J1).
A linear dependence was also recently found in the columnar dimer model based on high-T
expansions [95] (with much larger error bars).
4.2.2 Normalization of TN
Normalization by Js
Returning now to the issue of how to best normalize TN , I notice that in Fig. 4.6(a), where
the inter-dimer coupling J1 is used, the curve for the double-cube model is significantly
above the other two. This is clearly because the constant J1 does not account for the
different average couplings in the models. Using instead the sum Js of couplings connected
to each spin, i.e., Js = 5 + g for the columnar and staggered dimers and 6 + g for the
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Figure 4.7: (a) Susceptibility versus temperature of the staggered dimer model at different
coupling ratios. The system size is L = 12, for which the peak height and location are
already L → ∞ converged. (b) The peak temperature versus the coupling ratio for the
three different models.
double cube (setting J1 = 1), the curves, shown in Fig. 4.6(b), collapse almost on top of
each other. Note that also the curves for the columnar and staggered dimers are closer to
each other than in Fig. 4.6(a), although they have the same definition of Js. This can be
the case because Js rescales the curves non-uniformly, since ms(g) and, therefore, Js(ms),
is different for the two models. The linearity of TN/Js versus ms is also much clearer than
before and extends all the way up to ms ≈ 0.3.
Normalization by T ∗
Although the data collapse is already quite good in TN/Js, it will be better if TN can be
normalized with a physical quantity that measures the effective lattice-scale energy. One
such energy scale in antiferromagnets is the temperature at which the uniform magnetic
susceptibility χ exhibits a peak. This peak is due to the cross-over from the high-T Curie
form to the low-T weakly temperature dependent form typical of antiferromagnets. The
peak temperature T ∗, thus, reflects the short-distance energy scale at which antiferromag-
netic correlations become significant. T ∗ is often used experimentally to extract the value
of the exchange constant, using, e.g., the “Bonner-Fisher” curve in one dimension [96]. In
spatially anisotropic systems such as the dimerized models I consider here, a natural as-
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Figure 4.8: Shown in (a) is the extrapolation of zero temperature spin wave velocity c for
the columnar dimerized antiferromagnet at coupling ration g = 3.8682. Each data point
represents c(L) for system size L at β = 1/T = L. The data is fitted with the form
c(L) = c(∞) + aLw , with the fitting result c(∞) = 0.4168 ± 0.0005. Shown in (b) is the
extrapolated zero temperature c for different coupling ratios. The closest g value to the
quantum critical point is g = 3.927 with c = 0.418± 0.001.
sumption is that T ∗ reflects an effective average coupling. In Fig. 4.7(a) I show examples
of the susceptibility close to its peak, and in (b) I show the dependence of T ∗ on g for all
three models. Normalizing TN with T
∗ leads to remarkably good data collapse, as shown
in Fig. 4.6(c). Deviations from a common curve are barely detectable. Although I cannot
prove that this function is really universal for all 3D networks of dimers, the results are
very suggestive of this.
Normalization by the spin wave velocity c
A similar linear relation between Ne´el temperature and staggered magnetization was pro-
posed in Ref [50] based on a general Landau-Ginzburg field theory. The linear relation is
there given by
TN =
√
12λ2cxcycz
5α
√
gc − g, (4.3)
where cx, cy and cz are spin wave velocities along three spacial directions. The velocity cα
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can be calculated using SSE as cα =
√
ραs /χ⊥, where χ⊥ is the transverse susceptibility.
From the field theory, the spontaneous staggered magnetization at zero temperature
ms ∼ |〈ϕ〉| =
√
|m2|
α
=
λ
α
√
gc − g, (4.4)
where m is the mass term. With the definition of the average spin wave velocity c =
(cxcycz)
1
3 , following Eq (4.3) and (4.4), the linear relation proposed becomes
TN/c
3
2 ∼ ms. (4.5)
Shown in Fig. 4.8 (a) is the extraction of c from SSE results for the coupling ratio
g = 3.8682, which is fairly close to the QCP. The inverse temperature β = 1/T is set to L
in the simulations, with largest system size L = 22. These data points are fitted with the
function c(L) = c(∞) + aLw , with the extrapolated c = 0.4168 ± 0.0005. In Fig. 4.8 (b),
I show the extracted c for different g values, with the closest g value to the QCP equals
3.927. From Fig. 4.8 (b), it is shown that c varies with the g value.
The normalized TN/c
3
2 versus ms for the three dimerized antiferromagnets are shown
in Fig. 4.9. The data points were fitted with the form TN/c
3
2 = ams|log(bms)|. Here a log
correction is added on top of the linear form. In order to describe the data points close to
quantum critical point (with small mS values) can be fitted with a linear form, but the fitted
curve doesn’t go through (0, 0), which is unphysical. The nice fitting with log correction
suggests that the log correction can not be ignored in the calculation of Ref [50] when the
system is close to quantum critical point.
Instead of a common curve obtained with normalization by Js and T
∗ in Sec. 4.2.2, three
different curves are obtained when normalized by c3/2. This means that TN/c
3/2 depends
on microscopic coupling details. In other words, the linear relation proposed in Ref. [50] is
universal (with log correction), but with non-universal coefficient.
4.3 Discussion.
The universal behavior found in Sec. 4.2.2 implies that the T > 0 disordering mechanism
in the 3D Ne´el state is completely governed by a single lattice-scale energy (which, as I
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Figure 4.9: TN/c
3
2 versus ms for three different dimerized antiferromagnets. Data points
are fitted with the form TN/c
3
2 = ams|log(bms)|. Data points deep in the Ne´el state with
big corrections are omitted in the fitting.
show here, can be taken as the peak temperature T ∗ of the susceptibility) and the T = 0
sub-lattice magnetization ms. The extended linear behavior seen in Figs. 4.6(b,c) shows
that the quantum and classical fluctuations at T < TN are completely decoupled all the way
from g = gc (excluding gc itself, where TN = 0) to quite far away from the quantum-critical
point. Depending on a lattice-scale energy instead of the quantum-critical spin stiffness, the
linear behavior is not fundamentally a quantum-critical effect. the linearity and decoupling
of the fluctuations are discussed in terms of a semi-classical mean-field theory, the validity of
which implies that the quantum-critical regime [85] commences only above TN . Deviations
from linearity at larger ms show that the quantum fluctuations are affected (become T -
dependent) here, due to the high density of excited spin waves as T → TN because TN is
high. It is remarkable that this coupling of quantum and classical fluctuations also takes
place in an, apparently, universal fashion for different systems. It would be interesting to
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explain this more quantitatively, by deriving the full function TN versus ms analytically.
From a practical point of view, the data collapse of TN/T
∗ versus ms is very useful,
because all the quantities involved can be measured experimentally and do not rely on
microscopic details. The universal curve can be used to test the 3D Heisenberg scenario
without adjustable parameters. The universality likely applies not only to dimer networks,
but also to systems where the quantum fluctuations are regulated in other ways.
Appendices
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Appendix A
Flat-histogram MC method for frustrated
systems in 2D energy space
A.1 Introduction
MC simulations have played a big role in the study of phase transition of many complex
systems. However, standard MC methods based on importance sampling in canonical or
grand-canonical ensembles are affected by severe slowing-down at critical points, which
makes it difficult to study large systems. For some spin systems, the non-local cluster al-
gorithms of Swendsen and Wang [97] and Wolf [98] can improve the simulation efficiency
very significantly close to criticality. These methods are not always applicable, however.
At first-order transitions, the slowing-down problem is even worse, because of metastabil-
ity and hysteresis. Several methods have been developed to address both critical slowing
down and metastability, from histogram re-weighting [99], where information is obtained in
the neighborhood of the temperature (or coupling) simulated, to multicanonical [100–102]
and broad histogram methods [103], where the standard canonical or grand-canonical en-
semble is replaced by uniform sampling in the energy space, giving the density of states
(DOS). Tempering and parallel tempering [104–106] are related approaches where a range
of temperatures is simulated simultaneously.
The Wang-Landau (WL) method [107] is so far the best way to converge the weight
function corresponding to a flat density of states for multicanonical simulations. several
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optimized versions of the WL method have been developed. In particular, Trebst el al. [108,
109] showed how to optimize the tunneling time between low and high energy, while Hatano
and Gubernatis [110] developed a bivariate multicanonical MC method, which simulate the
joint density of state in the space of the energy and an order-parameter. In this paper we
further generalize the WL method to a 2D energy space, targeting frustrated models with
two coupling constants.
The general multi-canonical MC approach is based on the fact that if the DOS D(E)
is known, a random walk in the energy space with a probability proportional to 1/D(E)
will generate a flat histogram in the energy space. Since D(E) is initially unknown, the
main challenge is how to iteratively improve on some initial guess for D(E). In the WL
method one initially sets D(E) = 1 for all E (using either a histogram with all possible
energies in a system with discrete energies, or some coarse graining if the space is too large
or for continuous distributions). A histogram H(E) generated in the simulation is initially
set to H(E) = 0 for all E. During the simulation, H(E) is incremented by 1 for each E
”visited” and D(E) is multiplied by a multiplier f > 1. Naturally, energies with larger
microstate numbers will be visited more often than those with smaller microstate numbers
in the early stages of such a simulation, and if f is gradually decreased to 1, then D(E) will
tend towards the correct DOS in this process.
After a reasonable long simulation, D(E) should be close to real DOS and H(E) should
be sufficiently flat for all parts of the space to be visited, so that any expectation value 〈A〉
can be computed according to
〈A〉 =
∑
E [D(E)/H(E)]A(E)∑
E D(E)/H(E)
. (A.1)
once A(E) is also sampled (after the DOS is deemed sufficiently converged). Based on this
fact, the ‘flatness’ of H(E) can be used to judge how close D(E) is to the real DOS. The
histogram is considered ‘flat’ if |H(E)−〈H(E)〉|〈H(E)〉 < q, q is chosen as 0.2 in their paper [107].
The simulation finishes one round if the histogram becomes ’flat’ and enters the next round
by resetting H(E) = 0 and replacing the multiplier f by
√
f . In this manner, D(E) is
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adjusted by finer and finer multiplier, the simulation ends when multiplier is close enough
to 1. In the real simulation, successive multiplication of D(E) will cause overflow, so they
store ln(D(E)) instead.
This algorithm can estimate the DOS for all possible energy levels. When the energy
becomes continuous for some particular model
H = J1E1 + J2E2, (A.2)
where J1, J2 are continuously varying coupling strength and E1, E2 are two corresponding
coupling energies, which are discrete if the system size is finite. The original simulation
method would still work if one divide the continuous energy space into segments, but this
will bring in dependence on the dividing choice and additional approximation.
In this article, we present an alternative way to estimate the DOS of such kind of
systems. Instead of simulate D(E) directly, we simulate D(E1, E2). There are two main
advantages in our approach. Firstly, we can avoid artificially cutting the continuous energy
space, thus avoid unnecessary approximation and dependence; secondly, since J1 and J2 are
not included in D(E1, E2), D(E) can be calculated from D(E1, E2) for any combination
of J1 and J2. In the following sections, we will introduce the classical Ising model with
frustration, namely classical J1-J2 model (1.1), and show how to simulate the DOS of this
model in 2D energy space {(E1, E2)}. The results from this method will be compared with
standard MC method to show the reliability of this method. Moreover, we will demonstrate
the advantage of this method over standard MC at low temperature for the frustrated
classical J1-J2 model, in addition to the improved efficiency. In Sec. A.5, we will discuss
the difficulty we have experienced simulating the frustrated classical J1-J2 model very close
to critical point gc.
A.2 The classical J1-J2 Ising model
Classical Ising model with frustration is represented by Hamiltonian 1.1. When g =
J2/|J1| < 1/2 the ground state has ferromagnetic order [Fig. 1.1(a)]. In contrast, for
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g > 1/2 it has collinear (stripe) order [Fig. 1.1(b)]. Exactly at the critical point gc = 1/2,
there are 2L+1 degenerate states with parallel stripes (up or down) for a system with L×L
spins.
In the temperature T versus g plane, the phase diagram [24] is shown in Figure. A.1,
where the thick red segments indicate the phase transition is first order. There is no
agreement whether there is overlap between the two branches of phase transition lines. In
Figure. A.1 (b), there is phase transition from ferromagnetic state to collinear state along
g axis, in contrast, there is no such phase transition in Figure. A.1 (a).
Besides the arguments about the nature of phase transition at g = 0.5, there is no
agreement about the nature of phase transition for g > 0.5 either. Until recently, the
latter question reaches its conclusion [34, 35, 56]. Now, it’s known that the temperature
driven phase transition is weakly first order for 0.5 < g < g∗, where g∗ ≈ 0.67, and it
is continuous for g > g∗. This phase transition exhibits pseudo-first order behavior in
the region g∗ < g < 1.0. The numerical part of their work [34] is carried out by high
precision standard MC method. We will use their numerical results as benchmark to check
the correctness of our extended 2D Wang-Landau algorithm.
A.3 Wang-Landau algorithm in 2D energy space of the clas-
sical J1-J2 model
A.3.1 Basic idea
We will use the classical J1-J2 model as our test ground for the extended 2D Wang-Landau
method. From (1.1), we can define
E1 =
∑
〈ij〉
σiσj , E2 =
∑
〈〈ij〉〉
σiσj . (A.3)
Based on the original Wang-Landau algorithm in 1D, we set the density of stateD(E1, E2)
equals to 1 and the histogram H(E1, E2) equals to 0 in the beginning of the simulation.
During one round of the simulation, the system starts a random walk in the 2D energy
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(a) (b)
FIG. 1. (Color online). Ground states of the frustrated Ising
model. The open circles stand for up spins, and the solid black
circles stand for down spins. The solid lines indicate the J1
interactions and the dashed lines indicate the J2 interactions.
When g < 1/2, the ground state has ferromagnetic order, as
in (a), while for g > 1/2 the ground state has stripe order, as
in (b).
This algorithm can estimate the DOS for all possible
energy levels. When the energy becomes continuous for
some particular model
H = J1E1 + J2E2, (2)
where J1, J2 are continuously varying coupling strength
and E1, E2 are two corresponding coupling energies,
which are discrete if the system size is finite. The original
simulation method would still work if one divide the con-
tinuous energy space into segments, but this will bring
in dependence on the dividing choice and additional ap-
proximation.
In this article, we present an alternative way to es-
timate the DOS of such kind of systems. Instead of
simulate D(E) directly, we simulate D(E1, E2). There
are two main advantages in our approach. Firstly, we
can avoid artificially cutting the continuous energy space,
thus avoid unnecessary approximation and dependence;
secondly, since J1 and J2 are not included in D(E1, E2),
D(E) can be calculated from D(E1, E2) for any combi-
nation of J1 and J2. In the following sections, we will in-
troduce the classical Ising model with frustration, namely
classical J1-J2 model (3), and show how to simulate the
DOS of this model in 2D energy space {(E1, E2)}. The
results from this method will be compared with standard
MC method to show the reliability of this method. More-
over, we will demonstrate the advantage of this method
over standard MC at low temperature for the frustrated
classical J1-J2 model, in addition to the improved effi-
ciency. In Sec. V, we will discuss the difficulty we have ex-
perienced simulating the frustrated classical J1-J2 model
very close to critical point gc.
II. THE CLASSICAL J1-J2 ISING MODEL
Classical Ising model with frustration can be repre-
sented by
H = −J1
∑
〈ij〉
σiσj + J2
∑
〈〈ij〉〉
σiσj , (3)
T
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FIG. 2. (Color online). In (a) the phase transition from
ferromagnetic to collinear state only happens when T = 0. In
(b) the phase transition from ferromagnetic to collinear state
happens above zero temperature at g = 0.5. Temperature
driven phase transition is continuous if it crosses thin black
line, first order if it crosses thick red line.
where σi, σj = ±1, J1, J2 are coupling strength of the
nearest neighbor and the next nearest neighbors, the
summation is taken over all lattice sites. J1 and J2 are
both positive, we will define g = J2/J1 from now on.
When g < 1/2 the ground state has ferromagnetic or-
der [Fig. 1(a)]. In contrast, for g > 1/2 it has collinear
(stripe) order [Fig. 1(b)]. Exactly at the critical point
gc = 1/2, there are 2
L+1 degenerate states with parallel
stripes (up or down) for a system with L× L spins.
In the temperature T versus g plane, the phase
diagram[17] is shown in Figure. 2, where the thick red
segments indicate the phase transition is first order.
There is no agreement whether there is overlap between
the two branches of phase transition lines. In Figure. 2
(b), there is phase transition from ferromagnetic state to
collinear state along g axis, in contrast, there is no such
phase transition in Figure. 2 (a).
Besides the arguments about the nature of phase tran-
sition at g = 0.5, there is no agreement about the nature
of phase transition for g > 0.5 either. Until recently,
the latter question reaches its conclusion[18]. Now, it’s
known that the temperature driven phase transition is
weakly first order for 0.5 < g . 0.67, and it is continuous
for g & 0.67. This phase transition exhibits pseudo-first
order behavior in the region 0.67 . g < 1.0. The numer-
ical part of their work[18] is carried out by high precision
standard MCmethod. We will use their numerical results
as benchmark to check the correctness of our extended
2D Wang-Landau algorithm.
III. WANG-LANDAU ALGORITHM IN 2D
ENERGY SPACE OF CLASSICAL J1-J2 MODEL
A. Basic Idea
We will use the classical J1-J2 model as our test ground
for the extended 2DWang-Landau method. From (3), we
can define
E1 =
∑
〈ij〉
σiσj , E2 =
∑
〈〈ij〉〉
σiσj . (4)
Figure A.1: In (a) the phase transition from ferromagnetic to collinear state only happens
when T = 0. In (b) the phase transition from ferromagnetic to collinear state happens
above zero temperature at g = 0.5. Temperature driven phase transition is continuous if it
crosses thin black line, first order if it crosses thick red line.
space {(E1, E2)} with a probability proportional to 1/D(E1, E2). when a point (E1,E2) is
visited, the corresponding H(E1, E2) will be added by 1, and the corresponding D(E1, E2)
will be multiplied by a factor f . D(E1, E2) will be adjusted towards the real density of state
as the simulation goes and one round ends when H(E1, E2) becomes ‘flat’. The criteria for
‘flatness’ is
|H(E1, E2)− 〈H(E1, E2)〉|
〈H(E1, E2)〉 < q, (A.4)
where q is chosen to be a small number, 0.2 in our case.
The simulation will get into next round afterward, where H(E1, E2) will be reset to 0,
D(E1, E2) will be unchanged, f will be replaced by
√
f . Following this fashion, D(E1, E2)
will be adjusted by a finer multiplier after each round, thus will converge to the real value.
The whole simulation stops when f reaches fcut , which is very close to 1. The total
simulation time is determined by the system size, q value in (A.4), the initial value of f
and the cut-off value fcut. But one can not estimate the simulation time before it starts
because it depends on the detail of the random walk which is not decisive. During the real
simulation, ln(D(E1, E2)) is stored instead of D(E1, E2) to prevent data overflow.
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A.3.2 Memory limit
From Sec. A.3.1, it may seem trivial to extend the algorithm to 2D, but actually the
additional one dimension pushes the simulation to a much more difficult level. Firstly, the
data points need to be collected for DOS and histogram increase from the order of N to
N2, where N is the total spin number in the system. To be more specific, from (A.3), one
can tell the upper limit for E1 and E2 is 2N , the lower limit is −2N and they are separated
by 4. Thus there are total N different E1 and E2 values, which yields N
2 different (E1, E2)
points. Though not all combinations are possible as shown in Figure. A.2, but the total
points scale as N2. The microstates for the data points along both sides of the 2D energy
space boundary [Figure. A.2] are highly ordered. The out reaching data points on both
sides are caused by the finite system size and periodical boundary condition.
For a system with length L = 128, equivalently N = 16384, one needs to collect 2.68×
108 data points. To calculate the minimum memory requirement, suppose we only save
g(E1, E2), h(E1, E2), we would need 2.14×109 Bytes memory space, equally 2.14 Gigabytes.
Of course, in order to study the various aspects of the classical J1-J2 model, other important
quantities should be collected, which will make the memory requirement easily go beyond
what the main trend computers and clusters can offer.
A.3.3 Division of the 2D energy space
In the original 1D algorithm, when system size becomes large, it will take extremely long
time to simulate the DOS of a system as a whole piece. Thus they divide the 1D discrete
energy space into segments and combine them back after DOS for each segment has been
simulated. The dramatically increased data points in the 2D energy space not only bring
challenge for the computer memory, but also require earlier division of the 2D discrete
energy space.
We need to come up with an effective scheme to divide the 2D energy space into different
regions, which is at a much high difficult level as dividing the 1D energy space. We need
to answer three questions in order to design such a scheme. (a) How to cut the 2D energy
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Based on the original Wang-Landau algorithm in 1D,
we set the density of state D(E1, E2) equals to 1 and
the histogram H(E1, E2) equals to 0 in the beginning
of the simulation. During one round of the simula-
tion, the system starts a random walk in the 2D en-
ergy space {(E1, E2)} with a probability proportional to
1/D(E1, E2). when a point (E1,E2) is visited, the cor-
responding H(E1, E2) will be added by 1, and the cor-
responding D(E1, E2) will be multiplied by a factor f .
D(E1, E2) will be adjusted towards the real density of
state as the simulation goes and one round ends when
H(E1, E2) becomes ‘flat’. The criteria for ‘flatness’ is
|H(E1, E2)− 〈H(E1, E2)〉|
〈H(E1, E2)〉 < q, (5)
where q is chosen to be a small number, 0.2 in our case.
The simulation will get into next round afterward,
where H(E1, E2) will be reset to 0, D(E1, E2) will be
unchanged, f will be replaced by
√
f . Following this
fashion, D(E1, E2) will be adjusted by a finer multiplier
after each round, thus will converge to the real value.
The whole simulation stops when f reaches fcut , which
is very close to 1. The total simulation time is deter-
mined by the system size, q value in (5), the initial value
of f and the cut-off value fcut. But one can not estimate
the simulation time before it starts because it depends on
the detail of the random walk which is not decisive. Dur-
ing the real simulation, ln(D(E1, E2)) is stored instead
of D(E1, E2) to prevent data overflow.
B. Memory Limit
From Sec. IIIA, it may seem trivial to extend the al-
gorithm to 2D, but actually the additional one dimen-
sion pushes the simulation to a much more difficult level.
Firstly, the data points need to be collected for DOS and
histogram increase from the order of N to N2, where N
is the total spin number in the system. To be more spe-
cific, from (4), one can tell the upper limit for E1 and
E2 is 2N , the lower limit is −2N and they are separated
by 4. Thus there are total N different E1 and E2 values,
which yields N2 different (E1, E2) points. Though not all
combinations are possible as shown in Figure. 3, but the
total points scale as N2. The microstates for the data
points along both sides of the 2D energy space bound-
ary [Figure. 3] are highly ordered. The out reaching data
points on both sides are caused by the finite system size
and periodical boundary condition.
For a system with length L = 128, equivalently N =
16384, one needs to collect 2.68 × 108 data points. To
calculate the minimum memory requirement, suppose we
only save g(E1, E2), h(E1, E2), we would need 2.14×109
Bytes memory space, equally 2.14 Gigabytes. Of course,
in order to study the various aspects of the classical J1-
J2 model, other important quantities should be collected,
which will make the memory requirement easily go be-
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FIG. 3. (Color online). All possible (E1, E2) points in the 2D
energy space for the classical J1-J2 model. The system size
L = 6. Points (A),(B),(C) show how to move the system into
a targeted region in the 2D energy space.
yond what the main trend computers and clusters can
offer.
C. Division of the 2D Energy Space
In the original 1D algorithm, when system size be-
comes large, it will take extremely long time to simulate
the DOS of a system as a whole piece. Thus they divide
the 1D discrete energy space into segments and combine
them back after DOS for each segment has been simu-
lated. The dramatically increased data points in the 2D
energy space not only bring challenge for the computer
memory, but also require earlier division of the 2D dis-
crete energy space.
We need to come up with an effective scheme to divide
the 2D energy space into different regions, which is at a
much high difficult level as dividing the 1D energy space.
We need to answer three questions in order to design
such a scheme. (a) How to cut the 2D energy space into
different regions? (b) How to combine different regions
back? (c) How to set the system in a targeted region?
This section is devoted to answer these three questions.
1. How to cut the 2D energy space into different regions?
Before answering this question, let’s take a look at a
related question: which of the following two DOS is eas-
ier to simulate, one with flat landscape or one with rough
landscape? Since we initially set the DOS flat in the sim-
ulation, it would be easier to simulate the flat DOS (‘easy’
here means less simulation time). Based on this observa-
tion, it is not hard to imagine it is easier to simulate a
flatter DOS than a rougher one.
Back to answer the original question, we would like to
cut the 2D energy space into ‘flat’ regions. In order to
work out the cutting scheme, let’s take a look at the DOS
Figure A.2: All possible (E1, E2) points in the 2D energy space for the classical J1-J2 model.
The system size L = 6. Points (A),(B),(C) show how to move the system into a targeted
region in the 2D energy space.
space into different regions? (b) How to combine different regions back? (c) How to set the
system in a targeted region? This section is devoted to answer these three questions.
How to cut the 2D energy space into different regions?
Before answering this question, let’s take a look at a related question: which of the following
two DOS is easier to simulate, ne with flat landscape or one with rough landscape? Since
we initially set the DOS flat in the simulation, it would be easier to simulate the flat DOS
(‘easy’ here means less simulation time). Based on this observation, it is not hard to imagine
it is easier to simulate a flatter DOS than a ough r one.
Back to answer the original question, we would like to cut the 2D energy space into ‘flat’
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FIG. 4. (Color online). ln (D(E1, E2)) for the classical J1-J2
model with system size L = 8. It is obtained from simulation
with 2D Wang-Landau algorithm without dividing the 2D
energy space. D(E1, E2) has’t been normalized since we are
interested in calculating expectation value of physical quan-
tities only.
landscape for the classical J1-J2 model with system size
L = 8 [Figure. 4]. We have taken the logarithm of the
DOS, and rescaled it between 0 and 1. From Figure. 4,
we can tell the DOS has a peak around the center of the
energy space and the landscape is comparably flat around
the center. The DOS decreases when the system moves
away from the center, and it forms contours around the
center. Furthermore, the gradient increases as the system
moves away from the center. The landscape of the DOS
becomes very rough when system moves close to the edge
of the 2D energy space, which is not shown in this figure
explicitly. One more important fact about Figure. 4 is
the DOS has symmetry about the axis E1 = 0, which
means we only need to simulate half of the DOS. The
other half can be obtained by mapping the existing one.
Based on the above observation, we cut the 2D energy
space into a center piece and many contours around it.
In this way, we make each region with a comparably flat
DOS landscape. A detailed cutting scheme is illustrated
in Figure. 5. Because of the symmetry, we only need
to simulate half of the 2D energy space. Here we show
how to cut the right half energy space. This region is cut
into a big central piece C00 and contours around it. Each
contour is first separated into top and bottom parts, then
each part is cut into several segments, which are labeled
as tij and bij . Here, ‘t’ refers to the top part and ‘b’ refers
to the bottom part, ‘i’ refers to the index of the contour
from the central piece and ‘j’ refers to the index of the
segment from left within the contour.
Since the landscape of the DOS becomes rougher as
the system moves away from the center, in order to fin-
ish the simulation for different regions at approximately
the same time, the width of the contour decreases as the
index of the contour increases. In this way, the increased
simulation time due to the rougher DOS landscape away
from the center can be compensated by the decreased re-
gion size. But in reality, we can’t cut the regions in such
a way to guarantee the simulation for different regions to
C00
t10 t11
b10
b11
FIG. 5. (Color online). Schematic diagram to show how to
divide the whole 2D energy space into different regions. The
actual cutting approach will match the real outline of the 2D
energy space [Figure. 3] and the shape of each region will be
adjusted accordingly.
finish in the same time. All we can do is reducing the
simulation time difference in different regions to improve
the overall efficiency. In real simulation, due to the ex-
treme rough DOS landscape close to the edge, it takes
much longer to simulate these edge regions.
For each region, several additional data points right
outside of the region are included to eliminate any possi-
ble side effect caused by the confinement we post on the
system if there is any. In our simulation, we wrap each
region with a loop of 4 data points width (these addi-
tional data points are not included when we judge if the
region is ‘flat’ or when we save the DOS to external files).
2. How to combine different regions back?
After cutting the 2D energy space into different re-
gions, comes the question how to combine DOS of these
regions. To answer this question, we need to know that in
this algorithm, we simulate the absolute DOS multiplied
by a common factor for each region, and different regions
have different common factors. In order to combine DOS
of different regions, we have to calculate the difference
∆ of common factors between adjacent regions. For two
adjacent regions, we choose one region as the reference,
add ∆ to the other region, in this way, we can combine
them. We have arranged the cutting scheme [Sec. III C 1]
in such a way that two adjacent regions only overlap on
a line, thus ∆ can be calculated following
∆ =
1
X
∑
(E1,E2)∈line
Da(E1, E2)−Db(E1, E2), (6)
where Da is the DOS in the reference region, Db in its
adjacent region, the summation is over the overlapped
line, X is the total data points on the line.
To combine all different regions, C00 [Figure. 5] is cho-
sen as the reference region, then t10 is combined to it.
The combined C00 and t10 region becomes the new ref-
erence region. After that, region t11 is combined and
the reference region gets updated again. Following this
fashion, all regions in the top part of the first contour
Figure A.3: ln (D(E1, E2)) for the classical J1-J2 model with system size L = 8. It is
obtained from simulation with 2D Wang-Landau algorithm without dividing the 2D energy
space. D(E1, E2) hasn’t been normalized since we are interested in calculating expectation
value of physical quantities only.
regions. In order to work out the cutting scheme, let’s take a look at the DOS landscape
for the classical J1-J2 model with system size L = 8 [Figure. A.3]. We have taken the
logarithm of the DOS, and rescaled it between 0 and 1. From Figure. A.3, we can tell the
DOS has a peak around the center of the energy space and the landscape is comparably flat
around the center. The DOS decreases when the system moves away from the center, and it
forms contours around the center. Furthermore, the gradient increases as the system moves
away from the center. The landscape of the DOS becomes very rough when system moves
close to the edge of the 2D energy space, which is not shown in this figure explicitly. One
more important fact about Figure. A.3 is the DOS has symmetry about the axis E1 = 0,
which means we only need to simulate half of the DOS. The other half can be obtained by
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FIG. 4. (Color online). ln (D(E1, E2)) for the classical J1-J2
model with system size L = 8. It is obtained from simulation
with 2D Wang-Landau algorithm without dividing the 2D
energy space. D(E1, E2) has’t been normalized since we are
interested in calculating expectation value of physical quan-
tities only.
landscape for the classical J1-J2 model with system size
L = 8 [Figure. 4]. We have taken the logarithm of the
DOS, and rescaled it between 0 and 1. From Figure. 4,
we can tell the DOS has a peak around the center of the
energy space and the landscape is comparably flat around
the center. The DOS decreases when the system moves
away from the center, and it forms contours around the
center. Furthermore, the gradient increases as the system
moves away from the center. The landscape of the DOS
becomes very rough when system moves close to the edge
of the 2D energy space, which is not shown in this figure
explicitly. One more important fact about Figure. 4 is
the DOS has symmetry about the axis E1 = 0, which
means we only need to simulate half of the DOS. The
other half can be obtained by mapping the existing one.
Based on the above observation, we cut the 2D energy
space into a center piece and many contours around it.
In this way, we make each region with a comparably flat
DOS landscape. A detailed cutting scheme is illustrated
in Figure. 5. Because of the symmetry, we only need
to simulate half of the 2D energy space. Here we show
how to cut the right half energy space. This region is cut
into a big central piece C00 and contours around it. Each
contour is first separated into top and bottom parts, then
each part is cut into several segments, which are labeled
as tij and bij . Here, ‘t’ refers to the top part and ‘b’ refers
to the bottom part, ‘i’ refers to the index of the contour
from the central piece and ‘j’ refers to the index of the
segment from left within the contour.
Since the landscape of the DOS becomes rougher as
the system moves away from the center, in order to fin-
ish the simulation for different regions at approximately
the same time, the width of the contour decreases as the
index of the contour increases. In this way, the increased
simulation time due to the rougher DOS landscape away
from the center can be compensated by the decreased re-
gion size. But in reality, we can’t cut the regions in such
a way to guarantee the simulation for different regions to
C00
t10 t11
b10
b11
FIG. 5. (Color online). Schematic diagram to show how to
divide the whole 2D energy space into different regions. The
actual cutting approach will match the real outline of the 2D
energy space [Figure. 3] and the shape of each region will be
adjusted accordingly.
finish in the same time. All we can do is reducing the
simulation time difference in different regions to improve
the overall efficiency. In real simulation, due to the ex-
treme rough DOS landscape close to the edge, it takes
much longer to simulate these edge regions.
For each region, several additional data points right
outside of the region are included to eliminate any possi-
ble side effect caused by the confinement we post on the
system if there is any. In our simulation, we wrap each
region with a loop of 4 data points width (these addi-
tional data points are not included when we judge if the
region is ‘flat’ or when we save the DOS to external files).
2. How to combine different regions back?
After cutting the 2D energy space into different re-
gions, comes the question how to combine DOS of these
regions. To answer this question, we need to know that in
this algorithm, we simulate the absolute DOS multiplied
by a common factor for each region, and different regions
have different common factors. In order to combine DOS
of different regions, we have to calculate the difference
∆ of common factors between adjacent regions. For two
adjacent regions, we choose one region as the reference,
add ∆ to the other region, in this way, we can combine
them. We have arranged the cutting scheme [Sec. III C 1]
in such a way that two adjacent regions only overlap on
a line, thus ∆ can be calculated following
∆ =
1
X
∑
(E1,E2)∈line
Da(E1, E2)−Db(E1, E2), (6)
where Da is the DOS in the reference region, Db in its
adjacent region, the summation is over the overlapped
line, X is the total data points on the line.
To combine all different regions, C00 [Figure. 5] is cho-
sen as the reference region, then t10 is combined to it.
The combined C00 and t10 region becomes the new ref-
erence region. After that, region t11 is combined and
the reference region gets updated again. Following this
fashion, all regions in the top part of the first contour
Figure A.4: Schematic diagram to show how to divide the whole 2D energy space into
different regions. The actual cutting approach will match the real outline of he 2D energy
space [Figure. A.2] and the shape of each region will be adjusted accordingly.
mapping the existing one.
Based on the above observation, we cut the 2D energy space into a center piece and
many c ntours around it. In this way, we make each region with a comparably flat DOS
landscape. A detailed cutting scheme is illustrated in Figure. A.4. Because of the symmetry,
we only need to simulate half of the 2D energy space. Here we show how to cut the right
half energy space. This region is cut into a big central piece C00 and contours around it.
Each contour is first separated into top and bottom parts, then each part is cut into several
segments, which are labeled as tij and bij . Here, ‘t’ refers to the top part and ‘b’ refers to
the bottom part, ‘i’ refers to the index of the contour from the central piece and ‘j’ refers
to the index of the segment from left within the contour.
Since the landscape of the DOS becom s rough r as the syst m moves away from the
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center, in order to finish the simulation for different regions at approximately the same time,
the width of the contour decreases as the index of the contour increases. In this way, the
increased simulation time due to the rougher DOS landscape away from the center can be
compensated by the decreased region size. But in reality, we can’t cut the regions in such
a way to guarantee the simulation for different regions to finish in the same time. All we
can do is reducing the simulation time difference in different regions to improve the overall
efficiency. In real simulation, due to the extreme rough DOS landscape close to the edge,
it takes much longer to simulate these edge regions.
For each region, several additional data points right outside of the region are included
to eliminate any possible side effect caused by the confinement we post on the system if
there is any. In our simulation, we wrap each region with a loop of 4 data points width
(these additional data points are not included when we judge if the region is ‘flat’ or when
we save the DOS to external files).
How to combine different regions back?
After cutting the 2D energy space into different regions, comes the question how to combine
DOS of these regions. To answer this question, we need to know that in this algorithm,
we simulate the absolute DOS multiplied by a common factor for each region, and different
regions have different common factors. In order to combine DOS of different regions, we
have to calculate the difference ∆ of common factors between adjacent regions. For two
adjacent regions, we choose one region as the reference, add ∆ to the other region, in this
way, we can combine them. We have arranged the cutting scheme [Sec. A.3.3] in such a
way that two adjacent regions only overlap on a line, thus ∆ can be calculated following
∆ =
1
X
∑
(E1,E2)∈line
Da(E1, E2)−Db(E1, E2), (A.5)
where Da is the DOS in the reference region, Db in its adjacent region, the summation is
over the overlapped line, X is the total data points on the line.
To combine all different regions, C00 [Figure. A.4] is chosen as the reference region, then
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t10 is combined to it. The combined C00 and t10 region becomes the new reference region.
After that, region t11 is combined and the reference region gets updated again. Following
this fashion, all regions in the top part of the first contour will be combined. We can
combine the bottom part of the first contour in the same way. After the first contour is
combined with the central region and forms the new reference region. All outer contours
can be combined to the reference piece in the same way. After combining all regions, we
will get the DOS for the right half 2D energy space. The DOS of the left half 2D energy
space can be mirrored from the right one.
In the above combining process, the line is not necessarily straight. The standard error
of ∆ is checked to guarantee the consistency of DOS on the line. And the DOS on the line
is taken as the average of DOS from the two adjacent regions which overlap on it.
How to set the system in a targeted region?
When we talked about how to cut the 2D energy space and how to combine them afterward,
we have skipped the question: how can we set the system in a targeted region in the first
place. This is actually the most important question needs to be answered. In 2D energy
space, when one changes one coupling energy E1, one most likely will also changes the
other coupling energy E2. This makes it difficult to navigate in the 2D energy space if one
follows a common routine. After careful study of some microstates of data point (E1, E2),
we discovered an effective approach, which can set the system in almost any targeted region.
In this section, we will focus on the description of this approach.
We choose a small system with 6 × 6 spins and periodical boundary condition [Fig-
ure. A.5] to describe this approach. The system is initialized as ferromagnetic state, which
corresponds to the up right blue point (72,72) in Figure. A.2. The targeted region is in the
right half 2D energy space. Setting the system in a region in the left half 2D energy space
can be done in a similar way.
Starting with the ferromagnetic state, we carry out step A, where spins are flipped
following the order 1, 2, · · · , 8 [Figure. A.5 (A)]. In this way, we can navigate in the 2D
755
will be combined. We can combine the bottom part of
the first contour in the same way. After the first contour
is combined with the central region and forms the new
reference region. All outer contours can be combined to
the reference piece in the same way. After combining all
regions, we will get the DOS for the right half 2D energy
space. The DOS of the left half 2D energy space can be
mirrored from the right one.
In the above combining process, the line is not nec-
essarily straight. The standard error of ∆ is checked to
guarantee the consistency of DOS on the line. And the
DOS on the line is taken as the average of DOS from the
two adjacent regions which overlap on it.
3. How to set the system in a targeted region?
When we talked about how to cut the 2D energy space
and how to combine them afterward, we have skipped
the question: how can we set the system in a targeted
region in the first place. This is actually the most im-
portant question needs to be answered. In 2D energy
space, when one changes one coupling energy E1, one
most likely will also changes the other coupling energy
E2. This makes it difficult to navigate in the 2D en-
ergy space if one follows a common routine. After careful
study of some microstates of data point (E1, E2), we dis-
covered an effective approach, which can set the system
in almost any targeted region. In this section, we will
focus on the description of this approach.
We choose a small system with 6× 6 spins and period-
ical boundary condition [Figure. 6] to describe this ap-
proach. The system is initialized as ferromagnetic state,
which corresponds to the up right blue point (72,72) in
Figure. 3. The targeted region is in the right half 2D
energy space. Setting the system in a region in the left
half 2D energy space can be done in a similar way.
Starting with the ferromagnetic state, we carry out
step A, where spins are flipped following the order 1, 2,
· · · , 8 [Figure. 6 (A)]. In this way, we can navigate in
the 2D energy space along the line connected by the blue
data points [Figure. 3 (A)]. This is because when we flip
the spins in this order, we cause greatest decrease in E1
while keep the decrease in E2 smallest. This partially
explains why the top edge has the special outline (only
part of the up edge is marked as blue). This process stops
when a targeted E1 value is reached. The line x = E1
runs through the targeted region.
After this, we carry out step B, where we decrease
E2 without changing E1. We do so by separating apart
the down spins in Figure. 6 (A), which shouldn’t cause
change in E1, but will cause decrease in E2. In Figure. 6
(B), we show the final state after separating them apart.
This is done by moving spin 4, 8, 2, 6 from their sites in
Figure. 6 (A) to corresponding sites in Figure. 6 (B) in
order. Each move will reduce E2, thus create a path in
the energy space indicated by the black cross mark [Fig-
ure 3 (B)]. This moving process stops once the targeted
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FIG. 6. (Color online). (A), (B), (C) shows how to set the sys-
tem into a targeted region in the right half 2D energy space.
Open circles represent up spins, filled circles represent down
spins. A small system size L = 6 is chosen for the demonstra-
tion purpose.
region is reached.
If we haven’t reach the targeted region after step B, we
will move into step C [Figure. 6 (C)]. In this step, we flip
the gray spins one by one following the order a, b, · · · ,
g. It will further reduce E2, while keep E1 untouched.
This will also create a path in the energy space indicated
by the red data points [Figure 3 (C)]. This process stops
once the targeted region is reached. After this process,
the system will reach the bottom of the energy space for
a specific E1, thus we are guaranteed to set the system
in any region once E1 is chosen correctly in step A.
Step A, B, C won’t track all possible (E1, E2) along the
path [Figure 3] , but it will set the system into any region
with a reasonable size. To move into a target region in
the left half 2-D energy space, one only need to initialize
the system as antiferromagnetic state and following exact
the same processes describe above.
D. Smoothing and Leveling
We have illustrated how to divide the 2D energy space
and combine them afterward in Sec. III C. The com-
bination process is very similar like a carpenter joints
different pieces of wood together to get a big smooth
counter surface. The match between different pieces of
wood might not be perfect, the carpenter uses the tool
‘plane’ to smooth and level these different pieces. The
match of DOS between different regions might also not
be perfect, we have to develope the ‘plane’ of simulation
to smooth and level these different regions. This smooth-
ing and leveling procedure is crucial to calculate reliable
expectation values of different quantities, which will be
covered in Sec. IV.
The ‘plane’ of simulation we chose is repeated random
walk in the whole 2D energy space. We took a series
of random walk in the whole 2D energy space with a
probability proportional to 1/D(E1, E2), which can be
obtained in Sec. III. In each of these random walk,
D(E1, E2) is further adjusted in the same way as de-
scribed in Sec. III, but only by the finest modifier fcut.
In order to prevent the random walk from localizing , we
made the random walk time proportional to 104 5 × L4
steps (each step is one single spin update). Since for
Figure A.5: (A), (B), (C) shows how to set the system into a targeted region in the right
half 2D energy space. Open circles represent up spins, filled circles represent down spins.
A small system size L = 6 is chosen for the demonstration purpose.
energy space along the line connected by the blue data points [Figure. A.2 (A)]. This is
because when we flip the spins in this order, we cause greatest decrease in E1 while keep
the decrease in E2 smallest. This partially explains why the top edge has the special outline
(only part of the up edge is marked as blue). This process stops when a targeted E1 value
is reached. The line x = E1 runs through the targeted region.
After this, we carry out step B, where we decrease E2 without changing E1. We do so
by separating apart the down spins in Figure. A.5 (A), which shouldn’t ca se change in E1,
but will cause decrease in E2. In Figure. A.5 (B), we show the final stat after separating
them apart. This is done by moving spin 4, 8, 2, 6 from their sites in Figure. A.5 (A) to
corresponding sites in Figure. A.5 (B) in order. Each move will reduce E2, thus create a
path in the energy space indicated by the black cross mark [Figure A.2 (B)]. This moving
process stops once the targeted region is reached.
If we haven’t reach the targeted region after step B, we will move into step C [Figure. A.5
(C)]. In this step, we flip the gray spins one by one following the order a, b, · · · , g. It will
further reduce E2, while keep E1 untouched. This will also create a path in the energy space
indicated by the red data points [Figure A.2 (C)]. This process stops once the targeted
region is reached. After this process, the system will reach the bottom of the energy space
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for a specific E1, thus we are guaranteed to set the system in any region once E1 is chosen
correctly in step A.
Step A, B, C won’t track all possible (E1, E2) along the path [Figure A.2] , but it will
set the system into any region with a reasonable size. To move into a target region in the
left half 2-D energy space, one only need to initialize the system as antiferromagnetic state
and following exact the same processes describe above.
A.3.4 Smoothing and leveling
We have illustrated how to divide the 2D energy space and combine them afterward in
Sec. A.3.3. The combination process is very similar like a carpenter joints different pieces
of wood together to get a big smooth counter surface. The match between different pieces
of wood might not be perfect, the carpenter uses the tool ‘plane’ to smooth and level these
different pieces. The match of DOS between different regions might also not be perfect,
we have to develop the ‘plane’ of simulation to smooth and level these different regions.
This smoothing and leveling procedure is crucial to calculate reliable expectation values of
different quantities, which will be covered in Sec. A.4.
The ‘plane’ of simulation we chose is repeated random walk in the whole 2D energy
space. We took a series of random walk in the whole 2D energy space with a probability
proportional to 1/D(E1, E2), which can be obtained in Sec. A.3. In each of these random
walk, D(E1, E2) is further adjusted in the same way as described in Sec. A.3, but only by
the finest modifier fcut. In order to prevent the random walk from localizing , we made the
random walk time proportional to 104 5 × L4 steps (each step is one single spin update).
Since for a system of size L, there are L4 different points in the 2D energy space as shown
in Sec. A.3.2, one should get around 104 5 accumulation for each point. At the end of each
random walk, we normalize the adjusted DOS and recorded it as D′i(E1, E2), where the
subscript i labels different random walk. The final smoothed and leveled DOS is calculated
as
Df (E1, E2) =
1
Nr
Nr∑
i
D′i(E1, E2), (A.6)
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FIG. 7. (Color online). Binder cumulant U2 (a) and specific
heat C (b) versus Temperature T for the classical J1-J2 model
of system size L = 64 at J2/J1 = 0.55. The error bar for the
Wang-Landau curve is smaller than the symbol size.
a system of size L, there are L4 different points in the
2D energy space as shown in Sec. III B, one should get
around 104 5 accumulation for each point. At the end of
each random walk, we normalize the adjusted DOS and
recorded it as D′i(E1, E2), where the subscript i labels
different random walk. The final smoothed and leveled
DOS is calculated as
Df (E1, E2) =
1
Nr
Nr∑
i
D′i(E1, E2), (7)
where Nr is the total number of independent random
walk. Note hereDf (E1, E2) is not necessarily normalized
because it serves as the role to calculate the expectation
values of physical quantities only.
IV. RESULTS
We have illustrated how to simulate the DOS in 2D
energy space in Sec. III. In order to study the phase
transition of the classical J1-J2 model, one need to cal-
culate expectation value of various quantities. In this
section, we will demonstrate how to calculate the expec-
tation value of a quantity Q. Other quantities can be
calculated in the same way.
Because a quantity Q is usually not a single value func-
tion of (E1, E2) except when Q is energy, we need to cal-
culate the expectation value 〈Q(E1, E2)〉 for each point
(E1, E2) in 2D energy space in order to calculate it for
the system. We can do so by sample large amount of
configurations for each point (E1, E2), and take the av-
erage value of Q as the estimator of 〈Q(E1, E2)〉. To do
it systematicaly for all points in the 2D energy space, we
carried out again a series of random walk with a probabil-
ity proportional to 1/Df (E1, E2), and record the number
of visits to (E1, E2) as Hi(E1, E2) and the sum of Q at
each (E1, E2) as S
i
Q(E1, E2), where i labels different ran-
dom walk. Here we also enforced the random walk time
as long as 104 5 × L4 used in Sec. IIID. In the following
context, we will refer to each of these random walk as a
bin. 〈Q(E1, E2)〉 can be calculated according to
〈Q(E1, E2)〉 =
∑Nb
i S
i
Q(E1, E2)∑Nb
i Hi(E1, E2)
, (8)
where Nb is the total number of bins. And statistics of
Df (E1, E2) can be further improved by employing infor-
mation from Hi(E1, E2). We can define the further im-
proved DOS asD′f (E1, E2), which is calculated according
to
D′f (E1, E2) = Df (E1, E2)×
Nb∑
i
Hi(E1, E2). (9)
If Df (E1, E2) is the accurate DOS and the bin is infinite
long,
∑Nb
i Hi(E1, E2) should be absolutely ‘flat’. Other-
wise, it is multiplied to Df (E1, E2) as a small correction.
Now we are ready to calculate the expectation value of Q
for a system with temperature T and coupling strength
J1 and J2 in the following way
〈Q(T, J1, J2)〉 =
∑
(E1,E2)
〈Q(E1, E2)〉W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2)
W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2)
,
(10)
where the summation is over all data points in the 2D
energy space, and
W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2) = D
′
f (E1, E2)e
β(J1E1−J2E2), (11)
where β = 1/T . We use Bootstrap method[15, 16] to esti-
mate the standard error of the expectation value. Under
this method, each boot is consist of Nb bins, which are
randomly drew from the original Nb bins. In each boot,
there might be repeated bins from the original set. The
expectation value of Q for each boot 〈Q(T, J1, J2)〉 can be
calculated in the same way as (8), (9), (10). The stan-
dard error of 〈Q(T, J1, J2)〉 is calculated according to
σQ =
√∑B
i (〈Qi〉 − 〈Q〉)2
B
, (12)
where B is the total number of boots, which is usually
chosen to be 10×Nb in our calculation and external pa-
rameter T , J1 and J2 have been omitted for simplicity.
In Figure. 7, we show the results for the largest system
size we have simulated so far, which is L = 64. In the fig-
ure, we plot the the Binder cumulant U2 (13) and specific
heat C versus temperature T for coupling ratio g = 0.55,
simulated from our extended 2DWang-Landau algorithm
and the standard MC. The consistence between these two
algorithm is remarkable, which proves the correctness of
our extended 2D Wang-Landau algorithm.
With the standard MC, many systems with different
temperature are simulated to obtain the curve, however,
with the extended 2D Wang-Landau, we don’t need to
repeat the simulation for different temperature. Thus
improves the simulation efficiency. The efficiency will be
improved even further if systems with different coupling
ratios g needs to be studied, because again with extended
2D Wang-Landau, we can avoid the repetition.
U2 =
3
2
(
1− 1
3
〈m4〉
〈m2〉2
)
. (13)
Figure A.6: Binder cumulant U2 (a) and specific heat C (b) versus Temperature T for
the classical J1-J2 model of system size L = 64 at J2/J1 = 0.55. The error bar for the
Wang-Landau curve is smaller than the symbol size.
where Nr is the total number of independent random walk. Note here Df (E1, E2) is not
necessarily normalized because it serves as the role to calculate the expectation values of
physical quantities only.
A.4 Results
We have illustrated how to simulate the DOS in 2D energy space in Sec. A.3. In order
to study the phase transition of the classical J1-J2 model, one need to calculate expecta-
tion value of various quantities. In this section, we will demonstrate how to calculate the
expectation value of a quantity Q. Other quantities can be calculated in the same way.
Because a quantity Q is usually not a single value function of (E1, E2) except when Q is
energy, we need to calculate the expectation value 〈Q(E1, E2)〉 for each point (E1, E2) in 2D
energy space in order to calculate it for the system. We can do so by sample large amount
of configurations for each point (E1, E2), and take the average value of Q as the estimator
of 〈Q(E1, E2)〉. To do it systematically for all points in the 2D energy space, we carried
out again a series of random walk with a probability proportional to 1/Df (E1, E2), and
record the number of visits to (E1, E2) as Hi(E1, E2) and the sum of Q at each (E1, E2) as
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SiQ(E1, E2), where i labels different random walk. Here we also enforced the random walk
time as long as 104 5×L4 used in Sec. A.3.4. In the following context, we will refer to each
of these random walk as a bin. 〈Q(E1, E2)〉 can be calculated according to
〈Q(E1, E2)〉 =
∑Nb
i S
i
Q(E1, E2)∑Nb
i Hi(E1, E2)
, (A.7)
where Nb is the total number of bins. And statistics of Df (E1, E2) can be further improved
by employing information from Hi(E1, E2). We can define the further improved DOS as
D′f (E1, E2), which is calculated according to
D′f (E1, E2) = Df (E1, E2)×
Nb∑
i
Hi(E1, E2). (A.8)
If Df (E1, E2) is the accurate DOS and the bin is infinite long,
∑Nb
i Hi(E1, E2) should be
absolutely ‘flat’. Otherwise, it is multiplied to Df (E1, E2) as a small correction. Now we
are ready to calculate the expectation value of Q for a system with temperature T and
coupling strength J1 and J2 in the following way
〈Q(T, J1, J2)〉 =
∑
(E1,E2)
〈Q(E1, E2)〉W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2)
W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2)
, (A.9)
where the summation is over all data points in the 2D energy space, and
W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2) = D
′
f (E1, E2)e
β(J1E1−J2E2), (A.10)
where β = 1/T . We use Bootstrap method [111, 112] to estimate the standard error of the
expectation value. Under this method, each boot is consist of Nb bins, which are randomly
drew from the original Nb bins. In each boot, there might be repeated bins from the original
set. The expectation value of Q for each boot 〈Q(T, J1, J2)〉 can be calculated in the same
way as (A.7), (A.8), (A.9). The standard error of 〈Q(T, J1, J2)〉 is calculated according to
σQ =
√∑B
i (〈Qi〉 − 〈Q〉)2
B
, (A.11)
where B is the total number of boots, which is usually chosen to be 10×Nb in our calculation
and external parameter T , J1 and J2 have been omitted for simplicity.
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FIG. 8. (Color online). Energy E and specific heat C versus
coupling ratio g while keep temperature fixed for the classical
J1-J2 model. System in (a) and (b) is at temperature T = 0.8,
while system in (c) and (d) is at temperature T = 0.3.
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FIG. 9. (Color online). ln (W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2)) in the 2D en-
ergy space. The system is at T = 0.3, coupling ratio g = 0.5.
W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2) is calculated explicitely from D
′
f (E1, E2)
following (11).
Besides efficiency improvement, we also observe that
for a frustrated system (3), this method will prevent the
system from stuck in local minima at low temperature.
In Figure. 8, we show the energy E and specific heat
C versus coupling ratio g at temperature T = 0.8 and
T = 0.3 for system size L = 32. In Figure. 8 (a) and
(b), the system is fixed at T = 0.8. The perfect consis-
tence between results from these two algorithms proves
the correctness of the extended 2D Wang-Landau algo-
rithms once again. In Figure. 8 (c) and (d), where the
system is set at T = 0.3, the curve from standard MC
deviates from the extended 2D algorithm notably. From
the noisy behavior of the curve, we can tell the standard
MC is stuck in local minima at low temperature for the
frustrated system, while the extended 2D Wang-Landau
doesn’t have this problem.
However, results from the extended 2D Wang-Landau
close to critical point gc at low temperature are also noisy
[Figure. 8 (d)]. This is because the system has high de-
generacy close to the critical point gc. The ground state
has 2L+1 fold degeneracy exactly at gc. It’s difficult for
the extended 2D Wang-Landau algorithm to get reliable
statistical result. It would be equally difficult for the
original 1DWang-Landau or the standard MC algorithm.
We will explain why in more detail in Sec. V. Due to the
difficulty, DOS at the boundary of the 2D energy space
(four data points width band) for system size L = 64 is
extrapolated from the inner part. We will shed some light
on why the extrapolation doesn’t affect the correctness
of the simulation result [Figure. 7] in Sec V.
V. DISCUSSION
In order to understand what causes the difficulty at
the critical point gc = 0.5, we need first to look at how
the expectation value of a quantity is calculated in equa-
tion (10) and (11) . Figure. 9 shows the logarithm of
W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2) in the 2D energy space for the clas-
sical J1-J2 model of size L = 8, coupling ratio g = 0.5 and
temperature T = 0.3. The value of W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2)
is rescaled between 0 and 1. From the figure, one can tell
the dominant contribution of (11) is from the low right
thin band close to the boundary. Microstates with energy
points in this region are highly ordered, one of which is
shown in Figure. 6 (C). For any data point (E1, E2) in
this region, it is difficult to update the system from one
ordered state to other degenerate ordered states. Fur-
thermore, adjacent data points may have very different
DOS, which make it very noisy. Combining above two
factors, it’s extremely hard to get accurate DOS in this
region, if not impossible, especially when the system size
becomes large, such as L = 64.
The difficulty to get reliable statistical results at the
critical point gc = 0.5 and its neighborhood at low tem-
perature can’t be addressed by other simulation methods
either. Because most of current simulation algorithms
can’t sample these highly ordered microstates, which is
crucial to obtain reliable results. We have verified that
standard MC with single spin update, or its variant with
line update or multi-spin update won’t help to address
the difficulty.
However, when the system is not at very low tempera-
ture or too close to gc, contribution from the edge region
won’t have significant contribution in (11). The consis-
tent and smooth curves in Figure. 8 (a) and (b) can prove
this point of view. Sometimes, the contribution from the
edge region is so marginal that we don’t need to simulate
the DOS in this region at all. This explains why we get
correct results through extrapolation in Figure. 7 for the
extended 2D Wang-Landau algorithm.
Conclusion. We have demonstrated how do we extend
the popular flat histogram algorithm—Wang-Landau al-
gorithm in 1D to 2D energy space. This extended algo-
rithm can improve the simulation efficiency significantly
for systems with 2D energy space. In addition, this
extended algorithm shows advantage over the standard
MC algorithm for the frustrated classical J1-J2 model at
low temperature, besides the further improved efficiency,
Figure A.7: Energy E and specific heat C versus coupling ratio g while keep temperature
fixed for the classical J1-J2 model. System in (a) and (b) is at temperature T = 0.8, while
system in (c) and (d) is at temperature T = 0.3.
In Figure. A.6, we show the results for the largest system size we have simulated so far,
which is L = 64. In the figure, we plot the the Binder cumulant U2 (A.12) and specific heat
C versus temperature T for coupling ratio g = 0.55, simulated from our extended 2D Wang-
Landau algorithm and the standard MC. The consistence between these two algorithm is
remarkable, which proves the correctness of our extended 2D Wang-Landau algorithm.
With the standard MC, many systems with different temperature are simulated to obtain
the curve, however, with the extended 2D Wang-Landau, we don’t need to repeat the
simulation for different temperature. Thus improves the simulation efficiency. The efficiency
will be improved even further if systems with different coupling ratios g needs to be studied,
because again with extended 2D Wang-Landau, we can avoid the repetition.
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U2 =
3
2
(
1− 1
3
〈m4〉
〈m2〉2
)
. (A.12)
Besides efficiency improvement, we also observe that for a frustrated system (1.1), this
method will prevent the system from stuck in local minima at low temperature. In Fig-
ure. A.7, we show the energy E and specific heat C versus coupling ratio g at temperature
T = 0.8 and T = 0.3 for system size L = 32. In Figure. A.7 (a) and (b), the system is
fixed at T = 0.8. The perfect consistence between results from these two algorithms proves
the correctness of the extended 2D Wang-Landau algorithms once again. In Figure. A.7 (c)
and (d), where the system is set at T = 0.3, the curve from standard MC deviates from
the extended 2D algorithm notably. From the noisy behavior of the curve, we can tell the
standard MC is stuck in local minima at low temperature for the frustrated system, while
the extended 2D Wang-Landau doesn’t have this problem.
However, results from the extended 2D Wang-Landau close to critical point gc at low
temperature are also noisy [Figure. A.7 (d)]. This is because the system has high degeneracy
close to the critical point gc. The ground state has 2
L+1 fold degeneracy exactly at gc. It’s
difficult for the extended 2D Wang-Landau algorithm to get reliable statistical result. It
would be equally difficult for the original 1D Wang-Landau or the standard MC algorithm.
We will explain why in more detail in Sec. A.5. Due to the difficulty, DOS at the boundary
of the 2D energy space (four data points width band) for system size L = 64 is extrapolated
from the inner part. We will shed some light on why the extrapolation doesn’t affect the
correctness of the simulation result [Figure. A.6] in Sec A.5.
A.5 Discussion
In order to understand what causes the difficulty at the critical point gc = 0.5, we need
first to look at how the expectation value of a quantity is calculated in equation (A.9) and
(A.10) . Figure. A.8 shows the logarithm of W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2) in the 2D energy space for
the classical J1-J2 model of size L = 8, coupling ratio g = 0.5 and temperature T = 0.3.
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while system in (c) and (d) is at temperature T = 0.3.
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FIG. 9. (Color online). ln (W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2)) in the 2D en-
ergy space. The system is at T = 0.3, coupling ratio g = 0.5.
W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2) is calculated explicitely from D
′
f (E1, E2)
following (11).
Besides efficiency improvement, we also observe that
for a frustrated system (3), this method will prevent the
system from stuck in local minima at low temperature.
In Figure. 8, we show the energy E and specific heat
C versus coupling ratio g at temperature T = 0.8 and
T = 0.3 for system size L = 32. In Figure. 8 (a) and
(b), the system is fixed at T = 0.8. The perfect consis-
tence between results from these two algorithms proves
the correctness of the extended 2D Wang-Landau algo-
rithms once again. In Figure. 8 (c) and (d), where the
system is set at T = 0.3, the curve from standard MC
deviates from the extended 2D algorithm notably. From
the noisy behavior of the curve, we can tell the standard
MC is stuck in local minima at low temperature for the
frustrated system, while the extended 2D Wang-Landau
doesn’t have this problem.
However, results from the extended 2D Wang-Landau
close to critical point gc at low temperature are also noisy
[Figure. 8 (d)]. This is because the system has high de-
generacy close to the critical point gc. The ground state
has 2L+1 fold degeneracy exactly at gc. It’s difficult for
the extended 2D Wang-Landau algorithm to get reliable
statistical result. It would be equally difficult for the
original 1DWang-Landau or the standard MC algorithm.
We will explain why in more detail in Sec. V. Due to the
difficulty, DOS at the boundary of the 2D energy space
(four data points width band) for system size L = 64 is
extrapolated from the inner part. We will shed some light
on why the extrapolation doesn’t affect the correctness
of the simulation result [Figure. 7] in Sec V.
V. DISCUSSION
In order to understand what causes the difficulty at
the critical point gc = 0.5, we need first to look at how
the expectation value of a quantity is calculated in equa-
tion (10) and (11) . Figure. 9 shows the logarithm of
W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2) in the 2D energy space for the clas-
sical J1-J2 model of size L = 8, coupling ratio g = 0.5 and
temperature T = 0.3. The value of W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2)
is rescaled between 0 and 1. From the figure, one can tell
the dominant contribution of (11) is from the low right
thin band close to the boundary. Microstates with energy
points in this region are highly ordered, one of which is
shown in Figure. 6 (C). For any data point (E1, E2) in
this region, it is difficult to update the system from one
ordered state to other degenerate ordered states. Fur-
thermore, adjacent data points may have very different
DOS, which make it very noisy. Combining above two
factors, it’s extremely hard to get accurate DOS in this
region, if not impossible, especially when the system size
becomes large, such as L = 64.
The difficulty to get reliable statistical results at the
critical point gc = 0.5 and its neighborhood at low tem-
perature can’t be addressed by other simulation methods
either. Because most of current simulation algorithms
can’t sample these highly ordered microstates, which is
crucial to obtain reliable results. We have verified that
standard MC with single spin update, or its variant with
line update or multi-spin update won’t help to address
the difficulty.
However, when the system is not at very low tempera-
ture or too close to gc, contribution from the edge region
won’t have significant contribution in (11). The consis-
tent and smooth curves in Figure. 8 (a) and (b) can prove
this point of view. Sometimes, the contribution from the
edge region is so marginal that we don’t need to simulate
the DOS in this region at all. This explains why we get
correct results through extrapolation in Figure. 7 for the
extended 2D Wang-Landau algorithm.
Conclusion. We have demonstrated how do we extend
the popular flat histogram algorithm—Wang-Landau al-
gorithm in 1D to 2D energy space. This extended algo-
rithm can improve the simulation efficiency significantly
for systems with 2D energy space. In addition, this
extended algorithm shows advantage over the standard
MC algorithm for the frustrated classical J1-J2 model at
low temperature, besides the further improved efficiency,
Figure A.8: ln (W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2)) in the 2D energy space. The system is at T = 0.3, cou-
pling ratio g = 0.5. W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2) is calculated explicitly from D
′
f (E1, E2) following
(A.10).
The value of W (E1, E2, T, J1, J2) is rescaled between 0 and 1. From the figure, one can tell
the dominant contribution of (A.10) is from the low right thin band close to the boundary.
Microstates with energy points in this region are highly ordered, one of which is shown in
Figure. A.5 (C). For any data point (E1, E2) in this region, it is difficult to update the
system from one ordered state to other degenerate ordered states. Furthermore, adjacent
data points may have very different DOS, which make it very noisy. Combining above two
factors, it’s extremely hard to get accurate DOS in this region, if not impossible, especially
when the system size becomes large, such as L = 64.
The difficulty to get reliable statistical results at the critical point gc = 0.5 and its neigh-
borhood at low temperature can’t be addressed by other simulation methods either. Because
most of current simulation algorithms can’t sample these highly ordered microstates, which
is crucial to obtain reliable results. We have verified that standard MC with single spin
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update, or its variant with line update or multi-spin update won’t help to address the
difficulty.
However, when the system is not at very low temperature or too close to gc, contribution
from the edge region won’t have significant contribution in (A.10). The consistent and
smooth curves in Figure. A.7 (a) and (b) can prove this point of view. Sometimes, the
contribution from the edge region is so marginal that we don’t need to simulate the DOS
in this region at all. This explains why we get correct results through extrapolation in
Figure. A.6 for the extended 2D Wang-Landau algorithm.
Conclusion. We have demonstrated how do we extend the popular flat histogram
algorithm—Wang-Landau algorithm in 1D to 2D energy space. This extended algorithm
can improve the simulation efficiency significantly for systems with 2D energy space. In
addition, this extended algorithm shows advantage over the standard MC algorithm for the
frustrated classical J1-J2 model at low temperature, besides the further improved efficiency,
though it experiences the same difficulty when system is too close to gc.
Appendix B
Stochastic series expansion method for
the J-Q class models
B.1 Brief background introduction of SSE
QMC methods have played a big role in studies of strongly-correlated quantum many body
systems. Most QMC methods fort spin systems can be categorized as two types: world line
methods [113] and power-series expansion approaches [114, 115]. The world line methods
are based on Feynman’s path integral [116] in imaginary time, originally on the Suzuki-
Trotter decomposition of the Boltzmann operator [117, 118]. Handscomb developed the
first practically useful QMC [114, 115] in 1960s based on the power-series expansion the of
Boltzmann operator for the Heisenberg ferromagnet. However Handscomb’s method was
not as efficient as the world line methods and not widely applicable, thus not popular. The
power-series expansion approach was revived after the introduction of the more general
Stochastic Series Expansion (SSE) method [13, 14] by Sandvik. In this section, I briefly
introduce the basics of SSE methods including with later developed efficient loop-cluster
updates [119–122]. More detailed introduction can be found in Ref. [2].
There are many ways to decompose the Boltzman operator e−βH for QMC applications.
The Taylor expansion of the Boltzmann operator pioneered by Handscomb [114, 115] is used
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in the SSE;
e−βH =
∞∑
n=0
(−β)n
n!
Hn. (B.1)
The partition function can be calculated as the trace of (B.1) with a complete basis |α〉.
Z =
∞∑
n=0
(−β)n
n!
∑
{α}
〈α|Hn|α〉. (B.2)
By inserting n set of identity operators, (B.2) can be rewritten as
Z =
∞∑
n=0
(−β)n
n!
∑
{α}n
〈α0|H|αn−1〉 · · · 〈α2|H|α1〉〈α1|H|α0〉. (B.3)
Here the summation is over n states, which are connected by H. This can be viewed as
a state propagation from |α0〉 to |αn−1〉. In principle, QMC can be carried out already at
this point by sampling the propagation and its length n. Each propagation corresponds to
a probability, as long as they are all positive, in which case they can be sampled by weight.
Due to high probability of zero-weight terms, this sampling method will be very inefficient,
however. In order to proceed, it is useful to derive the general expression of total internal
energy for any Hamiltonian.
E =
1
Z
∑
{α}
〈α|He−βH |α〉
=
1
Z
∞∑
n=0
(−β)n
n!
∑
{α}
〈α|Hn+1|α〉
=
1
Z
∞∑
n=0
(−β)n
n!
∑
{α}n+1
〈α0|H|αn〉 · · · 〈α2|H|α1〉〈α1|H|α0〉.
= − 1
Z
∞∑
n=1
(−β)n
n!
n
β
∑
{α}n
〈α0|H|αn−1〉 · · · 〈α2|H|α1〉〈α1|H|α0〉.
= −〈n〉
β
.
(B.4)
With configurations sampled by their weight in the partition function, E can be accessed
simply through the average value of n. If H =
∑
iHi, replacing H by
∑
iHi in (B.4), we
have
〈Hi〉 = −〈ni〉
β
, (B.5)
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where 〈ni〉 is the average number of Hi in the operator string. The length of the operator
string n in (B.3) corresponds to sampling configuration with variable size, which can be
done but adds some complications. To make the sampling easier, in the SSE method a
truncation at some maximum length L is typically imposed and unit operators I are used
to “fill in” each product with n < L (which in practice means all configurations since L
must be larger than the largest n reached in practice). One can then rewrite (B.3) as
Z =
∑
S
(−β)n(L− n)!
L!
∑
{α}L
〈α0|SL|αL−1〉 · · · 〈α2|S2|α1〉〈α1|S1|α0〉, (B.6)
where S = S1, S2, · · · , SL, Si ∈ {H, I}, n is the number of Si ∈ {H} operators (the rest,
L− n of them, being unit operators I). The binomial coefficient (Ln) is used to compensate
for the over-counting when the I operators can appear anywhere in the sequence of L
operator. An simple automatic way to determine L has been developed.
B.2 SSE for the S = 12 Heisenberg model
SSE methods can be used to simulate many different quantum systems. For illustration
purposes, Sandvik has shown with great detail how it is implemented for S = 12 Heisenberg
model in Ref. [2]. Here I will first briefly review the method for the Heisenberg model in
order to further illustrate how it is implemented for JQ3 model.
First of all, the Heisenberg model is represented as the summation over bonds instead
of commonly used lattice sites;
H = J
∑
b
Si(b) · Sj(b), (B.7)
where b is the bond index, and i(b), j(b) are lattice site indices corresponding to the sites
at which the bond (interaction) is located. Here a single antiferromagnetic constant J > 0
is considered, Hb = Si(b) · Sj(b). This operator can be split into two parts, which will be
helpful in the SSE method;
H1,b =
1
4 − Szi(b)Szj(b), (B.8)
H2,b =
1
2(S
+
i(b)S
−
j(b) + S
−
i(b)S
+
j(b)). (B.9)
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Eq. (B.7) then becomes
H = −J
∑
b
(H1,b −H2,b) + JNb
4
. (B.10)
The added constant JNb4 can be omitted in the simulation and added back when the final
energy is calculated. In the standard S = 12 spin ↑ and ↓ basis,
Ha,b| ↑i(b)↑j(b)〉 = 0, Ha,b| ↓i(b)↓j(b)〉 = 0, (B.11)
where a = 1 or 2. The relevant two-site matrix elements of the bond operator are
〈↑i(b)↓j(b) |H1,b| ↑i(b)↓j(b)〉 = 12 , 〈↓i(b)↑j(b) |H2,b| ↑i(b)↓j(b)〉 = 12 ,
〈↓i(b)↑j(b) |H1,b| ↓i(b)↑j(b)〉 = 12 , 〈↑i(b)↓j(b) |H2,b| ↓i(b)↑j(b)〉 = 12 .
(B.12)
Here the convenience of the added constant 14 is that H1,b and H2,b both yield 0 when
applied on parallel-oriented spins; (B.11). Inserting H = −J∑b(H1,b−H2,b) into (B.6) and
summarizing over only one basis state, the partition function becomes
Z =
∑
α
∑
SL
(−1)n2 (−β)
n(L− n)!
L!
〈α|
L−1∏
p=0
Ha(p),b(p)|α〉, (B.13)
where unit operator is defined as H0,0. Here n refers to the number of non-unit operator
and n2 refers to the number of off-diagonal operator H2,b in the operator string. In the SSE
simulation, the cut-off L can be determined by demanding it bigger than any n ever sampled,
because beyond some n the probability of longer operator strings decays exponentially. This
can be understood since E = − 〈n〉β and is a finite number (∝ N) for any lattice system at
finite β. There is the no detectable error caused by the cut-off if it is chosen correctly. One
generally expects L ∝ Nβ.
Based on (B.11) and (B.12), the non-zero weight of an allowed configuration is given by
W (α, SL) =
(
β
2
)n
(L− n)!
L!
. (B.14)
I will briefly discuss how SSE is implemented for S = 12 Heisenberg model in Sec. B.2.1 based
on Ref. [2] and discuss how it is implemented and how physical quantities are calculated
for J-Q class models in Sec. B.3.
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FIGURE 55. An SSE configuration for an 8-spin chain, with all the propagated states shown. Open and
solid bars indicate diagonal H1,i and off-diagonal H2,i operators respectively, while no bar between states
corresponds to a “fill-in” unit operator H0,0. The ↑ and ↓ spins of the state |α〉 are stored as σ(i) = ±1,
and the operator string SL is encoded using even and odd integers for diagonal and off-diagonal operators,
respectively, according to s(p) = 2b(p)+ a(p)− 1.
FIGURE 56. An example of three off-diagonal operations (indicated by bars) bringing all spins on a
triangle back to their original states. Each spin flip is associated with a minus sign, resulting in a negative
path weight and a “sign problem” (due to cancellations of configurations with different signs) in QMC
simulations of this and other frustrated systems.
the operator string. We will later introduce a different compact storage involving some
spins of the propagated states as well.
Frustrated interactions and the “sign problem”. At first sight, it appears that we
have a sign problem—a non-positive definite expansion—because of the factor (−1)n2
in (258). Actually, all the terms are positive for a bipartite lattice. This is because an
even number n2 of off-diagonal operators are required in every allowed configuration, in
order to satisfy the “time” periodicity |α(L)〉= |α(0)〉. We already discussed this in the
context of the world line method, where the off-diagonal matrix elements in (244) are
negative, but the continuity of the world lines require an even number of these. This is
yet another example of the close relationship between the two approaches.
For frustrated systems, the series expansion is not positive-definite (and neither is the
path integral, for exactly the same reason). This can be easily demonstrated for a system
of three spins on a triangle. As shown in Fig. 56, an allowed configuration can in this
case contain three off-diagonal operators, resulting in an over-all minus sign. This is
true for any system in which loops with an odd number of sites can be formed between
antiferromagnetically interacting spins—this can be used as the definition of frustration.
Positive-definiteness for a bipartite system can also be proved in a different way, by
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(a) (b) (c)
|↵0i
|↵L 1i
Figure B.1: Allowed situations to place the non-unit operators for the S = 12 Heisenberg
model. Here open circles represent up spins, filled circles represent down spins and open
bars represent diagonal operators H1,b, filled bars represent off-diagonal operators H2,b.
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FIGURE 55. An SSE configuration for an 8-spin chain, with all the propagated states shown. Open and
solid bars indicate diagonal H1,i and off-diagonal H2,i operators respectively, while no bar between states
corresponds to a “fill-in” unit operator H0,0. The ↑ and ↓ spins of the state |α〉 are stored as σ(i) = ±1,
and the operator string SL is encoded using even and odd integers for diagonal and off-diagonal operators,
respectively, according to s(p) = 2b(p)+ a(p)− 1.
FIGURE 56. An example of three off-diagonal operations (indicated by bars) bringing all spins on a
triangle back to their original states. Each spin flip is associated with a minus sign, resulting in a negative
path weight and a “sign problem” (due to cancellations of configurations with different signs) in QMC
simulations of this and other frustrated systems.
the operator string. We will later introduce a different compact storage involving some
spins of the propagated states as well.
Frustrated interactions and the “sign problem”. At first sight, it appears that we
have a sign problem—a non-positive definite expansion—because of the factor (−1)n2
in (258). Actually, all the terms are positive for a bipartite lattice. This is because an
even number n2 of off-diagonal operators are required in every allowed configuration, in
order to satisfy the “time” periodicity |α(L)〉= |α(0)〉. We already discussed this in the
context of the world line method, where the off-diagonal matrix elements in (244) are
negative, but the continuity of the world lines require an even number of these. This is
yet another example of the close relationship between the two approaches.
For frustrated systems, the series expansion is not positive-definite (and neither is the
path integral, for exactly the same reason). This can be easily demonstrated for a system
of three spins on a triangle. As shown in Fig. 56, an allowed configuration can in this
case contain three off-diagonal operators, resulting in an over-all minus sign. This is
true for any system in which loops with an odd number of sites can be formed between
antiferromagnetically interacting spins—this can be used as the definition of frustration.
Positive-definiteness for a bipartite system can also be proved in a different way, by
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Figure B.2: Graphical illustration of the implementation of the SSE method for the S = 12
Heisenberg model. (a) shows the ‘insertion’ of diagonal operator into the operator string.
(b) shows how loops are constructed. (c) shows how the loop-clusters are updated.
B.2.1 Implementation of SSE
The SSE method is developed to sample (“simulate”) the operator string
∏L−1
p=0 Ha(p),b(p) and
the basis state |α〉 in (B.13). If we only consider non-zero weights, then each configuration
of an operator string nd a basis state as a weight of W (α, SL). The initial state can be
labeled as |α0〉 and the state after applying operators Ha,b from the beginning of the string
SL p times as |αp〉. In order to get none-zero weight, the periodicity condition |αL−1〉 = |α0〉
is required. Furthermore, diagonal H1,b and off-diagonal H2,b operators should only operate
on two neighboring spins with opposite orientation. Fig. B.1 shows four allowed situations
to place an operator Ha,b along with the results after applying the operator.
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Fig. B.1 shows a graphical representation of the SSE implementation. For simplicity,
here the 1D S = 12 Heisenberg model with even number of spins is considered for illustration
purpose. In an SSE simulation, a system starts from a random state in the spin ↑ and ↓
basis, and the operator string of some initial size L is initialized with L unit operators (i.e.,
n = 0). During the first round, the simulation iterates over the operator string. Since the
operator string consists of only unit operators at this point, a random bond is chosen for
each operator and an attempt to update the unit operator with a diagonal operator is made,
using the standard Metropolis acceptance method if the chosen bond is located between two
opposite-oriented spins. In Fig. B.2 (a), several diagonal operators are inserted successfully
in an operator string of length L = 12 with 6 spins. In later rounds there is a probability
to remove existing Hamiltonians operators as well, replacing them with unite operators. To
be specific, during the iteration over the operator string, it is checked first if it is a non-unit
operator. For a non-unit operator, it is further checked whether it is a diagonal operator.
For a diagonal operator, an attempt to replace the diagonal operator by a unit operator is
made with the corresponding Metropolis probability. If the operator is a unit operator and
attempt is made to replace it with a diagonal Hamiltonian operator as explained above.
Updating an off-diagonal operator in the string is more complicated, because of the
periodical boundary requirement, two or more (an even number of) operators should be
updated at the same time. Efficient loop-cluster update methods [119–122] have been
developed to resolve the complexity of these updates in an efficient way. Fig. B.2 (b) shows
how loops are constructed with periodical boundary condition. Fig. B.2 (c) shows the
configuration after the loop-cluster update. Here only the bold-line loops are updated. The
update is carried out by following rule: when the loop goes through a bond, the operator
type on that bond is changed, so does the spin orientation. In this way, the configuration
is updated without breaking the periodical boundary restriction. It is important to notice
that the configuration weight W (α, SL) does not change after the loop update. This is
because the weight (when non-zero) only depends on the number of non-unit operators n
in the string, and the loop update does not change that number. In the simulation each
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loop-cluster is updated with a probability of 12 .
Equilibration process—After the first round of simulation described above, there are n
non-unit operators in the operator string. The length L of the operator string is adjusted
as a〈nmax〉, (a > 0, which is chosen as a = 43 in my implementation), and then the updates
shown in Fig. B.2 are repeated. Each sequence of these updates is considered as a one
Monte Carlo step. After performing enough Monte Carlo steps, n should converge and
fluctuate around its average, and the operator string length L should be larger than the
largest n reached. As already mentioned, this is because the energy (which is negative) is
given by E = −〈n〉/β. Thus 〈n〉 ∼ βE is a number ∝ Nβ for a given system, and therefore
n should be well bounded for a finite-temperature system and thus should converge. Since
for a given system 〈n〉 ∝ βN , thus time spent on each Monte Carlo step is also proportional
to βN , unlike classical Monte Carlo simulations where the time is just proportional to N .
Because of this fact, quantum Monte Carlo simulation at low temperature can be very time
consuming. One can also think of βN as the space-time volume of a quantum system, and
in that sense the time effort is similar to classical Monte Carlo.
B.3 SSE for the J-Q class of models
With SSE for the S = 12 Heisenberg model illustrated in Sec. B.2, it is not so difficult to
understand how the method is implemented for the J-Q class models [39]. Given that the
focus is on the J-Q3 model in Chapter 3, here the implementation of the SSE method for
this variant of the model is discussed. The emphasis will be on how physical quantities are
calculated. The J-Q3 model is given by equation (1.5), which can also be rewritten as
H = −J
∑
b
(H1b −H2b)−Q3
∑
bcd
(H1b −H2b)(H1c −H2c)(H1d −H2d), (B.15)
where b, c, d are bond indices, with bond b formed between spins [i(b), j(b)] and bonds bcd
denote three neighboring parallel bonds [i(b), j(b)], [k(c), l(c)], [m(d), n(d)]. More details
about the J-Q3 model is discussed in chapter 3. Since bonds bcd always appear as a group
and they are associated with Q3 interaction, they are here denoted together as a Q3 cell.
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Instead of single type of interaction in the Heisenberg model, there are two types of
interactions to deal with in J-Q3 model. Thus there are two types of operators in the
operator string, with J operators only applied on a single bond, while Q3 operators applied
on a cell with six spins at the same time. As in the Heisenberg case J operators can be
diagonal or off-diagonal, while Q3 operators can consist of any combination of three bond
operators that are either diagonal or off-diagonal. Generalizing Eq. (B.14), the non-zero
weight for a configuration with nj number of J operators and nq number of Q3 operators,
and with an expansion cut-off L, is given by
W (α, SL) =
βn(L− n)!
L!
(
J
2
)nj(
Q3
8
)nq
, (B.16)
where n = nj +nq, is the total number of non-unit operators. With the weight of a configu-
ration known, the SSE method for J-Q3 model can be carried out similarly as described in
Sec. B.2. It is worth to mention that the probability to ‘insert’ a J operator is proportional
to the coupling strength J , and insert a fully diagonal Q3 operator is proportional to cou-
pling strength Q3. In the meantime, the probability to ‘delete’ a diagonal J or Q3 operator
is inversely proportional to coupling strength J or Q3. This explains why in the study of
the thermal VBS transition in the J-Q3 model in chapter 3, there are very few J operators
in the operator string for systems with J → 0. Thus, any measurement of quantities defined
based on J operators in the string is very noisy for such systems.
B.3.1 Calculation of physical quantities
The SSE method has been widely used to simulate various quantum systems. Its popularity
is due both to its high efficiency and convenience of implementing it for different system.
Some physical quantities can be easily accessed in SSE without much additional computation
cost. For example, the internal energy E for the J-Q3 model can be simply accessed through
the expectation value 〈n〉 = 〈nj + nq〉 of the total number of non-unit operators in the
operator string. The specific heat can also be calculated as
C = 〈n2〉 − 〈n〉2 − 〈n〉. (B.17)
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Magnetic order parameter and magnetic susceptibility can also be measured in a straight-
forward way. These are measurements that are independent of the model studied.
VBS correlation length and VBS susceptibility
Here the main interest is in the study of the VBS state. There are several possible ways
to define the VBS correlation length. The most easily accessible in the J-Q3 model at
temperature T > 0 is one based on the J-term (bond) susceptibility,
χb1,b2 =
∫ β
0
dτ〈Ĥb2(τ)Ĥb1(0)〉, (B.18)
where b1, b2 are bond indices, Ĥbi = JSa · Sb, with Sa and Sb are nearest-neighbor spin
operators. χb1,b2 measures the response of the J-term on bond b2 (i.e., a nearest-neighbor
spin correlation function) to a change in the strength of the J-term on bond b1. χb1,b2 is
given by a remarkably simple formula [14] in the SSE method
χb1,b2 = 〈n(b1)n(b2)− δb1,b2n(b1)〉/β. (B.19)
Here n(b) denoting the number of J-operators on bond b in the operator string. Shown in
Fig. B.3 are two x-oriented J-bonds, b1 and b2, for which the corresponding susceptibility can
be measured with the above formula. Susceptibilities for y-directed bonds can be measured
in exactly the same way. Here the response between two differently oriented J-bonds will
not be considered, although it is also easy to compute.
The VBS correlation length can be defined based on the Fourier transformation of the
J-term susceptibility. If only consider x-direction bonds, then each x-bond can be referred
by their real space location rb in the lattice. Because of periodic condition and symmetry,
χb1,b2 is translational invariant, thus it can be denoted as χ(r), where r = rb1 − rb2 .
The Fourier transformation of the x- or y-directed J-term susceptibility χ(r) can be
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Ne´el VBS
(Q/J)c Q/J
b1
b2
Figure B.3: Example of two bonds on which the J-term susceptibility is calculated.
carried out as
χ(q) =
N∑
r
χ(r)e−ir·q
=
N∑
r
e−i(rb1−rb2 )·q[n(b1)n(b2)− δb1,b2n(b1)]/β
=
1
βN
N∑
rb1
N∑
rb2
n(b1)e
−irb1 ·q · n(b2)eirb2 ·q − 1
βN
N∑
rb1
N∑
rb2
δb1,b2n(b1)e
−i(rb1−rb2 )·q
=
1
βN
N∑
rb1
n(b1)e
−irb1 ·q
N∑
rb2
n(b2)e
irb2 ·q − 1
βN
N∑
rb1
n(b1)
=
1
βN
n(q)n(−q)− 1
βN
n(q = 0, 0),
(B.20)
where the summation is over all lattice sites, and
n(q) =
N∑
rb
n(b)e−irb·q. (B.21)
The VBS susceptibility χVBS is defined as χ(q0), where q0 = (pi, 0) or (0, pi) for x- or
y-directed bonds.
Because the columnar VBS breaks the lattice rotational symmetry, two different cor-
relation lengths can be defined based on χ(q). Using the x-direction susceptibility and
defining q0 = (pi, 0), q1 = (pi +
2pi
L , 0) and q2 = (pi,
2pi
L ), the correlation lengths parallel and
perpendicular to the x-direction bonds for an L × L lattice are defined according to (3.4).
and the definition for the y-direction is similar. The calculation time of χ(q) for a particular
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q is proportional to βNspin, thus it is of the same order as the computational effort of one
Monte Carlo step.
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